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FOREWORD

This report, "Checkout Techniques for Fluidic Systems", presents the
results of work performed by Bcwles Engineering Corporation under Air Force
Contract AF 33(615)-5296. It was accomplished under the direction of Mr.
William H. Kemper (APFG), of the Air rorce Aero Propulsion Laboratory,
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433.

Appreciable contributions to the reported program effort were made by
Dr. W. A. Walston and P. Bauer, their studies being summarized by B.E.C.
Technical Memoranda included in this report, and by P. Cain in the perfor-
mance of numerous lpboratory tests.

This report was submitted by the authors on 7 May 196G.

This technical report has been reviewed and is approved.

ROBERT D. SHERRILL, ChiTer
Ground Support Branch
Support Technology Division
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ABSTRACT

Bowles Engineering Corporation has demonstrated the feasibility of
checkout techniques for Fluidic circuitry. Sensors, instrumentation
teohniques, and checkout procedures have been defined which has been
shown, by laboratory tests, to be successfui in establishing levels of
functional performance, and in isolating causes of circuitry malfunctions.
The program was sponsored by the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory.

It has been established that the most accurate means of establishing
level of functional performance, to determine if the performance of a system
is satisfactory or is outside of allowable limits, is through the use of
primary sensors, such as certain pressure transducers and piezoelectric
crystals. Primary sensors detect functional signals directly.

Acoustic sensing techniques, a secondary sensing procedure, has
been applied, with a high level of success, to the isolation of anomalies
causing malfunction. An accelerometer has been mounted to a circuit
plate to sense the secondary acoustic energy generated by a group of
operating elements on the circuit plate. This sensed acoustic signal has
been convertod into an amplitude vs. frequency acoustic signature, through
the use of sonic and ultrasonic spectrum analyzers. It has been demonstrated
that different anomalies cause distinguishingly different changes in the
acoustic signature, thus permitting detection and definition of the anomalies
cauiing malfunctions. The results realized in the isolating of malfunction
causes through the use of secondary acoustic techniques is considered to
be highly -l;nificant.

The present report presents the results of the checkout techniques
program, during which the applicability of e group of candidate sensors
were evaluated for use in the checkout of both analog and digital circuitry.

(This abatract is subject to special export controls and oach transmittal to foreign
governments or foreign nationals may be made only with prior approval of Support
Technology Division (APF), Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory, Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.)
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

I. BACKGROUND

The growth of the field of Fluidics since the late 1950's has been phenomenal.
A large and continuously increasing number of applications of Fluidic controls
have been implemented. The high level of interest in Fluidic systems is a con-
sequence of the inherent reliability and ruggedness of Fluidic circuitry and a
potential for low cost. With the performance characteristics of no-moving-part
Fluidic elements being a function of channel geometry as formed into an appro-
priate material, the maintenance of desired performance reduces primarily to the
maintenance of the integrity of a static material structure. With the selection of
materials and fabrication techniques appropriate to the application, highly re-
liable performance may be realized, with greatly minimized maintenance require-
ments and under extremes of shock, temperature, and radiation.

The established need for reliability and ruggedness in many areas of automatic
control has led to a concentration of effort in the Fluidics field to develop and
apply Fluidic control systems. The area of Fluidic system checkout has, hereto-
fore, received minimal attention. Under the sponsorship of the Air Force Aero
Propulsion Laboratory, therefore, Bowles Engineering Corporation has completed
a program to establish applicable techniques for instrumenting Fluidic circuitry
with which to define the state of circuit performance and to diagnose causes of
malfunction. The results of this program are presented by this report, and are
highly encouraging. Techniques have been established, and demonstrated, by
which functional performance of Fluidic systems may be checked out,and through
which the causes of system malfunction may be defined.

2. PRO9LEM STATEMENT

Sensors bnd sensing techniques are required which provide, through an organized
checkout procedure, the means of evaluating the functional performance of Fluidic
circuitry. In addition, the sensors and sensing techniques must establish the
causes of malfunction to permit prescription of the appropriate corrective actions.
To define the problem more precisely, it is necessary to establish the level of
checkout which is of primary concern , and to consider a typical checkout sequence.

Of primary interest are techniques and procedures applicable to a flight line system
checkout. The first concern is to check out a supposedly functioning Fluidic
system. Here the objective is to jetermine whether the functional performance
is within prior established limits. If not, a second objective is to diagnose the
cause of malfunctions so a- to prescribe either appropriate healing where this may
be accomplished in-place, or alternately, removal and replacement of a non-
healable circuit grouping. The development of laboratory techniques for bench
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testing of faulty circuitry is not of prime concern, although techniques applicable
to flight line checkout techniques may be highly suitable for bench checkout

procedures.

It is necessary to make this distinction to establish requirements which candi-
date sensors and sensing technique must satisfy. As an example, flight line
sensors and sensing techniques may not degrade system reliability, as by the
addition of tubing and fittings (with added potential leakage sources ) for the
remote attachment of sensors; the sensors must themselves be fail-safe in terms
of system performance. The size and coupling means of applicable sensors must
be compatible with circuitry packaging concepts. These constraints, which are
applicable to a flight line checkout, do not necessarily apply to laboratory in-
strumentation.

A typical checkout procedure is outlined below:

CHECKOUT PROCEDURE SEQUENCE

1. Check to establish that the system input/output characteristics
fall within established acceptable performance limits.

2. Check for absence of indications of impending failure.

3. If results of steps I and 2 are positive, checkout is complete.
If results of either step I or 2 is negative, proceed with checkout.

4. Isolate circuit grouping containing malfunction cause.

5. Define cause of malfunction and healing procedure.

6. Perform appropriate healing. If defined anomaly is in-place
healable, carry out prescribed procedure. If not an anomaly
healable in-place, replace unsatisfactory circuit grouping
(as an integral module).

7. Re-initiate sequence with step 1.

An examination of the checkout procedure serves to establish a numbcr of broad
functional objectives of circuitry checkout instrumentation.

o The instrumentation must have sufficient resolution to distinguish
between satisfactory and unsatisfactory performance.

o The means used to detect the cause of unsatisfactory performance
should exhibit sufficient resolution to detect and define an
anomalous condition of an amplitude which causes the limit of

2



the input/output performance specifications to be approached.
These amplitudes are frequently quite small.

4

0 The information generated by the checkout instrumentation and
related equipment should require the minimum possible inter-
pretation, to rTinimize checkout errors. Some degree of automationV of the checkout procedure is probably desirable, depending upon the
specific system, to minimize human error.

3. GENERAL APPROACH

The program carried out by BEC was implemented by a three phase effort,
outlined as follows;

o PHASE I - SENSOR SELECTION AND EVALUATION

A survey of sensors and sensing techniques was performed and
candidate sensors selected. Functional failure of typical analog
and digital elements was defined. An extensive evaluation of the
candidate sensors was carried out to establish applicability to the
detection of performance degradation and/or detection of malfunction
causes, as applied to analog and digital elements and simple circuitry.
The compatibility of the sensors with typical packaging concepts and
effects of environment on the sensors were Investigated. Recommen-
dations conceruing the applicability of the candidate sensors were
prepared.

o PHASE II - EVALUATION OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITRY INSTRUMENTATION
AND HEALING IECHNIQUES

Based on the conclusions of Phase I, sensing techniques considered
most applicable were applied in the instrumentation of typically
packaged analog and digital integrated circuitry and evaluated.
Techniques for in-place healing of circuitry were investigated.

o PHASE III - DEMONSTRATION OF FEASIBILITY OF A CHECKOUT
PROCEDURE FOR AN ANALOG CONTROL SYSTEM

A two-module analog controller was instrumented and a semi-automatic
checkout procedure implemented to demonstrate the technical feasi-
bility of Fluidih System Checkout Techniques.

The results of the effort as outlined above are submitted by this report, together
with a summary, conclusions, and recommendations for future work.

3
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SECTION II

SUMMARY

Much effort has been successfully directed to the development of Fluidic
S systems for a broad range of controls applications, the inherent reliability

and minimized maintenance of Fluidics being much desired. Bowles
Engineering Corporation has completed a program directed toward an area
which has heretofore received little attention, that being the establishing
of checkout techniques for Fluidic systems. This area will become in-
creasingly more important as more Fluidic systems reach operational status.

Through the BEG program, which is described by this report, the feasibility
of instrumentation arrangements and procedures for use in checkout of
Fluidic systems have been demonstrated, the objectives of checkout procedures
being essentially to establish the level of per.'ormance and to isolate causes
of malfunction. The progr-nm was sponsored by dhe Air Force Aero Propulsion
Laboratory under Contract No. AF 33(615)-5296, with the effort directed by
Mr. W. H. Kemper,. APFG.

A group of candidate sensors were selected for investigation and evaluation.
Two types of sensors were considered; primary sensors, which sense functional
signals such as pressure and flow, and secondary sensors, which detect
secondary indicators of the state of a circuit such as the thermal profile of a
circuit plate or the high frequency noise generated by a functioning element.
The applicability of these sensors, and techniques for their use, for both
analog and digital Fluidics circuitry, were investigated through tests with
elements and circuitry. The most suitable sensors and techniques were
selected and made use of in demonstrating the feasibility of a checkout
procedure for a Fluidic feedwater controller for a Naval propulsion steam
generator.

The results of the program indicate that primary sensors provide the most
accurate means of evaluating the level of performance, sensing directly the
functional signals. A miniature pressure transducer, piezoelectric crystals,
and flow anemometers, were shown to be desirable primary sensors.

Secondary sensing techniques, namely the sensing of acoustic energy and
analysis of the amplitude vs. frequency signature of the sensed acoustic
energy, were shown to be highly successful in isolating anomalies causing
primary performance malfunctions. It was shown that one accelerometer
mounted to a circuit plate could isolate anomalies occurring at various
locations on a circuit plate containing a group of functioning elements. The
capability to isolate malfunction causes through secondary acoustic techniques,
stems from the demonstrated fact that different anomalous conditions, such as
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variations in supply, or bias pressure, or damage to a circuit structure,
each cause a distinguishingly different change in the acoustic signature.
These differing changes then serve to identify specific anomalies. The
accomplishments realized in the area of fault isolation, a difficult
instrumentation task, are highly significant and are considered to represent
an advance In the state-of-the-art.

Further work is necessary to move Fluidic system checkout techniques from
feasibility to operability. The development of sensors and related peripheral
equipment specifically for use in Fluidic system checkout should lead to a
lower cost of instrumentation. Approaches to minimizing the amount of
sensing equipment which is mounted permanently to Fluidic circuitry require
investigation, the objective being the reduction of cost and complexity of
instrumentation which "goes along" with the circuitry. Along this line,
means of transmitting information concerning the condition of Fluidic circuitry
(as the acoustic energy generated by elements ) from the circuitry to
externally located sensing equipment requires study.

6



SECTION III

SELECTION OF CANDIDATE SENSORS

A discussion of sensor objective3 and requirements is presented by this section.
A literature survey of technical references and manufacturer's catalogs was
carried out to select a group of candidate sensors which appeared compatible
with the defined sensor objectives. The candidate sensors are each described,
defining the supplier, model number, specifications, and reasons why each was
considered applicable.

The objectives and requirements of primary and secondary sensors differ signifi-
cantly, hence will be treated separately.

1. SENSOR OBJECTIVES AND REQUIREMENTS

Two types of sensors are considered necessary for the checkout of Fluidic
circuitry. The first type is those sensors which are capable of monitoring
functional or primary performance. This group of sensors monitors directly the
system functional signals, most commonly pressure or flow signals. The second
group of sensors detect secondary phenomena which are related to the functional
state of Fluidic circuitry.

It is considered probable that primary sensors are necessary for the reliable
establishment of satisfactory performance, by iirectly monitoring functional
system signals. The secondary sensors offer a potentially effective means of
establishing the rr.ode of failure producing a malfunction, and the amplitude of
the anomaly. Such failure modes as development of a leak, contamination of an
element's input or output channel, or a loss of supply pressure, all induce some
change in the structure of an element's flow field. This in turn effects changes
in such secondary indices of performance as local static temperature, tempera-
ture gradients and profiles, and the acoustiz energy generated by a functioning
Fluidic element. These secondary indices may be sensed and used to generate
information concerning the operating state of a circuit and, hopefully, causes
of malfunction.

a. Primary Sensors

The function of primary sensors is to monitor and permit display of the functional
primary system signals. The signals are normally in the form of pressures (most
commonly) or flows, and changes in these quantities.

Where sensing the primary signals of analog circuits, the prime concern is with
accurate sensing of signal levels, which reflects a need for good linearity, low
hysteresis, and stability. High frequency response is not required. In sensing
the primary performance of digital elements, a sufficiently high frequency response
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is of more concern than a high degree of linearity. Digital element signals are
defined more in terms of square wave or pulse rise times, shapes of leading
and trailing edges and time relationships between pulses. Consequently, a
frequency response compatible w!th rise times of a fraction of a millisecond is
a prime requirement, and linearity is a more secondary concern.

In addition to the fundarental requirements of satisfactorily sensing primary
signals, the primary sensors Lihould be of such a physical configuration that
they can be coupled to Fluidic circuitry withuut intertering with primary perfor-
mance. This is of prime importance with digital circuitry where a mounting
arrangement which effects a discontinuity in transmission passages ma:, cause
significant functional signal degradation. The capability of flush mounting with
a channel wall, or mounting of a small sensing device in a channel, is desired.

The sensor and the means of mounting should not reduce the reliability of the
functional system. Consequently, the coupling of external tubing to a circuit
for the remote mounting of a ensor is not desirable, since this introduces
potential sources of leakage. In order not to reduce system reliability the
sensor must in itself be fail-safe. IIt the sensors fails it should not impair
system performance. A sensor which in failing would permit diassociated
fragments to be transported down a channel into an amplifier nozzle is highly
undesirable.

The size and physical configuration of sensors must be compatible with typical
concepts of packaging Fluidic system circuitry.

b. Secondary Sensors

Secondary sensors offer the capability of go,:arating highly valuable information
concerning the state of Fluidic circuits. This group of sensors offer a potential
means of detecting the causes of malfunction with a minimum number of sensors
and/or at a lower cost than by accomplishing the same objective through primary
sensors.

A given performance degradation can usually be caused by more than one mode
of failure. The problem is to define which mode of failure has cccurred, to
establish the appropriate corrective measures. As an example, one type of
performance degradation of an analog circuit is an unacceptable shift in the
output signal from the desired level for a given input signal. This degradation
can be the result of a large number of failure modes, including a change in
supply pressure, a shift in the setting of a bias adjust valve, a leak, or a
contaminated receiver, at some amplifier within the circuit. One approach
would be to couple pressure transducers to the supply pressures, inputs, and
outputs of all the circuit elements. Then, by process of elimination and a
complex comparison of appropridte signals, the problem could be isolated.
This is, of course, an impractical approach in terms of both cost and complexity.



A number of secondary sensing techniques offer, ideally, a highly attractive
alternate. As an example, a sensor capable of generating a thermal map for
a complete circuit offers a possible means of locating, through use of one
sensor, the cause of a circuit malfunction by the location and nature of
changes in the thermal profile. The acoustic energy generated by operating
elements also presents great possibilities. Prior tests conducted by BEC to
examine the acoustic energy amplitude vs. frequency signature generated by
an operating amplifier yielded encouraging results. The tests have shown
that by inducing different modes of failure, detectable and differing changes
occur in the acoustic signature. The potential thus exists that a single sensor
of acoustic signals, with appropriate related equipment, may detect and define
the cause of failure within a group of elements.

Two prime functional requirements must then be satisfied for secondary sensing
techniques to be applicablo. The sensitivity of the technique must be sufficient
to detect the small magnitudes of anomalies causing malfunction (malfunction
being defined as just exceeding the specified Urmitations of primary performance).
The technique must also be capable of distinguishing between the various modes
of failure.

The same requirements of not affecting system performance, of not reducing
system reliability, and of compatibility with pr.ckaging concepts, described
for primary sensors apply to secondary sensors.

2. CANDIDATE SENSORS

The sensors selected as having potential applicability to the checkout of
Fluidics circuitry are defined in this section. The selection of the sensors
included consideration of the general sensor objectives and requirements as
given in Section III-1, as well as the sensing requirements as dictated by the
definition of failures of Section IV.

a, Pressure Transducers

Strain gage and other types of pressure transducers have been used for static
and low frequency dynamic testing of Fluidic elements sincu the beginning of
the Fluidic technology. Most of these transducers by virtue of their large
physical size, add volume to the circuit to be tested. For high frequency
analog circuitry and digital circuitry, this effects an undesired degradation of
system signals.

During the catalog search, a miniature pressure transducer was found which
'ouuld be mounted in such a way as to become an integral part of the wall of a
v:wumatic ch.9nnel, so Lhat no additional volum,' is added to the circuit. This
transducer manufactured by Scientific Advanccs, Inc. (Model SA-SD-M7) was
used in the initial phases of the program. Liter in the course of the program,



another transducer model was developed which possessed the same general
performance characteristics with improvements in handling and mounting
characteristics. This improved transducer, (Model SA-SD-M-6H) was used
in the later portions of the program.

In addition to their small size (0.25 in.dia.) and capability of being in-
corporated as part of the channel wall, the transducers have other advantages
which make them applicable to Fluidic checkout procedures.

The pressure sensitive areas is small (.028 sq.in.) providing

nearly point pressure measurement.

o The transducer consists of four strain gtgec bonded to a sm•ill
diaphragm so that failure of the strain gages will not interfere
with the functional performance of the rluidic element being
tested.

o The lineority and hysteresis Is ±0.5% of full scale. For a
2 psi transducer, this means the reading is accurate within
0.01 psi, and for a 15 .si transducer it is accurate within
0.075 psi.

o The small diaphragm permits the transducers to have a high
frequency response; its resonance frequency being 15, 500
cps.

o The pressure transducers are available for a large number of
pressure ranges, providing good coverage of checkout pressure
sensing requirements.

B•ummarv of Technical Data,:

Supplier: Scientific Advances, Inc.
od_•ej: SA-SD-M-6H

UW.: .25 In.dia. x .25 in. thickness
Pressure Sensitive Area: 0.028 in"
ILuLt Voltu.e: 3V d.c. or a .c. rms
Full Scale Outout: 30mv
Bridae Resistance: 120 to 200 ohms
QyvqLRftjg : 50% over rated range
Linearitv and Hyjteresis : 4.0.5% FS
Calculated Natuial Frequency: 15,500 cps
Pressure Ranges(osld : +2, .5, t10, 115, +30, +100
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b. Flow Anemometry

The use of hot-wire and hot-film anemometers is a highly developed part of
current Fluidic technology. Such anemometers operate on the principle that
convective heat transfer from a hot body placed in a cooler fluid medium will
vary directly with the velocity at which the fluid sweeps past the body. If
the body is an electrically excited conductor having a resistivity which varies
with temperature, its total resistance will vary as a function of fluid velocity.
Hot-wire and hot-film anemometers, therefore, consist essentially of calibrated
conductors, probe-mounted for insertion in fluid streams, together with suitable
instrumentation for detecting and displaying its electrical output signals which
are a function of fluid flow velocity.

Presently available anemometers of this type can be designed with exceptional
sensitivity to low-flow velocities. Unfortunately, however, their sensitivity
is inherently non-linear, necessitating careful calibration to dttain accuracy
over wide velocity ranges. Accordingly, these devices are most commonly used
for qualitative measurements including, signal-to-noise ratios in Fluidic devices.

In spite of this limitation, however, anemometry is potentially sultable as a
sensor approach for Fluidic control system checkout purposes. This is particu-
larly true where either qualitative bensing or relatively crude quantitative
measurements are required. Such capability is generally adequate for digital
circuit evaluation and offers a limited potential for analog circuit measurements.
Moreover, probes can be built ina size suitable for direct incorporation in the
inlet and output passages of virtually any type of fluid amplifier.

The hot wire selected as being most suitable for checking out Fluidic elements
is the model 55A52, manufactured by Disa Electronics. The principal reasons
for selecting these probes are:

o The probe consists of a wire ( .0002 in.dia. ) mounted between
two needlas of 0.8 mm length with a 0.45 mm spacing between
them. Being of such miniature size, these probes are capable
of being mounted directly into the flow channels of pneumatic
elements with a minimum disturbance to the functional flow
characteristics.

o The maximum air flow velocity which the probes are capable of
detecting is 150 m/sec which is normally sufficient for use
with digital elements.

o The frequency response of a hot wire anemometer system is a
function of the rate at which the electronic circuitry can supply
power to the wire or film being used. A hot wire probe connected
to a bridge circuit and servo amplifier which keeps the probe
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resistance constant, and hence the probe temperature virtually
constant, is defined as a constant temperature anemometer
system. The output of the system is actually a measurement of
the power delivered to the flowing medium by the probe. A Disa
type 55D05 constant temperature anemometer system was selected
to be used with these probes. This system can be used to an
upper frequency limit of 50 KC which is more than sufficient for
the testing to be performed.

0 Because the hot wire anemometer system is capable of detecting
large flow velocities with high frequency content, it possesses
the capability of detecting performance characteristics of digital
elements and the ability to detect meoningful deviations in
performance degradation.

o The most common failure of the hot wire is wire burn-out which
when it occurs, will not afeect the functional performance of the
element being tested.

The hot film probe chosen to be evaluated as a sensor of primary flow performance
is the Disa Electronics type 55A90/91 miniature flush-mounted probe. It was
selected for the following reabons.

o This type of probe can be flush mounted in a flow channel wall
and so become a part of the wall, thereby adding no disturbances
to the flow.

o ILs miniature size (die. of approx. 0.2 in.) is compatible with
Fluidic element flow channels.

o Unprotected platinum probes may be obtained for use in gaseous
media capable of detecting flow velocities up to 500 ni/sec.
(Quartz-coated platinum films are also available which are
capable of detecting liquid flow velocities up to 10 m/sec,)

o Using the Dime type 55D05 anemometer system with the hot film
probe provides a system response capability of 50 KC.

o The sensitivity and frequency response of these probes make them
useful as detector. of both the primary functional characteristic
and meaningful performance degradation of digital elements.

o Failure of these probes generally consists of film burn-out or
contamination of the film. Neither of these failure modes would
effect the functional performance of the element under test.

12



Summary of Technical Data:

Constant Temperature Anemometer

Supplier: Disa Electronics
Type: 55D05
Type of Operation: 10:1 and 1:1 bridge ratio
Probes: Hot-wire or Hot-film
Probe Resistance Range: I to 50 ohms
Frequency Range: 0 to 50 K Hz, depending on probe

and condition of measurement
Output Voltage: approx. 1 to 7 volts
Output Impedance: approx. 500 ohms
Power Supply.: Built-in, batteries

Hot Wire Probe

Supplier: Disa Electronics
Tpe: 55A53
Wire Material: Platinum-plated tungsten
Wire Diameter and Length 0.005 mm x 0.45 mm
Lenoth Supporting Legs: 0.8 mm
Probe Body Diameter: 0.9 mm
Resistance at 20 0 C: 1.4 +0.3 ohms
Maximum 4ir Flow Velocity at 1 atm: 150 m/sec

Hot Film Probe

Supplier: Disa Electronics
Type: 55A90/91
Film Material: Platinum
Film Length: approx. 1 mm
Film Width: approx 0.20 mm
End Diameter of Probe: 4.75 mm
Maximum Velocity gases: 500 m/sec

c. Piezoelectric Crystals

Piezoelectric crystals are, as the name implies, pressure sensitive electric
crystals. Whenever a pressure is applied to a piezoelectric crystal, an
electrical charge is produced. PZT Bimorph ceramic crystals, manufactured
by Piezoelectric Division of Clevite Corporation were selected for evaluation.
These elements consist of two layers of piezoelectric material with a layer of
thin metal sandwiched between them. The layers of crystal material are secured
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together face to face so that when a force is applied to the bimorph material,
the strain in the crystals causes a corresponding voltage differential to be
developed between two electrode terminals.

Although we have already selected strain gage pressure transducers to be
evaluated as pressure sensors, it is believed that piezoelectric crystals
possess certain characteristics which would be beneficial during certain
tests.

o They generate an electric charge when a pressure is applied to
the crystals. This characteristic appears especially applicable
in monitoring the pressure pulses produced in digital circuits.

o They can be designed to meet the small physical size and shape
desired. They can be mounted in the sidewall of the pneumatic
channels, and thus becoming a part of the sidewall, do not effect
the operational characteristics of the element being tested.

o Because of their physical construction, they would not influence
the Fluidic performance if crystal breakdown should cause the
device to stop functioning as a sensor.

o Their frequence response characteristics are a function of their
physical size (length, width, and thickness). Again their size
can be designed to meet the necessary frequency response
characteristics of digital elements.

o Their low cost makes them particularly attractive where multi-
channel monitoring is required.

Summary of Technical Data:

Uittle data is given on piezoelectric crystals except for their
performance characteristics while mounted in typical non-Fluidic
configurations. Their sensitivity and frequency response is
greatly dependent on the mounting configurations used. Therefore,
these sensors will be evaluated with respect to mounting con-
figurations which are applicable to Fluidic elements.

d. Infra-Red Sensing

Infra-red radiometry has been developed in recent years so that a high level of
sensitivity has been achieved. I R techniques are used extensively in mapping
the thermal contours of land, water, and cloud formations. More recent
developments have found I R sensing a practical method of locating defective
components in electronic circuits and defective bonding in printed-circuit
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boards. It is therefore, a possibility that their application to check out Fluidic
circuits may produce meaningful data.

Fluidic elements contain a variety of nozzles through which gases are accele-
rated due to pressure drops across them. The static temperature of the gas at
the nozzle throat is less that. the temperature (essentially stagnation) in
the relatively wide channels upstream of the nozzle. This temperature
difference in the gas will extend in some manner to the material forming
these elements. By monitoring the surface temperature of the elements,
temperature gradients should be detected which are related to the nominal
pressure changes occurring within the Fluidic elements. Abnormal pressure
changes should produce corresponding thermal gradients which differ from those
produced when the elements performance was satisfactory. As an example, if
a supply pressure nozzle were completely blocked by ountamination, no flow or
expansion of gases would occur and thus no temperature gradient across the
nozzle would exist. Therefore, the surrounding medium would approach room
temperature which is a deviation from the normal operation. It is conceivable
that a relationship between changes in the surface temperature gradient and
performance degradation could be accomplished in this manner.

A portable radiation thermometer manufactured by the Barnes Engineering Company
(modelPRT-4) was selected for evaluation as a performance sensor for Fluidic
elements because of these characteristics.

" The PRT-4 radiation thermometer is capable of detecting temperatures
ranging from 100 F to 10 0 F, which adequately covers the expected
range of thermal gradients on the surface of Fluidic elements and
circuits.

" Its response of 50 m/sec is more than sufficient to detect changes
in the thefmal state of Fluidic circuit plates.

o A checkout procedure which would involve using this device would
require no connections to the Fluidic elements flow channels, and
therefore, would not add any anomalies which would cause functional
performance degradation.

o The resolution of the Model PRT-4 I.R. thermometer is appro-,imately
0.020 C. If considering the isentropic flow of air through a nozzle
with a nominal pressure drop of 1 psi, a 0.f02 0 change in air static
temperature in the nozzle throat would reflect a change of approxi-
mately G.001 psi in the nozzle pressure drop. With the I.R. ther-
mometer monitoring resultant changes in the circuit structure temper-
ature, the sensitivity in detecting pressure changes will be less, but
hopefully still useful.
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o The minimum field of view of the I.R. thermometer is .4 inches
diameter. This is sufficiently small to permit its use in plotting
thermal maps of functioning elements, with a matrix size small
enough to be meaningful.

The relatively large size of this I.R. thermometer and thre fact that it must be
used in excess of one foot from the circuit precludes its use for checking out
Fluidic circuits where space is at a premium.

Its primary use in this program is to evaluate the effectiveness of thermal
mapping techniques in indicating performance degradation. If the thermal
mapping technique proves useful, suitable I.R. probes could possibly be
developed.

Summary of Technical Data:

Supplier: Barnes Engineering Comp6ny
Model: PRT-4
Temperature Range: 10 0 F to i000 F
Resolution: 0.020 C
Field of View: 20 at half energy point
Taraet Distance: 1 foot to infinity, with target filling field of view
Response Time(63%): 50 m/sec
Dimensions of Optical Head: 5-1/2 in.dia. x 5 in.long

e. Thermistor

The thermistor provides an alternate method of detecting temperature changes in
a Fluidic circuit. A thermal map, or temperatures at selected locations, may be
obtained by monitoring the outputs of small thermistors embedded in the circuit
structure.

The thermistor exhibits a number of fundamental advantages as compared to an
I.R. therm'meter. A thermistor of small size (.043" diameter bead) may be
embedded in the circuit structure in close proximity to channel walls. In this
position, the gain factor between operating fluid temperature change and the
surrounding medium temperature change is maximized. Secondly, a small
thermistor may be located in the immediate vicinity of circuitry locations where
the greatest temperature changes occur as, at a nczzle throat. As a consequence
of these two factors, it is probable that greater sensitivity to pressure changes
may be realized with appropriately located thermistors than with an I.R. sensing
device. One disadvantage of the thermistor, however, is that each point
temperature to be monitored required a thermistor, a pair of lead wires, and coupling
to, most commonly, some type of a bridge circuit.
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Although a large variety of temperature sensors are available today, their
performance specifications are relatively similar. Thermistors manufactured
by Fenwal Electronics, Inc., model GB32J2 were selected to be evaluated
based on the following:

0 They are inexpensive which is desirable, particularly if several
sensors were required to be permanently mounted in a circuit
plate as part of a checkout technique.

o Because of their miniature size, these thermistors permit point
temperature measurement and are capable of being embedded into
the majority of Fluidic circuits marketed.

o Being embedded in the structure material of Fluidic circuits, these
thermistors could not cause any functional performance degradation
if they should fail.

o The average sensitivity of the selected thermistor based on its
resistance change between 00C (32 0 F) and 50oC (1221F) is
approximately 100 C (55.5 C /IF). This sensitivity should be
sufficient to detect temperature variations associated with the
functional performance characteristics and performance degradation
of Fluidic circuita.

Summary of Technical Data:

Supplier: Fenwal Electronics, Inc.
Modeg: GB 3212
Sensitivity: 100 n/0C (average between 00 C and 500C)
Time Constant: 2 seconds
Resistance: 2,000n t20% at 250C
Dimensions: 0.043 in. dia. bead

f. Acceierometer

Associated with the operation of Fluidic circuits is an audible acoustic noise
in the form of a hissing sound. To the trained observer, this acoustic noise
gives a gross indication of the circuit's performance. A typical example is that
which often occurs in the testing of digital counting circuits where one cOn often
detect the absence, or miss, of a count just by listening to the circuit's acoustic
noise. A change in the acoustic intensity is heard marking the presence of each
count. This suggested the possibility of detecting these acoustic signals by
more sophisticated means and analyzing their content to produce meaningful and
repeatable characteristics which could be related to the circuit's performance
status.
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A potential method of detecting these acoustical pressure disturbances is by

mechanical vibration sensing. Acoustic pressure disturbances developed

within fluid circuit passages will transmit characteristic lc•:uencies to the
surrounding medium which, for mechanical vibration sensing, is the material
of which the Fluidic circuit was fabricated.

The device selected for detecting mechanical vibration is j Bruel and Kjaer
(B &K) model 4333 accelerometer, chosen for the following reasons:

o The sensitivity of 16 mV/q is considered to be adequate.

0 The frequency response is flat within ± 1db, to 15 KHz with the
resonance frequency being 60KHz. It is foreseen here that

signature changes due to performance degradation can only be
interpreted if they arefrete freue signature of satisfactory
performance. Therefore, the frequency range to 60 KC could be
used to establish the reference performance signature and
deviations from this would be related to performance degradation.
A flat response characteristic of the accelerometer is not
necessary because only changes from the normal amplitude of
the frequency signature will be related to performance degradation

of a Fluidic circuit.

o The small size of this accelerometer will permit mounting onto

Fluidic elements or circuits.

Summary of Technical Data:

Supplier: B & K Instruments, Inc.
Model: 4333

Size. .4 cm hex. x 1.6 cm
Mounting Means: 10-32 NF Stud, probe, magnetic base
Voltage Sensitivity: 16 mV/g
Acceleration Range: 0.01 to 2,OOOg
Frequency Range: 2 to 14,000 Hz, ±1 db
Natural Frequency: 60 KHz

Acoustic Sensitivi: Less than 0.24V/4bar

g. Microphone

In the preceding section, the mechanical vibration of the circuit structure

resulting from acoustic disturbances in the passageways was to be detrc:ted by

an accelerc-neter. These acoustic disturbances may also be detected by a

microphone, as the sound is radiated to the ambient air through the vents in
Fluidic circuits.
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Much of the acoustic signature of Fluidic elements is generated in the inter-
action region where the power jet is acted upon by the control jets. The
power jet also impinges on the receiver section in this region. In many
amplifier configurations, the interaction region vents through large holes
into the surroundings, where a small microphone may be conveniently located.

The "Massa" sound detection system chosen for evaluation consists of two
microphones (models M-213 and M-215) with a preamplifier (model M-114B)
and a 60 db amplifier (model M-185). This system was selected on the basis
of the following.

o The size of the microphone permits a variety of mounting techniques
which would be applicable to Fluidic circuit packaging techniques.

0 The high sensitivity of the microphones, model M-215 - 12.5 pV/ýtbar

and model M-213 - 8 1 V/pbar, permits good resolution in detecting
amplitude changes which can be related to circuit performance

degradation.

o A large frequency spectrum of 20 cps to 70Kcps for the M-215 and
20 cps to 90Kcps for the M-213 is available for locating changes
occurring from performance degradations.

o Rise times of 3-1/2ýisec and 2-1/2 psec for the M-215 and M-213
respectively, allows measurement of extremely fast transients.

0 Having a microphone mounted external to the Fluidic circuit will not
interfere with the circuit's functional performance and If failure of
the microphone should occur, no anomalies would be Induced into the
functioning Fluidic circuit.

Summary of Technical Data:

Supplier: Massa Div. of Cohu Electronics, Inc.
M2del: M-213 and M-215 microphones. M-114B preamplifier,

M-185 amplifier and power supply
M-213 Microphone

Sensitivity: oj V/pbar
Frequency-ResPonse: 20 cps to 90Kcps
Rise Time: 2-1/2 psec
Dimensions: 0.236 in.dia. x 0.5 In.

M-215 Microphone
Sensitivity: 12.5 pV/pbar
Frequency Response: 20 cps to 70Kcps
Rise Time: 3-1/2 .1sec
Dimensions: 0.344 In.dia. x 0.75 in.
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M-114B Preamplifier
Gain: api x. 1

oMois e:a )X. 10itV
14-185 Amplifier Dowcr Supply

Gain: 60a.
Calibrated Ai anuatorn 70 db range
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SECTION IV

DEFINITION OF ELEMENT FAILURE

In order to define element failure, it is necessary to define the parameters of
primary performance and then establish allowable limits for deviations of these
performance parameters. It is these deviations which the primary sensors must
be capable of detecting. It is also the magnitudes of anomalies leading to these
deviations that secondary sensors must detect.

Allowable deviations In primary performance for analog and digital elements are
defined in the following along with modes of failure which cause malfunction.

1. FAILURE OF ANALOG ELEMENT

There are two types of deviations of performance from the desired nominal. One
is the fabrication tolerance hand and the second is deviation in performance for
a specific circuit which has been adjusted to provide the desired functional
performance. It is not the first, but the second t'pe of deviation, which is
degradation of performance, that is of immediate concern.

Figure 1 shows a photograph of a typical analog amplifier element. A continuous
supply pressure is direrted into the power nozzle reservoir which is located on
the center line of the element to the left of the photograph. A power jet issues
from the nozzle exit into the interaction region downstream of the exit. This
power stream impinges on a three channeled receiver section. The center channel
is vented. The two outer channels are signal output channels. The two nozzles
on either side of the power nozzle are control jets. A change in a control, or
input, signal causes a deflection of the power jet, and consequently an increase
in the output pressure in the output channel on the opposite side of the amplifier,
with a decrease at the near sided output. The change in output pressure in'
gredter than the change in input pressure and hence the element exhibits pressure
gain. The output may be taken either from a single output channel or as the tP
across the two outputs in a push-pull manner, depending on the application of
the amplifier.

Figure 2 shows the nominal performance characteristic of a typical analog element
when loaded into an amplifier of the same size. Performance may be defined in
terms of:

"o Pressure gain

"o Pressure recovery at saturation

"o Operating range

"o Null output (output signal when control signals are equal)

"O Signal to noise.
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Figure 1. Typical Analog Amplifier Element
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Figure 2. Typical Analog Amplifier
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BEG Technical Memorandum, TM-116, (Appendix I) presents typical allowable
fabrication performance limits and allowable degradation of performance limits
in terms of the above parameters. The allowable performance degradations
given by TM-116 was used as a standard in the evaluation of sensors applied
to analog elements.

Table I lists for an analog element the modes of failure, or anomalies, which
may cause a degradation tn each of the above defined performance parameters.
As can be seen, degradation can be caused by a relatively large number of
failure modes and, conversely, many of the failure modes can cause a degra-
dation in a number of performance parameters.

TABLE I. PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION AND CAUSITIVE MODES OF FAILURE

PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION CAUSITIVE FAILURE MODES

1. Change in Pressure Gain Deformation of Control Nozzle
Deformation of Power Nozzle
Deformation of Receiver
Change in Load
Leakage

2. Change in Pressure Recovery Change in Supply Pressure
Deformation of Power Nozzle
Deformation of Receiver
Change in Load
Leakage

3, Change in Operating Range Change in Supply Pressure
Deformation of Power Nozzle
Deformation of Receiver
Change in Load
Leakage

4. Change in Output Null Change in Supply Pressure

Change in Bias Signal
Deformation of Control Nozzle
Deformation of Power Nozzle
Deformation of Receiver
Change in Load
Leakage

5. Change in Signal to Noise Ratio Deformation of Receiver
Deformation of Power Nozzle
Deformation of Control Nozzle
Excessive Control Signals
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The modes of failure given by Table I. include two types of anomalies; pressure
anomalies and physical anomalies. Changes in supply pressure and bias
pressures fall within the former category. They are not directly related to the
physical structure of an element. Physical anomalies are those which relate
directly to the physical structure. They are either caused by a failure of the
structure (as a crack, loss of a seal, or chipping or wearing away of parent
material) or by the entry and lodging of foreign material within an element (as
contamination). Deformation of nozzles or receivers may be caused by either
structural failure or the lodging of foreign material.

2. FAILURE OF DIGITAL ELEMENTS

The desired performance characteristics and allowable degradation of performance
of digital elements is much more difficult to define than for an analog element. A
detailed and thorough discussion of the subject is presented by BEC Technical
Memorandum, TM-106, given in Appendix I.

As indicated by the memorandum, the performance of digital elements may, to a
partial extent, be defined in terms of steady-state switching pressure and
hysteresis along with input and output pressures vs. flow characteristics, which
are readily determinable. However, the satisfactory functioning of digital
elements is strongly a function of dynamic or transient parameters, such as
waveform, switching times, pulse duration, and time relationships between
signals, which are more difficult to define and to detect.

The memorandum defines steady-state and transient performance parameters,
describes allowable performance deviations, and defines anomalies causitive of
circuitry malfunctions. The information presented was used as a basis for
evaluation of digital element sensors,
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SECTION V

EVALUATION OF SENSORS

This section presents the results and conclusions of an evaluation of the candi-
date sensors. The capability of primary signal sensors to detect performance
degradation, as defined by Section IV, was evaluated. The secondary sensors
were evaluated with respect to their capability to 1) detect the levels of
anora•alies leading to the allowable limit of performance degradation, and 2) to
define the cause of performance degradation. The degree of performance
degradation as related to the magnitude of causitive anomalies was investigated.
Also considered was compatibility of the sensors with typical circuit packaging
concepts and the effects of environmental conditions on the candidate sensors.

1. PRELIMINARY ACOUSTIC STUDIES

A phenomenon inherent to the operation of Fluidic elements is the radiation of
acoustic energy. This acoustic energy offers a highly desirable means of
detecting a Fluidic circuit's performance degradation and the potential to
determine the cause of the malfunction. To a person with much experience with
Fluidic circuitry, the audible noise a circuit generates during operation provides
information concerning it's functional state. This observation inspired BEC,
prior to the present program, to do some initial research into the potentials of
acoustic radiation as a performance indicator. It was shown that the introduc-
tion of a number of anomalies did produce detectable changes in the frequency
spectrum detected by a micropihone, with a potential of relating characteristics
of signature changes to the introduced anomaly. It was concluded that further
exploitation of this technique was highly1 desirable.

Within the present program, preliminary studies were carried out to learn more
about the nature and sources of acoustic noises. Experiments were conducted
with an accelerometer and microphone to select the sensor possessing the
greatest potential. Instrumentation techniques were developed to sense and
display these acoustic noises in a usable manner.

a. Acoustic Source Study

In order to achieve a better understanding of the sources of acoustic radiation
in E Fluidic element, preliminary tests were conducted on a model 1786 analog
amplifier, of a configuration as shown by Figure 1. Detection of the acoustic
radiation was accomplished by an accelerometer attached to the circuit and by
a microphone at the side vents. Sources of prominent acoustic frequencies
were, detected and are defined in Figure 3, so as to define the relationship to
the element's structure and pressure performance characteristics.
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The primary Intent of Figure 3 is to relate the generated frequencies detected
to their generating source and give a general idea of the relative amplitudes
generated by that source, but there is no relationship displayed between the
amplitudes of the frequencies detected due to the various sources.

A group of frequencies between 1 KC and 10 KC were related to the receiver
section of the amplifier. These frequencies were caused by acoustic reflac-
tions from the downstream end of the output channels and from discontinuities
in the lines connecting the outputs to the loads; these reflections acting on
the power jet induced periodic oscillations.

A phenomenon occurring when a free jet impinges on an edge is the generating
of acoustic signals known as an edgetone. Early work in this area was con-
ducted by Brown(1)(2) and subsequently by Powell (3). Experimental testing cn
the 1786 analog amplifier has shown the detection of frequencies with the
characteristics of edgetones. As is typical of edgetones, a number of elgen
frequency stages were observed, as is shown in Figure 3, with the elien
frequency stages and the frequencies within each range being a function of the
pc)wer jet velocity (or PS) .

Periodic oscillations caused by reflection of acoustic signals from the innermost
edge of the side interaction region vent back to the power jet were observed.
These frequencies are shown in Figure 3 as "vent reflections - open ended."
The periodic nature of these reflections are similar to that of an open ended
organ pipe (pressure node termination) of length nominally equal to the dimen-
sion from the power nozzle exit to the inside edge of either of the side vents.
This dimension represents 1/2 wave length for the fundamental nominal frequency
of 12 KC. Eight (8) harmonics of the fundamental were observed. Note that thR
lower elgen frequency edgetone of nominally 12 KC corresponds closely to the
fundamental frequency related to that of the open ended vent reflection. When
operating with a supply pressure that induces the lower frequency edgetone, a
high intensity 12 KG oscillation occurs, due to reinforcement of the jet edgetone
oscillation by the vert reflections.

Figure 4 shows a photograph of frequencies due to open ended vent reflection as
they appear on the Panoramic Ultrasonic Analyzer after being detected by the
Massa microphone system. The pressure settings of the element aid the
sweep width scale settings are shown in the figure. The first spike shown to
the left is the zero frequency spike associated with the internal noise of the
sensing and recording equipment, more commonly referred to as the 60 cps
noise spike. The second spike from the left is the fundamental of 12 KG. It
is of such amplitude that it exceeded the calibration grids of the recording
screen. The other spikes to the right are the harmonics 3t approximately
24 KC, 36 KC, 48 KC, 60 KC, 72 KC, 84 KC, and 96 KC.
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PS = 19.6 psig

PB1 = 0

Pc1 = 0

SENSOR: Microphone
Center Frequency - 50 KC
Bandwidth - 100 KC

Calibration - 10 KC/Div.

Figure 4. Pressure Node Vent Reflection Frequencies

It was observed that a large amplification of the open-ended vent reflections

was achieved by locating a solid body external to the vent at pressure antinode

locations for the fundamental frequency This indicates the desirability of

locating axy reflective object, as a metal circuit cover or an instrumentation

item, at other than 1/4, 3/4, or 5/4 wave lengths from the region where the

interactior region intersects with the inner edge of the vent. An ampL.tude of

oscillation of the power jet may otherwise be affected which is large enough

to cause a degradation of the element's primary performance.

A periodic oscillation related to reflection from the outer edge of the vent side

chamber was induced by closing the vent exhaust holes. These periodic

characteristics wete similar to a closed organ pipe ( pressure antinode termi-

nation) of ý2r'gth equal to distance from the power nozzle to the outside edge
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of the vent chamber. This produced characteristic frequencies between 3 KC
and 4 KC which are shown in Figure 3 as "vent reflections closed ended."
These frequencies are not normally detected during normal element functional
performance where the vents are opening.

Consideration of the results of this Lest show for this amplifier, where prominent
frequency components of the acoustic signature occur and the source, and in
addition indicates some anomalous conditions which should be detectable by
this means. The lodging of a particle in a receiver channel or an obstruction
in the element output line should be detectable, by introducing a new acoustic
reflection surface. Deformation of a receiver tip should cause a change or
destruction of an existing edgetone frequency component. A change in supply
pressure will cause a change in edgetone frequency within a given eigen-frequency
stage or cause a shift to a new eigen-frequency stage, both of which should be
detectable.

b. Acoustic Instrumentation Optimization Study

A laboratory study aimed at optimization of acoustic sensing instrumentation
was carried out. Two specific objectives were to maximize sensitivity to small

changes in state of elements and to achieve satisfactory repeatability. Tests
were carried out with an analog and a digital element, and instrumentation
settings which led to a desirable display of information were established. The
use of both a microphone and an accelerometer as the sensing device was in-
vestigated.

The first series of tests conducted were on a model 3126 analog amplifier. The
acoustic sensing device selected for these tests was the Massa microphone
system. A test jig was fabricated so that the microphone position with respect
to the element under test would be kept constant. When locating an acoustic
sensor in the near field of a source, it is imperative that the position of all
bodies in the area be unchanging. This is a prerequisite to realizing repeat-
ability of the acoustic signal sensed by the microphone.

Figure 5 shows the block diagram of the instrumentation used. The signal
detected by the microphone was coupled through the preamplifier to the amplifier.
The amplifier attenuator settings were at 0 db. The output of the Massa ampli-
fier was monitored by a Panoramic SB-15a ultrasonic analyzer.

The Panoramic analyzer embodies a narrow band pass filter, the tuned frequency
of which is varied continuously with time. The sweep of the filter tuned
frequency is coupled to the horizontal axis of a cathode ray tube, with
horizontal position calibrated in terms of the filter tuned frequency. The out-
put of the filter is coupled to the vertical axis of the cathode ray tube. In
operation, the display tube presents a trace of the amplitude of the frequency
components of the inputted acoustic signal.
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Amplifier Acou~stic Signature Test
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While some components of the acoustic signature of an element are of J
defineable periodic nature, as edgetones and vent reflections, much of the
sigi ture is in the nature of noise. The randomness associated with the noise
is r 1,ected as differences between two acoustic signature traces generated

by i Panoramic analyzer.

TI requirements of optimized sensitivity and optimized repeatability must be
tru•.ed off to achieve a satisfactory compromise. The analyzer offers a number
of variables through which this compromise may be effected. The range of
frequencies analyzed may be varied. Increasing the frequency range reduces
the resolution, thus improving repeatability and decreasing sensitivity. The
effects are reversed by decreasing the range considered. Varying degrees of
filtering may be applied to the output of the analyzer narrow band pass filter

prior to display; thus simultaneously improving repeatability and decreasing
sensitivity or in the reverse manner.

For the analog amplifier tests, positive results were realized with the following
settings of the Panoramic ultrasonic analyzer controls:

o Center frequency - 75 KC

0 Sweep width - 150 KC

o I r Bandwidth - Auto

o Amplitude scale - Linear

o Sweep rate - Min

o Video Filter - Full ON (clockwise)

o Input Atten Cont - 4 db

o Input Atten Step - 0 db

o I1 Atten - 20 db

o Morker - OFF

The horizontal and vertical output of the ultrasonic analyzer were recorded on
an X-Y reccrder which was coupled through Infinite Resolution DC Voltage
Sources. The purpose of these are to null out the high DC component present
on the horizontal and verticai output of the ultrasonic analyzer. The front panel
settings of the X-Y Recorder were as follows:

o X Range - O. 1 V/inch

o X Variable - 2-1/2 inch equal 100 KC

o Y RanUe - a. 1 V/inc'

U Y Variable - C, position
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Initial testing of the set-up described above resulted in the sweep rate of the
ultrasonic analyzer (which is driving the horizontal axis of the X-Y recorder)
being too fast for the response of the recorder vertical axis, and therefore,
caused a filtering effect (overdamped condition of the vertical a.is ). A minor
modification to the sweep rate circuit of the analyzer reduced thc sweep rage
from 1 second o 20 second full scale.

Figure 6 shows typical results from these tests. Changes in supply pressure
(PS) were Induced. Changes in the relative amplitude of the acoustic signature
were recorded over a frequency range of 0 to 150 KC. The figure shows that a
large amplitude change occurred in the signature with a 50% change in supply
pressure, and that the sensitivity was sufficient to readily distinguish a 10%
change.

Although the test results above were encouraging, the need for further work
was indicated, to improve the detecting and monitoring techniques in order to
improve the resolution to a state where it would detect performance degradation
within the allowable deviation limits set in section IV-1.

A second test series was carTied out to accomplish two objectives. First, to
improve the instrumentation technique used for the prior test, and second, to
investigate these techniques as applied to a digital element. The element
selected to be tested was a digital flip-flop, model 4709. A description of a
4-input flip-flop and its steady-state characteristics can be found in TM-106
(Appendix I). The sensor selected to be evaluated is the B & K model 4333
accelerometer. The accelerometer was mounted directly to the element over the
Interaction region.

Figure 7 shows the instrumentation block diagram for this test. A Tektronix
AC preamplifier with a fixed signal gair- of 10 was used to amplify the output

of the accelerometer. The signal was then monitored by a Panoramic model
LP-la sonic analyzer with its auxiliary function unit. Instrumentation settings
which yielded desirable results are given in the following. The front panel
controls of the frequency analyzer system were set as below:

o Scale Selector - 2.5 my

o Input Mult - X I

o Input Pot - 5

o Center Frequency - 10 KC

o Sweep Range - 5,000 Lin

o Vertical Calib. Selector - Lin

o Aux Functions - 10 sec sweep
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Steady State Conditions:

PC1i PC 1 = 1 psig

P0 1  PBJ = 1 psig

PS w 10 psig -- )® O PS = ]1 psig C....)

PBI~~ ~ "is P .5psig --

ELEMENT: Analog Amplifier

Model J126

SENSOR: Massa Micro~phone
M~odel[ M-213

p,

ELEMitTd Anao Am'

FR{EQUENCY LO0 Kc

Figure 6. Acoiustic Signature Instrumentation Test #1
Supply Presscure (PS) Chanjes
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1577 Msey1577
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Figure 7. Instrumentation Block Diag-ar tor Digital rlip-riop
Acoustir Signature Test
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o Spectra Sensitivity - Line

Compensation

o I F Eandwidth (cps) - 200

o Sweep Width Factor - I

o Smrothing Filter - 4

The horizntal and vertical output from the sonic analyzer were recorded by the
X-Y recorder. The Infinite Resolution DC Voltage Sources preceding the recorder
null out the high DC component of the analyzer outputs. The front panel control
settings of the Moseley X-Y Recorder were as follows:

o X Range - 0.2 V/inch

o X Variable - 5 inches = 2 KC

o Y Range - 20 mv/inch

o Y Variable - Cal position

The earlier described analog amplifier test results suggested that there are
particular frequency bandwidths more sensitive to element performance changes
than other sections of the signature. Before actually selecting the sonic
analyzer for this test, preliminary tests were conducted using the ultrasonic
analyzer. Various bandwidths over the frequency range of 0 to 150 KC were
investigated to select the one showing the best potential (the greatest change
in signature for an induced anomaly) of detecting performance degradation. The
area presenting the best sensitivity for the digital flip-flop test was in the band-
width between 7 KC and 12 KG. Since the sonic analyzer was capable of
monitoring this frequency range, has the capability of selecting sweep speed
of 1 or 10 seconds full scale, and the capability of selecting five degrees of
smoothing filters, it was used for this test.

Figures 8 and 9 show typical results of the digital flip-flop secondary acoustic
test. Figure 8 shows the changes that occurred in the signature due to a change
in the control signal, PC1 , from 0 psig to 0.1 psig. No change of switched
state (changing output from leg P0 2 to POI) occurred. The change in signature
is due to an increase of control pressure from 0 to 0. 1 psig. The large change
in signature for this small pressure change indicates a high sensitivity to small
changes in the performance state of the element.

Figure 9 shows the change occurring in the acoustic signature due to a change
of switched state. The output was switched from leg P0 2 to leg P0 1 . Por both
signatures, control pressures were zero. The data shows that the acoustic
signature can determine the switched state of a diital element.

Compirlson of Figure 8 and Figure 9 show that the changes occurring in the
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signature from the nominal condition (Ps = 1, Pci = PCa = 0, output leg P02)
for the two conditions induced are distinctive from each other in the pattern
they produce, i.e., the amplitude changes over the bandwidth investigated
are different. It is this condition which makes it possible to determine the type
ci changes occurring in an element or the type of anomaly induced.

Summary:

These tests established an instrumentation arrangement that yielded satisfactory

results in terms of sensitivity and repeatability for a number of specific elements
In addition, the considerations discussed provide some insight into possible
modifications to instrument different elements. The tests showed that sufficient
resolution and repeatability may be realized to detect, by acoustic means, small
changes in the operating condition of elements and that the anomaly causing the
changes may be defined by typifying characteristics of the acoustic signature
changes.

2. THERMISTOR EVALUATION

The intent of this section is to evaluate thermistors as a detector of secondary
irndications of performance. This technique is based on the fact that fluid
expansion produces temperature gradients and that these changes in temperature
will be transferred, to some degree, to the structures of Fluidic control devices.
The temperature changes that occur in Fluidic circuitry are related to pressure
changes, i.e., the pressure drop across the supply pressure and control pressure
nozzles. By mounting thermistors in the structure of the Fluidic circuits it is
expected that temperature differences will be monitored to establish satisfactory
performance and that deviations in these differences will be related to performance
degradation and the rinomaly causing it.

Thermistors were calibrated as part of a basic bridge circuit. They were then
ni.unted into the flow channels and the structure of a Fluidic element, close
to the channrl wall, beneath the exit nozzle of the supply pressure channel,
Supply pressure was varied and resultant temperature changes recorded. A
theoretical evaluation of this technique to establish its potential was con-
ducted. The results of this effort are presented in the following.

a. Thermistor Calibration

Two thermistors, model GB32J2, manufactured by Fenwal Electronics, were
calibrated against an Atkins temperature system, model 3FOIA. These thermistors
will be referred to as thermistors T1 and T2 .

The temperature source for this calibration procedure was an oil bath surrounded
by water. Temperature changes were produced by adding ice or boiling water
to the water surrounding the oil bath. The oil bath was used for electrical
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isolation and to provide a constant reference temperature.

Figure 10 shows the bridge circuit used to caiibrate thermistors Tj and T2.

V¢

RIR R1 = 14.5 KO

R2 = 14.5 K I
R3 = 2.2 KO
V = i.35V
T = 2K0I+20%R3 T @ 250 C

Figure 10. Thermistor Bridge Circuit

The output E was recorded in millivolts. The bridge circutt was designed in such
a manner that the power delivered to the thermistor would not raise its temperature
more than 10C above its surroundings.

The resultt of these calibration tests are stabilized and plotted in Figure 11.
E1 is the output of the first bridge containing T1 and P2 Is the output of the
second bridge containing T 2 , A spot check was made in air in order to show
that little or no current was being conducted through the oil. These points are
shown on graph.

b. Test Results of Thermistor Evaluation

Thermistors T, and T2 , calibrated above, were used to detect temperature
changes related to pressure changes. Tests were conducted on a 1786 analog
amplifier.

Thermistor T2 was mounted under the supply pressure (Ps) nozzle in the
structur7al material, close to the channel wall, To accomplish this, a hole
of the diameter of the thermistor was drilled from the back of the element to
within approximately .003 of the bottom surface of the supply pressure nozzle.
The thermistor was then inserted into the hole and potted with epoxy.

T, was mounted into the large input tube, where flow was considered to approach
stagnation, to monitor the stagnation (or total) temperature. The same bridge
circuits used to calibrate the thermistors, shown in Figure 10, were used during
this test.
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A range of supply pressures were applied. For each new supply pressure value
a settling time of 1/2 hour was allowed, then the data for the two thermistors
was recorded. A measure of totaltemperature and temperature at the nozzle
exit was thus accomplished for a range of nozzle pressure differentials.

Figure 12 shows a plot of the results of this test, including the tabulated data.
The data was taken on a Tektronix oscilloscope, model 502, in millivolts and
then transposed to OF with use of the thermistor calibration curves. The incomingV air temperature (T 1 ) remained relatively constant. The plot of T2 versus PS shows
the decrease in T2 with increasing PS.

The results of the described experimental work were Inputted into an analytical
evaluat'on of the applicability of thermistors, the results of which are pre-
sented in the tollowing discussion.

c. TheoreticaL Evaluatio.

A theoretical analysis was conducted on using thermistors as detectors of the
thermal characteristics of Fluidic zircuits. The results of this study are
reported in TM-132 given in Appendix II of this report.

The report covers a theoretical evaluation of the expansion of gases through a
nozzle under ideal conditions of perfect gas, air with K = 1.4, and isentropic
flow. Evaluated under these conditions are the changes in gas temperature
at the nozzle throat due to:

o Stagnation temperature changes

o Changes in sup.ply pressure

o Physical dimension changes

o Changes in ambient temperature.

While small perturbations, as in supply pressure, generate appreciable changes
in the static temperature of the gas at the nozzle throat, the static temperature
cannot be directly sensed. The temperature sensed by a thermistur located
within the element structure, close to the channel wall of a nozzle, is approxi-
mately the adiabatic wall temperature. Adiabatic well temperature, Taw , is
given by Geidt (4) as

Taw = T o + R (T1 s - Tc)

where:

Toc = static temperature in free strean

Tis = total temp-rature

R = Recovery factor
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Values for the recovery factor are typically in the region of .95 to less than 1.0.
Changes in adiabatic wall temperature are thus small in comparison to changes
in static tempezature, remaining close to the stagnation tempeiratura. (If the
recovery factor were a value of 1, the adiabatic wall temperature would
theoretically be the stagnation temperature.) The temperature chanues monitored
by a thermistor, mounted es described, are thus small.

Evaluation of the test data, described earlier, shows that the temperature
monitored did foilow that predicted by the adiaabatic wall expression with a
recovery factor of between .95 and .96.

As pointed out by the TM, the adiabatic wall consideration does not take into
account the effect of varying ambienr tempeietu,'es on the temperatur3 monitored
by the thermistor. Where ambient temperatuie changes are appreciable, difficulty
would Le experienced in isolating this effect from changes of, foe example,
supply pressure.

d. Concllusions

It is concluded from the analysis of TM-132 and from the results of laboratory
tests that, while thermistors can be satisfactorily mounted in an element, fnd
can detect nominally the adiabatic wall temperature, their use is practicaL only
where ambient temperatures can he closely controlled. Otherwise, meaningful
interpretation of monitored temperature changes would be difficult. The
possibility does exist of developing techniques for compensation of changes
in ambient temperature and would be worthwhile investigating frjr a case where
the thermistor afforded a unique means of performance evaluation.

3. INFRARED THERMOMETER EVALUATION

The Barnes infrared thermometer, model PRT-4, was evaluated as a means of
detecting temperature gradients related to the functional performance and
fun-.tional performance changes of Fluidic elements. The theory relating
temperature changes, snd thus thermai gradients, to Fluidic functional perfor-
marce is explained above in Section 2 - "Thermistor Evaluation" and in TM-132
of Appendix II.

It was considered posqible that an I.R. eansor could indirectly detect pressure
changes and cause a change in flow and therefore, e change in the fluid flow
terriperatures. By heat transfer between the fluid operating medium and the body
of a Fluidic element, measurable changes in the element body tempareturl should
accompany, following a thermal lag, changes In the fluid flow temperature.

Tests were conducted on an analog Fluidic element, with the IR. thermometer
sensing the temperatures occurring on the outside siurface of the element as
pressure chanUeH weor recorded. An evaluation of the data and the restulting
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.onclusions are given.

a LrR _Thermometer Tests

The te&ts were conducted on a 1786 an~alog amplifier. The temperature dis-
tribution over tha rear surface of the analog element was monitored by the
thermometer. The optical head of the I.R. thermometer, mounted on a tripod,
was aimed at the element to sense a field of view of 0.5 in. diameter.
Therefore, data was recorded for grid spacings of 0.5 in. x 0.5 in. over the
surfece of the element. The grid location with respect to the functional
channels of the Fluidic element is shown in Figure 13.

A B C D

*C I

rigu-j IJ. Grid Lo-Iation I.,Tem etres

1 -; P

3 I.. P

5 ,.;

"-P p -- "--

Pigu'i i13, Grid Locations - I.R, Thermometer Test

The tenmperature measured by the IR. Lbhormometer can be read directly from
a metor on the front control ;ansi, but this meter, ranging from l0O r to 100loF
did not have sufficient resolution for the small temperature gradients expected
during these tests. The I.R. thermometer does provide for a recorder outpjt.The
resolution needed was accomphshed by expanding the scale of the recorder.
A Mvoseley 7001A X-Y Reco:der was usked, plotting the output fur each temperature
measurement for 30 seconds. ,r 3 average was then recorded as the temper•ture
of the point being measured. Cveiy effort was made to reduce thu effects of
room air current and room temperatuie change. during this tont by ourroundinu
the I.R. thermometer optical head (suening device) and the tett elemen. with a
curtain.
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"The test procedure was as follows. A number of changes were separately
Jntroduced. Specifically, the supply pressure was vried, a control pressure
was che:-, rd, and the load applied to the amplifier output was changed.
Following each change, a 30 minute stabilizing period was allowed. Then the
temperatures at each of the grid points were est.-blished, taking a ýO second
average for each point. The stagnation temperatare of the incoming air (TO)
was also recorded for each test.

The resultant data is given by Table 11I. Test *1 is considered the ieference
test, with a supply pressure of 10 psi, and the bias and control pressure each
equal to 10% ( psIlg) of the supply. For test #2, the supply plessure was
decreased to 5 psi, with control an(, bias pressures remaining at 1 psi. For
test 43, the supp!y pressure was increased to 35 psig, with the control pressures
nominally I -'sig. For test 44, the supply pressure was returned to reference
condition of 10 psi, with a I psig bias and 1.5 psig control (a .5 psi differen-
tial input signal. In the last case, test #5, a reduced load area was imposed
on one of the outputs, with the supply pressure, bias and control pressures
being the reference values.

Figures 14, 15, 16, and 17 show typical results in the form of a three

dimensional representation of the thermal maps for tests 1, 2, 4 and 5,
r.spectlvely. In considering the three dimensional thermal maps, as well
as the original data, the emphasis should be on qualitative results. The
magnitudes of the sensed temperature differences were of a small enough
amplitude so that the incurred experimental errors were not insignificant. This
fact does not, however, detract appreciably from the observations and conclusions

wn,'ch may be drawn from the results.

Examination of the thermal map of test #1, Figure 14, shows the temperature of
the rear surface of the element to decrease from the supply pressure reservoir
to exit of the power nozzle and into the interaction region, as is expected. A
temperare drop across the power nozzle of approximately IF is shown. This
is quitt compatible with a differential between total temperature and adiabatic
wall temperature at the nozzle exit of approximately 30 F for a pressure differ-
once of 10 psi (as shown by Table 1. of TM-132 in Appendix II). The tempera-
ture differential on the rear surface of the element will be less than that predicted
by the adiabatic wall equation, due to heat transfer phenomenon in the elcment
body structure. The map of test #1 also shows the temperature to increase in
p~saing from the receiver entrance toward the receiver channel outputs. This
reflects, as anticipated, the diffusion of the gas In the receivers, with a
resultant increase in temperature.

The thermal map of tent #2, Figu-e 15, shows that decreasing the supply pressure
from 10 psig to 5 pNit] reduceH the tomperatur, differential across the powor
nozzle, Exarninntion of the data of toet #3, given by Table 1I, showny an Incrrease
in the temperoturn difference across, the power nozzle vith an in.rease of nupply
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pressure from 10 psig to 35 psig.

Figure 16, the thermal map for test *4, shows the effect of introducing an
input signal pressure difference, with supply pressure being the reference value
of 10 psig. Comparing Figure 16 with Figure 14, shows that a change in the
thermal map was induced by the input signal. A-concise reason for the indicated
changes is difficult to make, since the thermal phenomenon occurring is quite
complex. Within the interaction region, the air issuing from the power and

control nozzles, which exhibit one value of stagnation temperature, entraitns
and mixes with ambient air of a different stagnation temperature. A mathe--
matical description of the thermal phenomenon downstream of the power nozzle
exit is hence quite complex.

Figure 17 presents the thermal map for test #5, where the supply, bias, and
control pressures were the reference values, and a smaller than normal load area
was imposed in air output leg. An observable difference as compared to the
test #1 map, occurred.

b. Conclusions

It is concluded that indications of the performance state of Fluidic elements

can be realized by use of I.R. sensing techniques. However, the changes

introduced for the above described tests were significantly larger than the
small changes of interest, as defined by Section IV. In view of the small
temperature changes detected during the tests., and the bounding limits as

prescribed by adiabatic wall theory (which predicts small temperature changes),
it is concluded that the I.R. sensing technique has insufficient sensitivity to

circuit changes to be practical for most checkout applications.

4. EVALUATION OF SENSORS FOR APPLICATION TO ANALOG CIRCUITRY

An extensive test program was performed to evaluate sensors and sensing
techniques which were considered most promising for the satisfactory in-
strumentation of analog circuitry. The test program was directed to the

evaluation of sensing techniques as applied to a single element and to a
simple integrated circuit. The latter case is considerably more complex,
where concerned with detecting the degradation of one element within a
functioning group of elements.

The basis for evaluation was the capability of the sensing techniques to detect

specified allowable deviations in primary performance and the capability to
detect and define the level of anomaly leading to this limit of performance
degradation.

Another facet of the test program was relating the magnitudes of failure mode

anomalies to changes in primary performance.
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Previous tests 3nd evaluation of sensors indicated two types of sensors with
the greatest potential of applicability to analog circuitry. The miniature
pressure transducers, model SA-SD, manufactured by Scientific Advances, Inc. ,
were considered the most accurate and the most applicable means of monitoring
primary performance. The use of secondary acoustic sensing techniques
appeared to exhibit the greatest potential for detection and definition of the
causes of malfunction. Previous testing of the Massa M-213 microphone
and the B & K model 4333 accelerometer yielded positive results, hence these
sensors were selected for this test series.

During the test. the emphasis was directed to secondary acoustic sensing.
There were few unknowns concerning the applicability of the miniature
pressure sensors. Prior consideration of the sensors indicated that perfor-
mance was as specified by the manufacturer and that installation could be
satisfactorily accomplished. Sensitivity was satisfactory. The related equip-
ment is the same as that for the more common types of strain gage pressure
transducers. Hence the effort was directed to secondary acoustic sensing
where considerable information was desired.

In the following, the test procedure is described and the test set-up and
instrumentation defined. The results of the tests are given, with test data
included. Finally, the conclusions generated by the test are submitted.

a. Test Procedure

Figure 18 shows the analog test circuit. It consists of three stages of model
1786 analog amplifiers. Provisions were made to disconnect the first stage
element from the second and third elements so that data could be obtained for
three modes of operating conditions. The primary objectives for each of the
three test modes was to relate the level of the failure mode anomaly induced
to the level of performance degradation, to evaluate the sensitivity and
resolution of the secondary acoustic sensor in detecting the level of the anomaly
related to the allowable set primary performance deviation limits, and to define
the cause of the anomaly by typifying signature changes. The nominal operating
pressure values for the three modes of testing conducted are listed in Table III
with Figure 19 showing the circuit diagrams.

The first mode consists of having only the first element operating. Primary
and secondary indications of performance data were recorded for satisfactory
functional performance. Anomalies were then introduced into this element
while changes inr the primary and secondary indications of performance were
recorded. The data was then evaluated to determine the resolution of the
secondary senso. in detecting the element's performance degradation, and to
relate the failurc; mode anomaly to the level of performance degradation.
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TABLE IP-. NOMINAL PRESSURE VALUES FOR THREE MODES OF
TESTING - THREE STAGE ANALOG AMPLIFIER

PSI PS2 PS3 PB1 PC1 PB2 PC2

(psig) (psig) (psig) (psig) (psig) (psig) (psig)

Mode#1 10 0 0 1.5 1.5 0 0

Mode #2 10 18 35 1.5 1.5 2.7 2.7

Mode #3 10 18 35 1.5 1.5 - -

The second mode of testing performed was with the second and third stages
operating separately from the first stage. The objective was to determine if
changes in the secondary acoustic signature could be detected as anomalies
were induced into the first element while it was operating in the vicinity (on

the same circuit plate) of other elements generating total acoustic signature
components of the same order of magnitude or larger.

In the third mode of testing, the first stage element was interconnected to the

second stage, so that the three elements presented a three stage amplifier

circuit. The reason for this was to determine if changes in the secondary

acoustic signaturn3, due to the induced anomalies in the first stage would be

amplified, nullified, or remain constant by interconnecting elements to form

circuits. In a manner similar to that for the single element, the data was

evaluated to determine the resolution of the secondary sensor in determining

the performance degradation of the three stage amplifier circuit, and to relate

the magnitude of a failure mode anomaly (introduced into the first stage) to the

level of performance degradation.

Performance deviation limits for a single stage analog amplifier have been

establishe.d in Section IV of this report. For the third mode of testing, allowable

performance deviation limits were established. The following allowable circuit

performance degradation limits for a three stage analog amplifier were con-

sidered to be real stic.(Actual requirements vary with specific applications).

Primary Characteristic Maximum Allowable Change

o Gain .5%

o Max. Recovery Pressure -10%

o Operating Range -10%

o Output Null * 5% of Operating Range

o Signal/Noise Ratio Minimum value of 50.
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Changes greater tV'an these specified are considered a malfunction.

Varioi-s pressure . nd physical anomalies were induced into the first stage element
while the three modes of test described above were conducted. The anomalies
induced are somev,,hat typical of those which could occur in a functional Fluidic
analog circuit. The anomalies for each test are listed in Table IV below.

TABLE IV. PNOMALY DEVIATION VALUES FOR THREE MODES OF
TESTING - THREE STAGE ANALOG AMPLIFIER

Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3
Nomina I Deviation Deviation Deviation

Anomaly Value Values Values Values

1.3 psig 1.3 psig
PB1 1.4 psig 1.4 psig 1.4 psig
Changes i.5 psig 1.5 psig 1.5 psig 1.5 psig1.6 psig 1.6 psig 1.6 psig

8 psig
PS 1  9 psig 9 psig 9 psig

10 psig 10 psig 10 psig 10 psig
11 psig 11 psig 11 psig

6.4x 10-'4sq.in. 6.4xl0"4sq.in. 6.4xl0-sq.in. 6.4xl0-4sq.in.
PO 1  5.6x10-4sq.in. 5.6xl0"sq.in. 5.6x10-'sq.in.
Contami- 4.4x10-4sq.in. 4.4x 10-'sq.in. 4.4x10-'sq.in.

nation * 4.2x10-4sq.in. 4.2x10"4sq.in. 4.2x10"4sq.in.

6.4x10-4sq.tin. 6.4x10-4sq.in. 6.4x10'Asq.in. 6.4xl0-4sq.in.
Center 4.8x10-'sq.in. 4.8x10-0sq.in. 4.8x10" sq.in.
Vent 3.2x10-4sq.in. 3.2x10'sq.in. 3.2x10-'sq.in.
Closure 0.0 sq.in. (off) 0.0 sq.in. (off) 0.0 sq.in. (off)

Reduction of Reduction of Reduction of
Chipped .005 in. .005 in. .005 in.
Splitter .020 in. .020 in. .020 in.

* - Lodged Particle

?B1 changes consist of varying the ideally constant bias pressure to an element.
This anomaly may occur due to events similar to that causing the PS anomalies,
or by contamination of an upstream dropping orifice.
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PS changes consist of varying the supply pressure to the first stage, This
anomaly may occur when there is a change in the supply pressure regulator
adjustment, because of vibrations, a drop in the supply pressure from the
compressor, or contamination of the supply pressure regulator.

P0 l refers to contamination of the receiver channel of the output leg of the first
element. This contamination was induced by placing various levels of Duco
cement in the receiver channel, near the receiver tips, to reduce the receiver
area to the values shown in Table IV. This was a simulation of small particle
contamination build-up over long periods of time. The last Pal contamination
shown in Table IV was a reduction in receiver area caused by lodging a large
particle in the receiver tip area. This was done to investigate the effects
caused by large particles such as a chip of circuit material, or foreign
particles entering through the vent regions and lodging in a receiver.

Center vent closure anomaly were produced by connecting a valve to the center
vent channel by a length of polyflow tubing and varying the valve orifice size.
This anomaly grossly simulated anomalies occurring in the center vent region
suc.i as contamination build-up or particle blockage of the channel. The areas
shown are the effective areas of the center receiver and external loading valve
in series. The nominal value is that of the center receiver only.

The last anomaly considered is that of chipping a splitter. The splitter is the
narrow wedge, with a small radius at its tip, which separates two adjacent
receiver channels. These are manufactured within close tolerances. Any
significant damage to the tip of a receiver will effect a performance change.
Two magnitudes of this anomaly were induced; a breaking off of .005 in. and
.020 in. of the splitter tip.

b. Test Set-Up and Instrumentation

Two considerations entered heavily into the finalizing of a test set-up for this
test. First, all physical objectives in the near field had to be as stationary
as possible because of the concern with near-field acoustic phenomena.
Secondly, means had to be provided for repeatedly sealing and unsealing the
three stage amplifier to permit the introducing of various magnitudes of physical
anomalies, such as contamination. Figure 20 shows the test stand built to
include these considerations. As shown in the picture, all tubing connections
to the circuit were kept parallel and of constant length. Whenever the circuit
under test had to be removed from the test stand in order to induce physical
anomalies, the same physical environmental conditions can be maintained. This
also provides for all circuit interconnections to be made external from the
immediate environment, such as the circuit changes necessary between the
Mode 2 and Mode 3 test. The single elements shown on top of the test stand
is acting as a standard load for the last stage output.
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Figure 20. Three Stage Amplifier Test Stand

Also, consideration was given to the supporting structure of the three stage
amplifier. A half inch thick steel plate was fastened to a table top as the base
for the test stand. Three hold-down clamps were fastened to the steel plate for
clamping the circuit down to this plate. A quick release action was also in-
corporated in the hold-down clamp design so that the circuit could be removed
without considerjble effort and time being involved. With this arrangement,
a unit could be temporarily sealed by placing a gasket between the circuit being
tested and the steel plate, thus permitting access to the Fluidic channels and
interaction areas in order to induce anomalies.

Figure 21 shows a diagrarm of the instrumentation set-up used for monitoring the
primary function performance data. It consists ofstrain gage pressure trans-
ducers (0 -5 psi range and 0- 15 psi range, for monitoring the input and output
primary characteristics, respectively), d-c transducer bridges which provide
the transducer eý:citation voltage and output null adjustment, and the X-Y
recorder which piotted the transducer's outputs (the input-output characteristics
of the circuit being monitored).

The calibration procedure for this recording system is as follows. Inherent to
each transducer is a d-c null shift. With zero pressure applied to the pressure
transducers, the null balance of the transducer bridge boxes was adjusted so
that the X-Y recorder was at its zero input position (the position that results
when the input is shorted) and the null shift was eliminated. The X-Y recorder
was then calibrated as known pressures were applied to the transducers by
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INPUT OUTPUT

PC P0 1 or P0 2

,-Statham ICEC
PL96TC 4312

Pressure Transducer Pressure. Transducer

BEC BEC
1576 1576

Transducer Bridge Transducer Bridge

IL
f MoseleyYInuSX Input Y700pu

: X-Y Recorder

Figure 21. Instrumentation Block Diagram for Primary Performance
Test - Three Stage Analog Amplifier
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adjusting the recorder gain to acquire the necessary sensitivity. As an example,
for the first mode of test to be performed, that on a single element, the X and Y
gain of the recorder was calibrated so that a sensitivity of 1-inch deflection per
psi was acquired. A mercury manometer was used to monitor the pressure to the
transducers.

A comparison was made between the microphone and accelerometer as an acoustic
sensor for this test program. It was concluded that, for the above described test
set-up, the accelerometer was the most satisfactory.

With arrangement designed to permit removal and reinstallation of the circuit plate,
sufficient repeatability in the relative position of the microphone with respect to
the circuit and test set-up tubing could not be realized. As a result, repeatability

of the acoustic signature was poor.

The accelerometer could be directly and permanently attached to the circuit plate,
thus maintaining constant its position and acoustic coupling with respect to the
circuit plate. When removing the circuit plate to introduce anomalies, the
accelerometer remained attached to the circuit plate. It was observed, however,
that considerable care was necessary in clamping down the circuit plate in
always the same way. Differences in structural stresses within the circuit body,
caused by inconsistent clamping, appeared to degrade repeatability.

Flgure 22 shows the block diagram of the instrumentation set-up for monitoring,
analyzing, and recording of the secondary acoustic data detected by the
accelerometer. The instrument of primary importance here is the soric analyzer.
Its function is to determine the frequency components and the relative amplitudes
of these frequency components that are present in the acoustical characteristics
sensed by the accelerometer. As stated earlier, it is the changes in these
frequency components and their relative amplitudes which will be related to
cicuit performance degradation and that provides the foundation for this method
of testing. A preamplifier was used between the accelerometer and the sonic
analyzer to increase the gain by a factor of 10.

Although the sonic analyzer displays the detected frequency spectrum on its
screen,it was necessary to maintain a permanent record of the frequency
spectrum signature in order to detect changes in the signature caused by
performance degradation. This was accomplished by coupling the horizontal
and vertical output provided by the sonic analyzer to an X-Y recorder. This
produced a permanent record of the signature displayed on the sonic analyzer's
screen. Due to the fact that the spectrum analyzer contained a high DC level
component, approximately 9 to 15 volts, DC resolution voltage sources were
used to null out this DC shift.

Calibration of the horizontal scale of the X-Y recorder to that of the spectrum
analyzer was accomplished by applying known frequencies to the analyzer and
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B&K (
S~4333

Accelerometer

[- Tektronix
Type 123

AC Preamplifier

Panoramic
LP-la

Sonic Analyzer

Panoramic
C-2

Auxiliary Function Unit

Kinte I
112

D.C. Amplifier

Mose ley

17108-A
Time Base

Bowles Moseley Bowles
1577 7035A 1577

Infinite Resolution X-Y Recorder Infinite Resolution
Voltage Source Voltage Source

Figure 22. Instrumentation Block Diagram for Acoustic

Signature Test - Three Stage Analog Amplifier
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ad)usti.ng the bandwidth of the analyzer and the sensitivity of X axis of the
recorder to the resolution desired. Calibration of the vertical axis was not
extremely ;riticdl since primary importance was placed upon the relative
amplitude change detected, and not the actual magnitudes of the signals.
Therefore, the sonic analyzer was adjusted to display signal amplitudes
within the limitations of its screen and the X-Y recorder was adjusted to
prelent the maximum sensitivity of the changes detected, and yet stay within
the limitations of its rocordirng area. All instrumentation settings fur this teHL
are given in Table V.

JULE V. Inat[umejntation Gontrol Panel Settinas for Acoustic Signature
T-,t - Thrge Stage Ana uAmLJlLJer

J.qW Anale| r .Settinag

Input Multiplier - X I

Input Pot - 1.1

Vertical GClibration Selector - Linear

Scale Selector - 5

Center .requency - 12.5 KG

Swoep RNingo 8elector - 5 KC Bandwidth

Auxiliary runction Rwitcih Tw- la

Spectra Sensitivity Compannation - L, ne

I I Bandwidth - 200

Swoop Width J'eator - 1

Smoothing iniitrv -V iiv)

X-Y Recorder S•ttinun

X Unin ndj - Variabkl ponition hbotwoon 10 to 100 mv/inclh
Rat for I KG... I inch

X g•in ndj - Varimbl puitttion betwoen ). .1 an,1 I v/inch

Kintel Ailirter 8_ottliua
Gai~n - I0()

IWO- 10 ,ioconds per Inch
* 1 KC bandwidth for toat involving oxpanded scale
** Condition necensary to use external h1orizonttil Time Base
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During preliminary test using the instrumentation set-up described above, data
showed that the signature displayed on the X-Y recorder was not the same a3
that observed on the sonic analyzer. It was determined that the horizontal

sweep rate of the sonic analyzer and thus, the horizontal Sweep rate of the, X-Y
recorder were too fast for the vertical frequency response of the X-Y recorder
and caused the signature to be over-damped. This problem was resolved by
connectiny an external time base unit to the horizontal sweep circuit of the
sonic analyzer permitting the selection of any sweep rate desired. An amplifier
was placed between the time base unit and the sonic anal'zer in order to pruvide
the proper voltage gain necessary to drive the sonic analyzer. Through use of
the external. time bare, a recorder horizontal sweep rate of approximately
10 sec/in was achieved.

The dat6 for each of the introduced modes of failure, along with a discussion of
the results for each failure mode, atre presented by this section,

The format of data presentation is the same for each of the failure modes. The
format is defined by the following, the sequence given being that adhered to for
each failure mode.

Primary Performance Crvea - Single jdemenrt:

This figure presents the primary input/output curves of the single element for
each level of enomaly.

LErformance Doviations - Sinale Elemtint:

The dimensionless performance parameters are prosent•d for each level of
anomaly, as determined from the primary performance curves. The allowable
deviation limits for each parameter ,,-e givon, through which the maximum
acceptable magnitude of the anomaly may be established. The relationship
between the mgnitude of the anomaly and the resultant change in primary
performance is shown.

Aoutic Siunature - Single 1,,eern :

'rhi, acoustic signature of the single elern,:-nt for each magnitude of anomaly Is
given, with coding relating eac'i signature to the anomaly magnitude.

A:ouitic Signature - Single Element plus Decoup~ed Group:

Trhis presents the acoustic signature nf test mode 2, where the second and
third tJa(le amplifiers are active.'ed, but decoupled from the first stage. In
thiN; case, the intent was tc establish the capability to detect an anomaly in
,.'e uOlemt.nt where unrelJted, hlaher intensity, acoustic energy from other
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elements was present. It was desired to dotermine whether or not the vharacLir-
istic signature changes detected for the element where the anomaly occurred
would be "washed out" by other higher intensity noise sources. This differs
appreciably from the 3rd test rniode where considering the three stage amplifier.
In this case, an anomaly in the first stage will normally cause some change in
state of the second and third steges and thus alter their components to the total
signature. Coding relates tCe signature curves to the magnitude of anomalies
introduced into the first stase.

trimary Performance Curves - 3 Stage Aiplifier:

The input/output primary performance c-_'rves for the tnterconr.ected three stdre
amplifier arc given for eacýh level ot enomd-Py introduced. into the first stage
element. All dotb related to tV.e 3 Pcage aenwifter falls w.tlAn the consideration
of the 3rd test mode,

Lgrformance e.viation - 5 Staoe AnrgjIfier:

The dimensionless perfoimance paý-amoters fcr the 3 steqe aenm.lifier are given
for each level of anomaly ik.trodur-cd into the first stage. T"hi allowable
deviations in perform,4n-e fur the 3 stage amplifier are 3ho•vn. The level of the
anomaly in the first stage which leads to malfunction of the circuit may thus be
established.

Ac ustic Sinantir -_.3 Stage Amplificr:

This presents the acousiic signature of thc r.omplete 3 stage amplifier circuit.
Aprropricte coding relates the signatars curves to the anomaly amplitudes in-
troducad into the first stuge,

The terminology used in presentina Nn6 discussing the results of this test are
given by Table VI.
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K TABLE VT. DEFINITION OF TERMS - THREE STAML ANALOG AMPIrIER TEST

P5  - Supply Pressure

PSO - Supply Pressure at Nominu I Conditions

PB - Bias Pressure

PBO - Bias Pressure at Nominal Conditions
PC - Control Pressure

PCo - Control Pressure at Output Null
PN - Output Presnure when PC - P30

PNO Output Ptiessure at Nominal Conditions

G - Gain - APOUT/6PIN

Go - Gain at Nominal Conditions

Allowable DrLviations Limits from GO, PNO, Pik(, or
PUO and PLO

N - Maximum Pressure Recovery at Satur&tion

PRO Maximum I -sure Recovery at Nominnl Conditions

PU - Upper Limit of Operating Range when Linearity is
Within 3%

!! PU - Upper Limit of Operating Range at Nominal
Conditions

PL Lower Limit of Operating Range when Linearity
is Within 3%

PLO - Lower Limit of OperatinW Range at Nominal
Conditions

AR - Recciver Nozzle Area

ARO - Receiver Nozzle Area Nominal

AC - Center Vent Nozzle Area

ACC - Centef Vent Nozzle Area Nominal
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Failure Mode #1 - Bias Shift

Changes in the bias pressure of the first element were induced
as the three modes of test were conducted. The magnitude of the
change from the nominal bias pressure of the first element for
each mode of testing are given in Table IV.

Shown in Figure 23 are the changes in the input-output charac-
teristic curve that resulted from these induced bias pressure
anomalies. Extracted from these curves are the primary perfor-
mance characteristics which are plotted in Figure 24, along with
the allowable deviations in primary performance as specified in
Section IV. The only performance characteristic which exceeded
the allowable p3rformance deviation limits was the output null.
According to the, limitation set on the output null, the maximum
PBI change permnitted is approximately 1% or . 015 psi.

Figure 25 shows the changes in the acoustic signature, resulting
from the induced PB1 anomalies for the single element test, over a
5 KC bandwidth. Figure 26 shows an expanded scale, 1 KC band-
width, of the center frequency (12.5KC) of Figure 25. The intent
here is to show that if an indication of performance degradation
is presented by the 5 KC bandwidth signature, better resolution in
determining the level of the anomaly is possible by looking at a 1
KC bandwidth of the area in question. Considering the level
differences of the signatures detected, changes in bias pressure of
1% can be detected.

Figure 27 shows the changes occurring for the second mode of test
performed. Changes occurring in these signatures were activated
by the same bias pressure changes as those for the single element
test. Therefore, the same changes in primary performance apply
here. Comparing the changes in the signature shown in Figure 27
for an element operating within a group of other elements, but not
interconnected, shows that changes in the bias pressure level could
be detected with a resolution approaching that for the single element
test. The primary difference detected here is shown by the zero
reference line. The total acoustic signature detected contained a
much larger DC average component so that the zero reference had
to be shifted two inches (equivalent to 2.85 mV) in order for the
total signature to appear within the limits of the recording paper.
Activation of tho two decoupled higher power level elements did
not "wash out" the first stage amplifier signature. The signature
shape in the 12 KC to 15 KC region was not greatly changed nor were
the changes in signature, due to the bias anomalies, appreciably altered.
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PRESSURE GAIN OUTPUT NULL
Pso = opsig PRO 1 .5 ps.ig Pso =10psig PBO.=J._ Psig;
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Figure 24. Failure Mode #1 - Bias Shift
Performance Deviations - Single Element
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Figure 29. Failure Mode #1 - Bias Shift

Performance Deviations - 3 Stage Amplifier
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Failure Mode #2 - Supply Pressure Changes

Various changes in supply pressure were induced into the first
element as the three modes of test were conducted. The magni-
tude of changes from the nominal supply pressure (PS) of the
first rtaqe element for each mode of testing conducted are given
in Table IV.

Figure 31 shows the primary input-output characteristic changes
for the single element that resulted from the changes induced
in the supply pressure. Extracted from these curvez are the
primary performarice characteristics, which are plotted in Figure
32, along with the allowable deviation in primary performance
as specified by Section IV. Although the maximum recovery
pressure, operating range, and output null exceeded the allow-
able performance deviation limits for the supply pressure changes
induced here, the characteristics determining the maximum change
in supply pressure permitted (before the circuit is considered
malfunctioning because it exce.ds It. illowable limits first) is
that of output null. According to Figure 32, the limitation set
on the output null will only permit a PSI change of 3% ( 0.3 psi).

rigure 33 shows the changes ;n the acoustic signature for the
single elemett as a result of the PSl anomalies. Four traces
were recorded for aach supply pressure setting -u determin-, the
stability and repeatability of the dete-:ing signature. Based on
the differences between signature changes in the area of 12.5 KC
and the repeabability of the signatures for the fixed pressure
levels, changes in supply pressure of 3% represent the minimum
that can be detected. The desirability of tmprcving trace
repeatability to obtain better resolution was indicated by thls
test. This was subsequently accomplishied later in the

program.

By comparing Figure 2S of the acoustic sigiature changes for bias
anom.ilies to Figure 33 for that of the acoustic changes for supply
pressure anomalies, it is apparent that the changes from the base
line signature for these two %nomalies rre quite different. Bias
anomalies caused the greatest changes in the signature between
the bandwidth of 1? to 15 KC, while supply pressure anomal4eu
effected the most signlf~cant changes in the signature between
the bandwidth of 10.5 to 12,5 KG. This shows that typifying
signature changes can be related to the cause of the anomaly.
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Figurer 34 and 35 show the changes occuiring in the secondary
acoustic signature for a bandwidth of E KC and 1 XC, respectively,
for the second mode of test performed. Changes occurring in
these sic.;natures were activated by the same supply pressure
chancies as that during the first mode of testing. Therefore,
the sar,:.e changes occurring in the primary performance charac-
teristics apply here. Evbluation of Figures 34 and 35 show that:
for a -iupply pressure failure in one element, performance degradation
occurring in that element under conditions where other elements in
the area were activated and generating acoustic energy, could
be detected by changes in the secondary acoustis signature. As
in the test performed for bias anomalies, the acoustic signature
generated by elements activated for this test did cause an
additional DC level increase, shown in the figures by a zero
axis shift of 2 inches (2.85 mV) in order for the signature to fit
within the limitations of the recording paper.

Figure 36 shows the changes resulting from the PSI variation to
the first stage element for the third mode of test performed; all
three stages connected together to form an amplifier circuit. This
input-output characteristic curve is a plot of the input signal to
the first element vs. the ortput from the last stage element. As
shown in the input-output performance curves of Figure 36 and
the primary perform3nce characteristics data given in Figure 37,
tia anomalous deviations in PN,I produce little or no change in
the primary characteristics except where a drastic change of 40%
(Psi - o p~,ig) from the nominal value of 10 p-,i was made. Con-
sidering the allowable performance degradation limitations for
the 3 stage amplifier, as indicated in Figure 37, a change of 2
psi or greater (20%) is necessary in the supply pressure to the
first stage in order for the circuit to be considered malfunctioning.

Figure 38 shows the acoustic signature changes for a S KC band-
width signature as supply pressure to the first stage was changed
±-lfl% (*l psi) from its ,ominal value of 10 psi for this third

mode of testing. Since these signatures show the potential of
detecting variations ,f I psi with relatively good resolution and
it takes a chnnge of approximately 2 psi before the circuit is con-
sidered mTalfunctioning, this test shows tio potential of the
secondary detection technique in detecting impending failureo, as
we,' as cictecting a state of malfunction.

The signature for the three stage amplifier changes in a similar
manner to that for the single stage, the signature level decreasing
wtth increasing supply pressure. The changes in the acoustic
sigraturo diiW:s appreciably from that where a bias anomaly was
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introduced into the first stage of the three stage amplifier (Figure
30). In the latter case, large changes occur in the 13 to 15 KC
region which do not occur where the supply pressure was varied,
indicating typifying differences in signature changes for different
anomalies.
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Failure Mode #3 - Receiver Contamination

Where the pressure anomalies of failure modes 1 and 2 were conductad
on a permanently sealed unit, physical anomalies such as receiver
contamination were conducted on a circuit possessing a temporary
3ealing technique, using hold-down clamps and a gasket seal. This
is the primary reason for the changes in the base line primary perfor-
mance and in the base line acoustic signatures that will be observed
during these tests. The contamination induced during these tests is
described in part 4.a. of this section, with Table IV defining the area
reduction for each of the test modes performed.

Figure 39 shows, for the single element, the changes in primary per-
formance input-output cuaracteristic curves due to the various levels
of the anomaly induced. Generated from these curves are the changes
in primary performance characteristics, which are shown in Figure 40,
along with the allowable performance deviations. All levels of the
anomaly induced exceeded the allowabie performance deviation limits,
indicating the sensitivity of the element to a significant build-up of
contamination in the receivers.

Figure 41 shows the changes occurring due to these receiver con-
tamination anomalies, in the secondary acoustic signature. An
increase in the signature level with increasing contamination occurs
in the 10 KC region, with sensitivity marginally sufficient Lo detect
allow,-ble deviation limits , It should be noted that the signature
change due to the particle contamination is easily distinguished
from that for the wall build-up contamination. The signature changes
due to both wall build-up contamination and a lodged particle differ
signiticantly from the changes due to bias or supply pressure anomalies..

Figure 42 gives the changes in the secondary acoustic signature for the
second test mode. The changes in the signature are quite similar to
those for the test performed on the single element. This indicates
that contamination in one element within a group is detectable.

Figure 43 shows the changes in the input-output characteristics for
the third test mode, due to receiver contaminatior of the first element.
Figure 44 shows the resultant changes in the primary performance
characteristic of the three stage amplifier. As for the element test,
each level of anomaly led to malfunction.

Figure 45 shows the changes caused by these induced anomalies in
the secondary acoustic signature for the three stage amplifier, As
with the earlier discussed contamination signatures, contamination
due to a lodged particle may be easily distinguished. The three stags
amplifier signature changes due to receiver contamination also difier
distinguishably from those for bias and supply pressure anomalies.
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Failure Mode #4 -Center Vent Closure Anomalies

Center vent closure anomalies were accomplished by connecting
a valve to the center vent with a length of polyflow tubing and
varying the orifice size of the valve. Table IV gives the tabu-
lated orifice size induced for each mode of operation,

Figure 46 gives the input-output characteristics and changes in
these curves for the various center vent closure anomalies for
the first mode of testing. It is shown in this figure the importance
of this center vent because of the changes occurring in these
curves when its area is reduced, and in particular, the erratic
input-output curve that occurs when this center vent is blocked
off. Figure 47 shows the primary performance characteristics
determined from Figure 46. For each level of vent closure,
failure was induced. The allowable limits of null shift prohibit
a vent closure reduction of more than 3%.

Figure 48 shows the changes that occurred in the secondary acoustic
signature due to these center vent closure anomalies. The figure
shows that as the magnitude of the anomaly increased (area de-
creasing), within the bandwidth between 12 to 14 KC, the secon-
dary signature decreases in a logical mannur. It is also observed
here that positive going changes occur in the signature, as the
anomaly is increased, at the extreme ends of the signature in the
area of 10 KC and 15 KC. These unique proportional changes that
occur are quite different from those of the anomalies induced
previously, which shows the potential of defining the cause of the
anomaly by typifying signature changes. Better rasolution of this
anomaly could be achieved by expanding the scale or increasing the
gain of the detecting circuit.

Figure 49 shows the changes that occuned in the secondary acoustic
signature as the same anomalies were induced into the first stage
element for the second mode of testing. These changes in the sig-
-ature occarred in the same manner as that for the first mode of testing.
The results indicate that a typifying signature for this anomaly can
be detected in the presence of other active elements.

Shown in Figure 50 is the primary input-ouput characteri3tic curves
for the third mode of testing with Figure 51 showing the primary per-
formance data det'ermined from the input-output curves. The first
level of closure causes malfunction by unacceptably reducing the
operating range. The second and third levels of closure causes a
highly erratic output signal.
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Figure 52 shows the changes occurring in the secondary acoustic
signature for the three stage amplifier as the anomalies were in-
duced into the first element. These changes are similar to those
occurring in Figure 48 for the single element test and those
occurring in Figure 49 for the single element within a group of
elements. This test shows the potential of defining the anomaly
due to the characteristic of a decreasing signature in the 13 KC
area with an increasing signature at the ends of the bandwidth
at 10 KC and 15 KC, The decreased in amplitude at 13 KC from
the nominal to the first level of closure appears sufficient to
detect the allowable level of this anomaly.
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Failure Mode 45 - Splitter Chipping Anomalies

Figure 53 shows the changes that occurred in the primary perfor-
mance input-output curves for chipping of the splitter tip between
the center vent and the POa output leg. A reduction of 0.005 in.
produced a relatively small (but unacceptable) change in the
primary characteristic input-output curves while a reduction of
0.020 in. produced quite a substantial change. Figure 54 shows
the changes in the primary performance characteristic. The 0. 020
inch reduction exceeded the allowable performance deviation limits
in all the performance characteristics, while 0. 005 chipping caused
the limits of gain only to be exceeded, the limit on chipping being
approximately .004 inches.

Figure 55 shows the changes in the secondary acoustic signature
for the single element, caused by the chipping of the splitter.
These changes show that the changes in performance degradation
is detectable with sufficient resolution to detect the allowable
degradation limit. This anomaly effects changes in the signature
which differ from changes due to prior anomalies.

Figure 56 shows the changes that occurred in the secondary signature
for the second mode of testing. Resolution is satisfactory. While
similarities do exist between the signature changes for this case
and for the single element, the similarity is not as good as with
prior anomaly tests, It is probable that this was due to damage to
the circuit plate. It is anticipated that the chipping of a splitter
in one element may be both detected and defined where in the
presence of other active elements.
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d. Conclusions

In summary, the results of this test series were highly encouraging. In a
large percentage of cases sufficient resolution was realized to permit detection
of the level of anomaly leading to malfunction of an element and of a 3 stage
amplifier circuit.

Comparison of the signatures for the various anomalies shows that typifying
differences in signature changes do exist, permitting definition of failure
causes. Consideration of the second test mode results indicate that the
typifying signature changes associated with an anomaly of an element were

not washed out by the acoustic noise of other non-connected but adjacent
elements. The changes in the signature of the three stage amplifier circuit
were shown to permit the detection of allowable magnitudes of inducedanomalies, with differences in the signature changes permitting definition

of the various anomalies.

Itwas concluded from these tests that secondary acoustic sensing techniques
exhibit a. high potential as a successful means of detecting and defining the
anomalous conditions causing the malfunction of analog circuitry.

5. EVALUATION OF SENSORS APPLIED TO DIGITAL ELEMENTS

This section and section 6. present the results of laboratory tests to evaluate
sensors for use in monitoring the performance of digital circuitry. This section

deals with te~sts conducted with an element while section 6. deals with tests
of a simple digital circuit.

The total group of candidate sensors selected for consideration during this
program, along with a description of each of the sensors, is presented in
Section III of this report. Considering the characteristics of the individual
sensors relative to the performance characteristics and the types of failure
cf digital elements to be detected, as discussed by Section IV, the following
group of sensors were selected as potentially applicable to check out of digital
elements and circuits.

o Miniature pressure transducer

o Hot wire anemometer

o Piezoelectric crystal

o Accelerometer

o Microphone.
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Included within -he total group of sensors were thermistors and an infrared
thermometer. It was concluded from an evaluation of these two sensors, as
reported by parts 2. and 3. of this section, that neither sensor offers a high
degree of applicability to Fluidic systems checkout. These sensors are
consequently excluded from the above group.

In the following, the test procedure is discussed, the test setup and in-
strumentation are described, and the results of laboratory tests are presented.

a. Test Proced'-re

Figure 57 shows the digital test element. It is a model 1715A OR/NOR Gate.
The input and output channels were elongated to permit the installation of
multiple instrumentation for sensor performance comparison. Also shown
in Figure 57 are the location of the primary performance sensors and the
location of induced physical anomalies.

The Fluidic OR/NOR Gate functions in the following manner. A continuous
supply pressure, PS, effects a power Jet which is directed into one of the
two output channels, depending upon the input signal rate. A signal into
any of the Pc inputs generates an output at Pol. This, then, is the OR
output. For no inputs only, the element switches to output P0 2 , this being
the NOR output. The wall attachment effect on the OR side is negated by a
spoiling vent, hence the jet will be directed to the OR side only when one or
more of the input signals are active.

The test element was sealed with a single-sided sticky tape, clamped down
by a Plexiglas cover plate (approximately 1/2 inch thick) which was fastened
by screws to the circuit. This arrangement permitted the sealing and unsealing
of the element in order to induce physical anomalies. The screws clamping the
Plexiglas cover to the circuit were torqued to the same value each time the
element was reassembled, thus producing a reasonably repeatable seal and
repeatable operating characteristics.

Two modes of test were conducted on this OR/NOR Gate. First, satisfactory
performance testv: produced the necessary data to evaluate the primary perfor-
mance sensors a-,d to determine and record the base line acoustic signature
to be used as a reference. Second, anomaly tests were conducted to provide
primary and secondary performance data as various pressure and phys-,ical
anomalies were induced.

Dynamic input signals were generated by a Fluidic oscillator and directed into
the digital element. These inputs were of nominally a square wave. The input
and output signals were monitored by a number of primary sensors which were
paired to permit comparative evaluation in sensing the same signal. The output
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of the senscrs were simultaneously recordled as a function of time by a multi-

channel light galvanometer oscillograph recorder.

A microphone was mounted adjacent to the circuit plate to investigate the
potential of acoustic monitoring of primary dynamic performance. An accele-
rometer was fastened to the element to investigate the capabilities of this
secondary sensor to detect and define introduced pressure and phy.sical
anomalies, under both steady-state and dynamic conditions.

b. Test Setup and Instrumentation

The primary sensors selected for evaluation during this test were mounted in
position as shown in Figure 57. The hot wire anemometer probes were moun.ed
through a 0.03o" diameter hole drilled from. the bottom of the circuit so that the
probh tip was located in the middle of the flow channel. The miniature pressure
tranaducers were mounted through a 0.25" diameter hole drilled from the bottom
of the circuit so that the surface of the pressure transducer was flush with the
bottom of the channel. These two sensors were fixed into their positions, and
sealed to prevent leaks, with Duco cement.

The piezoelectric crystal was mounted on the top side of the channel, A 1/2"
hole was drilled through the Plexiglas cover plate and tapped. The crystal
was then mounted on top of the sticky tape gasket which sealed the element.
It was locked into position over the channel with a 1/2" Plexiglas screw,
with its center drilled out, gripping the crystal only at its outer edges, thus
permitting it to flex with pressure to its center surface.

The microphone was mounted under the OR/NOR Gate element approximately
1/2 inch from its bottom surface. The microphone was used in the test to
give a gross indication of primary performance by detecting the changes in
the average acoustic energy with changes of switched state. The accelerometer,
used to monitor the secondary acoustic mignature, was mounted directly on the
bottom of the element surface over the interaction region. Mounting was
accomplished by use of the threaded mi nating stud, provided by the manufacturer,
which was bonded to the element with Duco cement.

The instrumentation block diagram for monitoring end recording of the secondary
acousti' signature detected by the acelerometer is shown in Figure 58. The
signals detected by the accelerometer were amplified by the preamplifier which
had a fixed gain of 10, and monitored by the rionic or ultrasonic analyzer. The
horizontal and vertical output of the ultrasonic or sonic analyzer were connected
to an X-Y recorder. DO infinite resolution voltage sources were used to null
out the DC shift from the analyzer. Preliminary testing had shown that the
signaturefs recorded with the ultrasonic analyzer lacked sufficient repeatability.
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in orcr to imqprove repeatability, a 10 cps low pass filter (60 db/decade
,- bove lObps) was coupleid into the circuit between the analyzer's vertical
output and the X-Y recorder. This filter, added tc the smoothing filter of
the analyzer, pioduced a more repeatable trace. The front panel control
settings for the instruments are given Wi Table VII.

The instrumentation block diagrarm for the prhnary sensors is shown in
Figure 59. Althougjh there were two pressure transducers end three hot
wL-es used. the block diagram only shows one of each, because the

S•nstrumenta:Aon was repeated for the others. A description of the sensors
and instrumentation used is as follows:

o Two miniature pressure transducers, model SA-SD-M-64,
manufactured by Scientific Advances, hic., were used. The
first transducer, 0 to 2 psi range, monitored the input PC2.
The second, 0 to 15 psi range, monitored the OR output.
Modified BEC model 1576 transducer bridges were used for
transducer excitation and as the balancing bridge, with
modifications made to improve the balancing circuit. A
schematic diagram of the bridge circuit is shown in rigure
60.

TI.It, .3 volts
V__R1 RI a 25K0

OUTPU ,2 -
1.5K

Figure 60, Transducer Bridge Circuit

The output of the transducer bridge circuits were amplified by
Consolidated E.lectrodynamics Corporation type 155 amplifiers,
with a goin of 20 and 500 for the PC2 transducer and the OR
output transducer, renrectively. The output of the amplifiers
were monitored by a C C type 5-124 recording oscillograph.
The recording circuits of the oscillograph consisted of a type
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TABLE VII. INSTRUMENTAMON CONTROL PANEL SETTINGS FOR
ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE TEST-OR/NOR GATE ELEMENT

Sonic Analyzer

Input Multiplier X1 00

Input Pot 10

Vertical Calibration Selector Lin

Scale Selector 10

Center Frequency 100 cps

Sweep Range Selector 200 Lin

Auxiliary Function Switch 10 sec

Spectra Sensitivity Compensation Random

I.F. Bandwidth 2

Sweep Width Factor 1

Smoothing Filter 1

Qltrasonic Analyzer

Center Frequency 5 KG

Sweep Width 10 KC

I.F. Bandwidth Auto

Amplitude Scole Linear

Sweep Rate 20 sec/full scale

Video Filter Full ON (clockwise)

Input Atten Stup 0

input Atten Cont 10 db

I.F. Atten 20 db

Mdrker OFF

X-Y Recorder for Sonic Analyzer

X gain adj SO mV, varible 3et for
1 inch - 25 cps

Y gain adj 50 mV, fiWced

X-Y Recorder for Ultrasonic Ana Lyzer

X gain adj 50 mV, v&riable set for
1 KC I inch

Y gain ad) 10 mV, fixed
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-~ - M-213
Microphone

'Scientfic Advances Massa Clevite

' S"-SD-M-6H M-1143 PZT Bimorph

-Pressme Transducer Amplifiez Crystal

Transducer SKL 302 CEC j
Br.dge Electronics Type 1-135

Filter Amplifier j

CEC Kietley 102B 60 cps

Type 1-155 Isolation 
Notch

Amplifier j2AmpBlier Filter

Detector )

i" , Type 5-124

Recording
Oscillograph

Disa

55D05
Anemomeater

Disa
55A55

H.W. Probe

Figure 59. Instrumentation Block Diagram for Primary Performance

Sensor Test - OR/NOR Gate Elemertt
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7-363 damping network and a 7-363 type galvanometer for each
Tansducer. The flat (± 5%) frequency range of this galvanometer
circuit is 0 tc 1,000 cps,

0 Three Disa Model 55A53 hot wire probes monitored the fiow of
PC2, PC3, and the OR output channels. These probes were
connected to a Disa Model 55D05 constant temperature

anemometer which supplied the power to the probes and monitored
the flow characteristics. The probe heating resistance ratio was
set by selecting 2.4 on the resistance selector switch or. the front
panel. The output of the C.T. anemometer was recorded on the
CEC light galvanometer oscillograph. Type 7-345 galvanometer-;
and damping networ.,,s were used which permitted a flat (*- 5%)
frequency range of 0 to 500 cps.

o The instrumentation for recording of the primary performance
characteristic with the Massa microphone system was dtveloped
by experiment. The final circuit was as shown in the block diagram
of Figure 59. The output of the microphone was coupled through the
Masse M-114B low noise preamplifier, with an approximate gain of
one, to the Massa M-185 amplifier set for 0db attenuation. The
output of the Masse system was passed through an SKL Dual Section
filter, set to permit a bandpass of 20KC. The output of the filter
was amplifi,:(t by the Kintel decade isolation amplifier with its gain
adjust set ,.c 1, 000. The signal was then passed through a detector
as shown in Figure 61. The detector consists of a half wave rectifier
and filter. It permits detecting the level change. of the 20KC
signal's average intensity. The output of this circuit was monitored

by the oscillograph recorcer using a 7-3G4 galvanometer with a flat
( (±5%) frequency range of 0 - 500 cps.

R2

From RI C1  To R1 ,i.SKfl
Amplifier Recorder -

0- 1--O

Figure 61. Detector Circuit Diagram
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c. Satisfactory Perifrmance Tests

During this test series with a satisfactorily performing element, data was
taken to permit the comparative evaiuatlon of primsry senfors for digital
elements. In addition, base line acoustic signature data was obtained for
use as a reference during subsequent anomaly detection tests.

Figure 62 shows the Input/output performance of the OR/NOR Gate asdetected by the--various ;rrnary performance sensors. The miniature

pressure transducers, selected as being the most accurate of the primary
sensors (based on the manufactured specifications and previous tests) were
used to evaluate the element performance and as a reference when evaluating
the performance of the other primary perfrmance sensors included in this test.

According to the data shown, the OR/NOR Gate was functioning satisfactory
for a single input frequency of 3 cps. The input signal to the OR/NOR Gate
is shown to be noisy. This is an anomaly related to the input signal and
not the OR/NOR Gate. The output traces show that the element was switched
by the narrow input noise spikes which indicated that the OR/NOR Gate would
function properly at higher frequencies and much narrower pulse widths at
its input.

The traces of Figure 62 indicate that for a 3 cps switching frequency, the
sensing capability of hot wire anemometers compared favorably with the
miniature pressure transducers. The representation of waveform generated
by the hot wire follows closely that depicted by the pressure transducer.
The traces do, however, indicate some lag in the anemometer system as
compared to the pressure transducer. The lag is not immediately detected
by observation of the nominal waveform at the recording speed for this test,
but it can be seen in the attenuation of the narrow noisje spikes.

The microphone trace is seen to exhibit significant information. Th4 capability
of this sensing means to detect changes in switched state at low frequencies
is definitely demonstrated. It is also shown that accurate evaluation of wave-
form by this means is improbable. The possible potential of an acoustic system
of this nature (described in part ;. ) is considered to be in the gross monitoring
of switching of one or a group of digital elements by means of a single sensing
device external to the element flow channels.

The trace generated by the crystal, which was mounted over the OR output
channel, demonstrates the capability to detect the signal described by the
pressure transducer in the OR output. The results were considered highly
encouraging, though thG need for improvement was obvious.
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E•igure 63 shows a sectior, of recording date displaying the primary performance
characteristics as detected by the vatious sensors tor two control, signaip at
different frequencieq. The input into PC2 1i approximately 30 cps while the
Input into PC3 is approximately 100 cps. The irregvlarity of the input flow
amplitude, Pr 3 , is a result of feedback into this channel, when its signal
is zero and the input to PC2 is of some amplitude other than zero. This
interaction of the two signals is not a desirable characteristic, but it does

K not constitute a malfunction of the element. The result shows that the OR/NOR
Gate will accept two input signals and perform properly. This data demonstrates

S* the capability of the instrumentation in defining the satisfactory dynamic perfor-
mance of the element under realistic operating conditions.

Comparison of the hot wire anemometer representation of the PC2 signal with
that of the miniature pressure transducer shows a definite lag in the hot wire
system. This lag is clearly detectable with the higher chart speed of this
test. To provide a more accurate description of waveform, the need to reduce
lag in the hot wire system is apparent. (Significant improvement was sub-
sequently realized, and is discussed in section 6.)

The microphone trace is shown to contain the same information, albeit with
less accuracy, as that sensed by the pressure transducer in the OR output.

Detection of the OR output with tile crystal yielded good results. The trace
shows sufficient response to monitor pulse rise times of less than a milli-
second. This test indicated that the crystal had a high potential as a sensor
of digital element primary signals, although the need to decrease the dis-
tortion of a sustained signal pressure is apparent. (A large improvement in
this area is presented in section 6.

While conducting tests to establisa- a static base line acoustic signature
trace, a test was performed to determine to what extent frequency of dynamic
operation of this element would effect the acoustic sigrnatuxe. Figure 64
shows the results of this test. The trace performed under static ';onditions
(PS - 1 psig, P02 = 0) shows a large amplitude signal i. th,: 5.5KC region
and a low amplitude signal in the 0 to 1 KC region. As periodic control
signals were introduced, the 6 KC area decreased and the 0.5 to 1 KC
means 9f detecting operating frequency changes. The static base line,
used subsequent as a reference for satisfactory operating condition, was
as given by the 0 cps trace of Figure 64.

Further evaluation on the static b&se line acoustic signature monitored by
the ultrasonic analyzer was performed to establish the typical signature
changes that could be expected during the anomaly test. This test consists
of introducing a 0.25 psi DC signal in PC2 to produce a change of state
(output switched from NOR to OR) in the element. Figure 65 shows the
resulting change in the acoustic signature. Good resolution was displayed.
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Tests were also conducted using the accelerometer and sonic analyzer to
display the acoustic signature produced in the low frequency region (0 to
200 cps ) by detecting the dynamic operating frequency of the test element.
Figure 66, shows the results in detecting satisfactory dynamic performance
for two control signals at different frequencies of approximately 100 cps and
150 cps being induced iuto PC3 and PC2, respectively. The results show
that detecting, the operating frequency of a digital element is possible by:
secondary means and that the detecting of various simultaneous operating
frequencies within an element is also possible. This technique possesses
the potential of detecting the various operating frequencies of a group of
elements forming an integrated circuit. It will also be shown later that the
amplitude of these sign&tures can be related to pressure anomalies.

d. Anomaly Detection Tests

The prime objective of this test series was to investigate the capabilities of
secondary acoustic sensing to detect and define anomalies introduced into a
digital element. The capabilities of primary sensors were established during
satisfactory performance tests, hence the consideration of these sensors
during the aromaly tests was minimized. The results realized for each of the
anomalies introduced are presented in the following.

1. Supply Pressure Changes

Changes occurring in the static secondary acoustic signature were detected
by the accelerometer and recorded as various levels of supply pressure
changes were introduced into the OR/NOR Gate. Figure 67 shows these
changes. Good resolution in detecting the level of the anomaly is displayed
by the figure and as will be realized later when signature changes due to
other anomalies are pre~ented, supply pressure changes have their own
defining characteristic signature change. A decrease in PS produces a
decreasing amplitude of the signature over the entire bandwidth observed,
and an increasing PS produces an increase in the amplitude of the signature
observed. Therefore, both the magnitude and type of anomaly induced is
considered to be well presented in these signature changes.

The capability of acoustically detecting supply pressure anomalies under
dynamic operating conditions was demonstrated. Figure 68 shows five (5)
sections of the 100 cps region of the sonic analyzer as it detected the
dynamic performance of the OR/NOR Gate with an inputted 100 cps control
signal and with varying supply pressure. The five sections of the 100 cps
region, from separate graphs, were placed adjacent to each other in Figure
68 for ease of signature comparison for the various levels of supply pressure.
Trace "A" shows the amplitude of the signal due to control pressure only,
since PS = 0. Traces "A" through "C" show an increase in the relative
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amplitudes with an incr.asing P8 . With the supply pressure activated, the
resultant power stream was switched at the input signal frequency. As the
supply pressure was increased, the acoustic enorgy of the osciliatirg power
stream was incieased, thu.s causing the increase in signat:e amplitude with
increasing PS. Traces "D" and "Ell show the changes occurring in the
acoustic signal as PS was increased beyond I paiQ, the nc.ninal value. In
the case of Tace "D", the supply pressure was suffioiently large an that
the input signal could not consistently effect switchinr of the power stream,
which caused the shown irregularity cf the traces. In the uese ol Trace "W',
the supply pressure was increased to such a lee)- that the control sionei
could not switch the power stream. In the absence of twitching, thei, the
microphone detected essentially the same acoustic changes as in oapc "A",
the effects of the input signal only.

2. Control Pressure Changes

Control pressure changes were effectively detacted under dynamic conditions
by the aocelerometer and sonic analyzair, an .hown in iigure 69. -'our levels
of signal were detected as the amplitude of the 100 cpa control input wa a
varied, while the supply pressure was hold at a constant 1 puiq valuo, Uh03e
traces are in the 100 cps region corresponding to the input frequenoý of the
control signal. Shown in the figure is a definite relationship beutween the
level of the control signal amplitude and the relativ anmplitiude of the 41inal
detected by the accelerometer, Switching of tho OR/NOR 12ate oourrod for
all traces except for the case where Pra a 0. 1 psi. AM the amplitude of P(';p
was increased, the trane repeatability shows a qreoatdr margin -f error {to
wide b•nd at the top of each group of traces ). Thiis ii an Indication of
over-driving the element with too large a contiol uignul, such ar. the 0,.
psig input,

In addition to the dynamic d.tection of control peassure changes, smell
changes in tho static acoustic signature were also obiarved whon changing
the level of a static input signal. The capability to differantiat, lwtwein
the two switched itates under static conditions has been ahown earlier in
Figure G65,

3. Opltttr Cutsp Contamination

rigure ?0 iliows the changes that ocourred in til static mocondary &iouatic
signat•o•A to, two doeresoi of e'plitter au)p con'zininatiun, Contam.ination wrni
simulated kiy the application of Duuo ctment. S1hown in the fi•ure is a decrease
in the amplitude of the signature presented in tho B.S, KC and 11 KC orean
related to the lavol of antomely induced. Sufficient reaolution it shown hero
to detect thoen levels of anomaly, The deoronsmig amplitude in the 6 A0 411c
o Klasteas it definitive at' splitter ousp aontdmiination.
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4. Power Nozzle and Spoiler Vent Contamination and
Splitter Cusp Chipping

Figure 71 shows four (4) static condition traces; the baseline signature, the
changes in signatu:re produced by contamination of the supply pressure nozzle,
the change in signature produced by contamination of the spoiler vent, and
that produced by chipping of the splitter. These three anomalies were plotted
on the same graph with the baseline signature to show the appreciable and
typifying signature changes for each anomaly.

Figure 72 shows the primary performance of the OR/NOR Gate with the magnitude
of contamination of the spoiler vent the same as that of Figure 71. The mal-
function caused by this anomaly is shown by the OR output (POI), as detected
by a miniature pressure transducer.

For a number of cases, the power jet remained attached to the OR output side
during a zero input signal state. Contamination of the spoiler vent caused an
increased wall attachment effect on the OR side which prevented the power
jet from dropping back to the NOR output with cessation of the input signal.
Examination of the microphone trace shows satisfactory detection of this
malfunction by this sensing means also.

Figure 73 shows the primary performance with the splitter cusp chipped the
same as that of Figure 71. The noise present in the OR output signal is not
acceptable. The malfunction was also detected by the microphone. The
microphone trace of Figure 73 shows greatly increased noise as compared
to Figure 72.

e. Conclusions

The conclusions drawn from this test series along with those generated by
subsequent tests of a simple digital circuit are summarized in Section 8,
Summary of Sensor Applicability.

6. EVALUATION OF SENSORS APPLIED TO A SIMPLE DIGITAL CIRCUIT

One objective of this test series was to further evaluate primary performance
sensors. Tests were conducted to show the results of the piezoelectric
crystal performance incorporating improved mounting conditions and to show
the results of the hot wire probe performance after improvements were made
to the external circuitry. Also, tests were conducted to evaluate the perfor-
mance of a hot film probe-.for the first time. The mounting techniques, ex-
ternal circuitry, and test results will be discussed for each sensor.

During previous te:.As on digital elements, changes in the secondary acoustic
signature were to be a successful technique for detecting and defining various
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Ala
levels and types of introduced anomalies. It was a second objective of this
test series to show that this same technique could be employed when more
than one element is contained on a circtit plate. The secondary detector
was mounted in the near acoustic field of one element while anomalies were
induced into another rr.@re distant element. The test procedure and results
will be discussed.

a . Tgot ircuit 5

The digital circuit selected was a pulse shaper circuit plate which is shown
in Ftgure 74 with its schematic representation. Also shown in the figure are
tVe locations of thr primary secondary sensors.

The circuit consists of a Flip .-Flop element and an OR/NOR Gate interconnected
with feedback. The OR/NOR Gate functions to provide an output at the NOR leg
in the absence of all control signais or an output at the OR leg with either one
or all of the control signals presen.. The Flip-Flop element is switched to
provide a signal at output leg P0 1 by a control signal PC2, or switched to
provide an output at P02 by a signal PC1. The output signal remains at the
most recent switched state even after discontinuation of the respective input
signal.

The objective of the pulse shaper network is to produce a signal of narrow
pulse width for each cycle of inpi -ignal. This is accomplibhed as shown
below.

PIN L1-I F-J Z -] -

P03

Po.f H H H1
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With PIN 0, the static state of the network results in the output of the
Flip-Flop being POi and the output of the OR/NOR being P04. Thus,
PC1, PC2, and PC4 - 0. When the first positive pulse of PIN occurs,
the Flip-Flop flow is switched to output leg P02, or P0 1 0 0. The output
of the OR/NOR Gate remains conctant since there is still an input in the
controls. When PIN goes to zero, the Flip-FloF output remains switched to
P02. PC3 and PC 4 are now both zero, hence the OR/NOR Gate switches
to the NOR leg which is the positive pulse output. The NOR leg is connected
by a feedback path to the Flip-Flop control PC2, z;ausing its output to switch
to Poi, which results In switching the OR/NOR Gate back to the OR output.
The circuit is now in the static (initial) state awaiting the next positive
input signdl. The pulse width of the OR or NOR output (either may be used
depending on whether a positive or negative going pulse is required) is
determined by the amount of signal delay selected to be used in the feedback.

b. Primary Performancto

Four (4) miniature pressure transducers manufactured by Scientific Advances
model SA-SD-M-6H, were mounted to monitor the primary functional perfor-
mance of the test circuit. Since these transducers had already been selected
as the most accurate means of monitoring static and dynamic performance,
they were used as a reference for evaluating the other primary performance
sensors included in this test.

The pressure transducer mounting technique, the bridge circuit, and the
monitoring instrumentation was the same as that described for the OR/NOR
element test in Section 5. The performance of these pressure transducers
is shown in Figure 75. Their ability to detect the functional performance
of this circuit was highly satisfactory and they show that the circuil was
functioning properly.

Two (2) piezoolectric bimorph crystals manufactured by Clevite, a Division
of Brush Instruments, were mounted into the circuit as shown in Fiq'ure 74.
The crystals were of two different sizes, 0.25" x 0.25" and 0.55' x 0.06",
in order to determine the effects of size and shape on the sensing performance.
The mounting technique of the crystals was modified, compared to that used
during the CR/NOR element test, in an attempt to improve their performance.
During the element test. the crystal was mounted on the thin film of sealing
tape over the top of the channel, with a screw-down clamping arrangment
fasternirg the ends of the crystal to the circuit plate. Under these conditions,
it was found that the performance of the crystal was very sensitive to the
pressure applied by the clamping arrangement. As an alternate, the crystals
were mounted through the bottom of the circuit plate, flush with the bottom of
the channel, with a bead of cement around the outside edge of the crystals
to seal off all leaks and fix the crystal in place. The instrumentation circuit
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for these crystals was the same as thnt used. doiring the OR/MOR element test
in Section 5., except that a model 7-363 g&lvanotraeter and damping unit were
used, permitting a flit (!$5%) frequency rcnqi of 0 to 1 KC.

Figure 75 shows the performanc)i of these orystals monitoring tho OR and NOR
output of the oircuit. Also shown in this figur4 are the signals detected by
the pressure transducers which monitormd the same aLgrwls, so that evaluation
of the cryatolsa on A comparative basis could be accomplished. The results
show that the crystal'n performance was improved, compared to the test reaults
of the separake OR/NOR Gate element test, as a result of the mounting technique
w.mployoad. Although their amplitude characteristics are not neoescartly linear,
their performance In detecting pressure changes with respect to the time scale
;s highly satiufactory, This chare(;teristic is of prlanery importance In detecting
dynamic performance of digital circuits. Trioeos A and C of P'igure 75 show that
the •t•.a and shapes of the crystals did not p-oduca an.f detectable dynamic
performance differences except that the larger crystal, with more sen.oing area
w:qponaed to the pneumatic signal, wkis of a larger amplitude. The scale for the
largonr cryotal is approximately half the icalo for the smaller one, 9lthough the
output htd not been calibrated to be directly proportional to pressure. It is also
known that the upper frequency limit will be a function of the crystal's size,
docrecsing with increasing simte.

A hot wiru anemometer probe model 55A52 manufactured by Disa was mounted
in the OR output chunrel. This sensor, previously tooted during the OR/NOR
Gate eletont toots, produced a meaningful Indication of dynamic performance
but exhibited the desirability of decreasing the rise time of the hot wire
anemometry system. During this test, the rise time was improved by eliminating
excess resistance ind'aced by the lead wire@ to the probe, and by improving
upon the setting of the overheat ratio (defined as the ratio between operating
resistance and the probe resistance) which permits the optimum performance
prube temperaturo. The more precise setting of the over-heating ratio was
accomplished by setting the "Resistance" switch to the "external" popition,
connecting a non-inductive decade resistance box to the "Lxternal Resistance"
terminal, and set.ing this external resistancn to within a tenth of an ohm of the
required value. The required external resistance (R0 xt) was determined by the
equation,

R 0xt- 10 (rRc+RL)

whore r Is the heating ratio required (wh.'ch is recommended by the manufacturer),
Re is the cold rouistance of the probe at 200 C, and RL is any resistancu added by
the load connections. The recording instrumentation for this test weN the CEC
recorder as used during the OR/NOR Gate test, except that model 7-364 galva-
nometer and required damping circuits were used permitting a flat (k 5%) frequency
response of 0 to 500 cps.

The performance of thIs hot wire probe in shown in Figure 76, The results show
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that its ability to detect dynamic primary performance Pi highly satisfactory.
The adjustments made to the external circuitry led to a considerable improve-
ment in its performance ability compared to the resuits of earlier tests.
Althuugh its amplitude characteristics are inherptly ron-linear, its ability
to detect dynamic flow events, a characteri-stic of p-inciple interest in
digttil c rcuitry, is highly satidfacvc&y.

The flow datecting performanca characteristlo of a hot film Probe was investi-

gated for the first time during this tert. As shown in rigure 74, it was mounted
ir, the 'AR output channel ro thit it could be comparatively evaluated against
the performance of the hot wire probe and the pressure transducer. The probe
was 4 Dli•' model 5,A91. Its dca-gri is such that it permit flush-mounting in
a flow channel wa, without changing the geometry of the circuit or disturbing
the flow. rhii model ti *ot film piobe has a quartz coated film permitting
its ure in liquids.

The hot film probe was connected to the Disa constant teorrperature anemometer
model 55D0•, as was tfe hot wire probe described above. The "Resistance"
switch was sot in the "roxterrtal" psoition ind a 280 ohm resistor was connected
to the "External neauistanoe" term.'nnl to provide the proper over-heating ratio,
acoording to the manufacturer'v specifications for thiy model of probe. The
anemometer supplied the powor to the probe and pro)duced an output proportional
to the power delivered. The output of the anemometer was recorded on the CEC
model 5-124 recording oscilloqraph uning a model 7-364 galvanometer and
damping network permitting a flat (1 5%) frequency response of 0 to 500 cps.

Figure 76 shows the performance of the hot film probe along with that of the hot
wire probe and the pressure transdicers mounted in the same channel. The
results show th,, the hot film probe is capable of detecting qualitative measure-
ments of flow events rel#tdd tu the time scale cimilar to that detected by the
hot wire probe. While poorer dynamic response is shown for the hot film probe,
it is believed that the responrse time can be appreciably improved by optimizing
the over-heating ratio.

c. ae condAEy .ensling _vEaluatI._

Static tests were conducted to evaluate the secondary ac:oustie signature
technique used Irk the previous OR/NOR element test as to its capabilities of
detecting levels of an anomaly induced in one element with the detector
(accelerometer) mounted in the near field of another element. figure 74 shows
the location of the accelerometer as being near the output of the Flip-Flop
element. The anomalies were introduced into the OR/NOR Gate element.
The instrumentation necessary to monitor and record the signature detected
by the accelerometer was similar to that for the static test on the OR/NOR
Gate element, as described in Section 5. The mounting of the accelerometer
for this test consisted of drilling and tapping a hole at the selected location
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and mounting the accelerometer on a screw-mounting stud proviched by the
manufacturer fnr this purpose.

Figure 77 shows the changes that occurred in the acoustic signature detected
for various supply anomalies introduced into the OFR/NCIR element. The pulse
shaper circuit was functioning in its static state (no signal input) for this
test. The results of this test show that it is posrible to detect anomalies in
one digital element by secondary acoustic sen:sing while the sensor is located
in th3 near field of another digital element. It Is believed that centrally
locating the accelerometer with respect to the Inteiaction regions of all elements
contained within, a circuit plate would result in 3n increase in the sensitivity
of the sensinq technique.

d. Conclusions

The described test results in conjunction with prior tests of a single digital
element, indicate that the evaiuated miniature pressure transducer, hot wire
and hot film onemometers, and piezoelectric crystal, each offer a satisfactory
means of monitoring the primary performance of a simple digital circuit. It
was concluded that euqally satisfactory results could be expected with a more
complex oitcuit.

The capability of acoust'c sensing techniques to detect an anomaly in one
element in the presernce of a second active element was shown. This
accomplishment, Mlong with the positive results of acoustic detection tests
with a single element, indicated that the secondary acoustic senstng technique
should provide an effective means of detecting and defining anomalies in a more
complex digital circuit.

The results of this effort are incorvorated into Section 8, Summary of Sensor
Applicability.

7. PACKAGING AND ENVIRONME-NTAL STUDY

A study was carried out to establish means of mounting the candidate sensors
to typically packaged Fluidic circuitry. Two packaging concepts were considered.
One concept was the modular packaging approach where single circuit plates
are attached to one or both sides of a manifold, with a cover placed over each
circuit plate, the complete package assembly being a circuit module. Systems
may be assembled by the rack mounting and interconnection of the number of
modules required to make up the total system. The second packaging concept
considered was a stacked circuitry arrangement. In this case, circuit plates
and manifolds are stacked into a monolithic assembly which may make up a
complete Fluidic system.
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The effects of environmental conditions on the candidate sensors was
investigated, considering temperature, pressure, humidity, vibration,
acoustic energy, and electromagnetic energy.

The results of both investigations are presented by BEC TM- 147,
"Compatibility of Sensors with Packaging Approaches and Efeact of
Enviroi.ment on Sensors" which is located in Appendix III oý t his report.

In summary, the following candidate sensors are compatible with the modular
packaging concept:

o Microphone

o Accelerometer

o Anemometer

o Miniature Pressure Transducer

o Thermistor

o Piezoelectric Crystal.

The sensors listed below are considered to be compatible with the stacked
packaging concept:

o Accelerometer

o Anemometer

o Miniature Pressure Transducer

o Thermis tor

o Piezoelectric Crystal.

The candidate miniature mircophone is not considered suitable to stacked

circuitry due to the compactness of the circuitry and lack of comnmon
spaces into which groups of elements vent and into which microphones may
be mounted. In most cases, mounting of the compatible sensors into a
modular package is more easily accomplished than mounting into a stacked
circuit arrangement, because of the higher circuit density and less available
space in the latter. The infrared thermometer which was used zo evaluate the
feasibility of I.R. sensing techniques was too large to be practicably mounted
as an operational sensor to either type of circuit package.

Most of the sensors are influenced to some degree by one ox more of the
considered environmental conditions. In some cases, the influence may be

negligible. Where this is may not be true, it is considered that appropriate
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compensation may be made. When selecting sensors for use i. a specific
checkout procedure for a Fluidtc system, the effects of the encountered
environmental conditions on the sensor characteristics, and consequently
on the accuracy of the checkout procedure, must be c-%aluated.

8. SUMMARY OF SENSOR APPLICABILITY

Part 2. of Section III defines a group of candidatr, sensors which were selected
early in the program as being potential sensors cf the state of operation of
Fluidic circuitry. Through a program of analysis and testing with analog and
digital elements and simple circuits, the capabilities of these sensors were
evaluated. The results of this program are presented by the present section.

The sensors were evaluated in terms of the capability to detect malfunctions
or to define the causes of malfunctions. The compatibility of the sensors with
two typical types of circuit packaging arrangements was investigated. One
type of package is a modular arrangement where a single circuit plate is
attached to one or both sides of a manifold, with a protective cover then
placed over each circuit plate. The second package type is a stacked circuitry
arrangement, where circuit plates and manifolds are stacked into a multi-
layered monolithic structure. In addition, the effects of environment on the
sensors were investigated. The conclusions drawn concerning each of the
candidate sensors are summarized in the following.

a. Miniature Pressure Transducer

The Scientific Advances, Inc. Model SA-SD-M-6H miniature pressure transducer
is a nighly satisfactory sensor of the functional operating signals of both analog
and digital circuitry. This device is a small strain gage pressure transducer
of 0.25 in. diameter and 0.25 in. length, designed so that it may be mounted
flush to a circuitry channel wall. The flush mounting capability permits the
sensing of pressure signals without causing any deformation of the sensed signal.
Pressure range of *2, a5, ±10, * 15, ±30, and ±100 psig are available.

The peripheral equipment required for this sensor is a standard d-c transducer
bridge and power supply, which provideq the transducer exitation voltage and
the capability of adjusting the output 3ignal null.

The sensor is well suited to accurately establishing the level of performnance
of both analog and digital circuitry, to establish whether or nmtA performance
(in terms of pressure signals) is within specified limits. A linearity of ±0.5%
of full scale permits the accurate detection of analog circuitry performance.
The natural frequency of 15.5 KHz is sufficient to accurately sense the transient
characteristics pertinent to the satisfactory performance of most digital
circuitry.
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The pressure transducer may be suitably mounted intn both circuit modules and
stacked circu'try. Mouidng into the circuit plates of circuit modules is readily
accomplished. Where motlUng Into stacked circuitry, it may be necessary to
design the circuitry layout to provide the necessary mounting space.

Temperature variations cause a small change in sensitivity of the pressure
transducer and in the zero outputs, a 0.01% full scale sensitivity change
and 0.05% full scale zero shift per F for a temperature compensated model.
Where checking out circuitry with small allowable deviations in pressure
signal tiansfer characteristics, it may be desirable in some cases to incorpiratef
a temperature compensation adJustmc nt into the external bridge, to correct for
changer in sensitivity without resorting to a pressvte cal'iaration.

b. Flow Anemometers

The Disa Electronics Model 55A52 hot wire probe and r-' e 55A90/91 flush-
mounting hot film probe are applicable to the checkout of functional perfor-
mance of digital circuitry, as defined in terns of mass flow signals. Because
of fundamental nonlinear characteristics, and thG pcossibility of calibration
changes due to contamination and oxidation, the hot wire and hot film probes
are not well suited to the checkout of analog circuitry, where accurate
monitoring of signal levels is highly important. Since in the checkout of digital
circuitry, the transient characteristics of signals are normally of greater
signLificancu than a high degree of accuracy of signal levels, the nonlinearity
of the hot wire and hot film probes, end the possibility of small calibration
changes, do not present a serious disadvantage.

The model 55A52 hot wire probe is sufficiently miniaturized so that the supporting
needles (0.8 mm. long, spaced 0.45 mm. apart) and wire may be inserted into a
circuit channel without affecting an appreciable deformation of the sensed signal.
The type SSA90/91 hot film• probe, with an end diameter of 4.75 mm. mnay be
mounted flush to a circuit channel wall. The hot wire probe has a number of
advantages relative to the hot film przbo. It is smaller and less costly. The
advantages of the hot film probe are no interference with functiona.s signals, less
posibility of damage due to contaminants in the oper-iting fluid, and, should cleaning
of circuitry bo necessary, less possibility of darrmage during 3 solvent flushing
procedure. The desirability of the hot wire vs. the hot fil-n probe is dependent
upon the instrumentation requirements for specific circuitry checkout procedures.

Both probes may be coupled to a Diia type 55D05 constant temperature
anemometer system which heats the wire or fi]m to a constant temporature and
provides an output signal which may be directed into a wide ranqe of recordikiy
or display devices. The frequency range of the ar.emometer system is zero to
50 KHz, the upper limit being dependent on the probe and conditions of measure-
ment. Evaluation tests made with digital elements and simple circuitry, as
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described in parts 5. and 6. of this section, Indicate that the frequency response
of the anemometer system/probe combination is adequate to define the functional
performance of digi'i circuitry.

Both of the probe typos may be readily incorporated into modularized circuitry.
For stacked circuitry, the hot wire probe is more suitable, because of its
smaller size.

Environmental conditions which lead to variations in the temperature, pressure,
or humidity uf the sensed operating fluid, may in some cases cause sufficient
calibration changes to require the use of calibration curves or multiple
anemomnter installations (and appropriate electronic circuitry) to null out
these Efects.

c. Piezoelectric Crystals

PZT Bimorph ceramic crystals, manufactured by the Piezoelectric Division of
Clevite Corporation have been demonstrated by laboratory tests to exhibit
good potential as 3ensors of digital element functional performance. These
crystals, when suitably flush-mounted to a channel wall, generate a
differential charge potential when deformed by a pressure signal. The crystals
are not as well suited to analog circuitry since the output signal (the charge
generated by deformation) is not necessarily a linear or easily predictable
function of signal pressure. Tests indicate, however, that the linearity is
adequate and the response ia sufficiently fast to detect the functional perfor-

aiance of digital circuits. The prime advantage of the crystals in comparison
to the pressure transducer or hot wire anemometer Is a lower cost. Where a
ch-ackout procedure for specific digital circuitry requires a relatively large
number of functional performance check points, the cost advantage of the
crystal sensor may be significant, and may lead to selection of this sensor
os the most suitable.

The output of the crystals may be coupled directly to a jariety of common
display and recording devices when used as a transient sensor, as is the
case with digital performance monitoring. A high impedance load is desired
to minimize the rate of discharge.

The piezooloctric crystals are highly compatible with both the modular circuit
and the sLackod circuit packaging concept.

The pressure calibration of the crystals is effected to some degree by
temperature variations. It is expected that in most cases, the calibration
changes would not greatly effect usefulness as a sensor for digital circuits.
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d. Infrared Sensing

A Barnes Engineering Company Model PRT-4 radiation thermometer was tested
as a means of evaluating the potantial of I.R. sensing techniques. It was
initially considered that a thermal map of a Fluidic circuit plate, generated
by an 1.R. sensor, would show variations due to changes of the internal flow
field caused by anomalous conditions.

During laboratory tests, changes in the thermal map were induced by a number
of anomalous conditions of relatively large magnitude. The sensitivity was
not, however, considered sufficient to detect the less gross anomalous
conditions that normally cause a malfunction. The po3sibility of obtaining
useful information from thermal maps is further diminished by the effects of
variations in operating fluid temperature and external environmental temperature.

It was concluded that I.R. sensing techniques are not welt suited to the check-
out of Fluidic circuitry.

e. Thermistors

Thermistors are considered to nave a limited usefulness in the checkout of Fluidic
circuitry. The thermistors investigated during the program were Fenwal Electronics,
Inc., Model GB 32 J2 units. These are small beads of 0. 043 inch diameter which
may be mounted within a circuit plate adjacent to a circuit channel wall. The
thermistors so located can detect, to some degree, changes in temperature of the
operating fluid within the channel, which may indicate a change in operating
conditions of a Fluidic circuit.

The response of a mounted thermistor is too slow to be well suited to the sensing
of functional performance. It was initially considered, however, that the thermistor
might be useful in detecting, through ch.ages in stream temperature, changes in
pressure that should remain constant, such as supply and bias pressures. A
thermistor located adjacent to a channel wall senses approximately adiabatic wall
temporature. This temperature deviates from the stagnation temperature most
where the velocity is greatest and the static temperature lowest, which occurs at
a restriction such as a power nozzle, and in this location should exhibit the
greatest sensitivity to undesired changes in supply pressure. Analytical and
test results indicate that while supply prassure changes can be detected by a
thernistor, the sensitivity is low ",hen considering typically encounterod limits
of supply pressure ;r bias pressure variations. The capability of obtaininq
meaningful informetion from therrnistors is hindered by the detection of uhnnqozi
in stream stagnation temperature and ambient temperature, both of which m.iy
have no effect on supply or bias pressures. Only in cases whore large pro•Liuw
variations are of interest and where stream stagnation temporaturo and oxtornil
temperature are nearly constant (or compensation for changes providod ) doos tho
thermistor appeor to have useful applications. Typically, the external oquipmrout
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used with a thermistor is a d.c. power supply ani bridge circuit, with the
thermistor being one leg of the bridge.

The thermistor, because of its small size, may be easily incorporated into
modularized or stacked circuitry.

The environmental condition of greatest concern is temperature. It is probable
that much can be done to minimize the effects of changes in stream stagnation
temperature and external temperature through the use of multiple thermistors
and external compensation circuitry.

f. Acce lerometer

Laboratory evaluation tests of a B&K, Inc., Model 4333 accelerometer have
shown the accelerometer to be highly effective in the isolation of faults.
The accelerometer does not directly detect functional performance. Its value
lies in detecting and defining the causes of malfunction of a Fluidic circuit.

It has been demonstrated by laboratory tests that the presence of anonlali..',
such as supply pressure changes, contamination, and element deformation,
may be detected by analysis of the frequency content of the acoustic energy
gener.Jt,-d by functioning analog and digital circuitry, as sensed by an
accelerometer mounted to a -:ýrcuit plate. Anomalies of the relatively small
magnitudes causing performance deviation limits to be reached, have been
detected and defined by the changes produced in the amplitude vs. frequency
acoustic signature of elements and simple circuits. Each introduced anomaly
caused a distinguishingly different change in the acoustic signature. It is
highly significant that anomalies occurring in one element of a group of
functioning elements have been isolated. This indicates the potential of
defirdng the cause of malfunction of an integrated circuit, such as an analog
integrator, through the use of a single sensing element permanently attached
to the circuit plate.

The accelerometer tested was of reasonably small size, 1.4 cm. hex. x 1.6 cm.,
and mountable to circuit plates by means of an adhesive or threaded mounting
stud. Sma'ler accelerometers are available for cases where space limitations
do not permit use of an accelerometer of this size. The frequency range of the
B&K accelerometer was 2 to 14,000 Hz which appeared to be sufficient.

The accelerometer may be coupled into a Panoramic LP-la sonic analyzer, or a
Panoramic SB-15a ultrasonic analyzer, both of which provide a means of
determining the am,.litude vs. frequency signature of the sensed acoustic
energy. A recorder such as the Moseley 7035a X-Y rec'jrder may be used to
record the acoustic signature. Figure 22 shows an instrumentation arrangement
used during tests with a three stage amplifier.
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The accelerometer is compatible with both the modularized and stacked circuit
package concepts. In the stacked circuit arrangement, it is necessary to
design space into circuit plates for the integral location of an accelerometer,
and it may be desirable to use an accelerometer of smaller size

There is a slight change in the accelerometer sensitivity with temperature
changes. Data supplied by the manufacturer allows for sensitivity change
compensation if required. Since changes in shape of the acoustic signature Ire
more cri.tical to the isolation of faults than are precise signature amplitudes, it
is probable that under most conditions, temperature induced sensitivity
changes will not present a problem. Externally introduced vibrations within
the signature bandwidth may be either damped out by appropriate package and
mounting means or may be factored into tha interpretation of the signature.

g. Microphone

The Massa M-213 miniature microphone has been shown I.o be capable of
sensing the secondary acoustic energy generated by Fluidic circuitry and
thus may be used for fault isolation in a manner similar to that with an
accelerometer.

The primary differences between the microphone and acceleromter sensors
is the medium through which acoustic energy, much of which is generated
in the element interaction region, is transmitted to the sensor. A microphone
located in a fixed position close to the vented side of Fluidic elements senses
the acoustic energy transmitted by air from the interaction region through the
vents to the sensor. In the case of an accelerometer mounted to a circuit,
the transmission medium is the structural material from which the circuit is
formed.

Tests made with the microphone, though not as extensive as for the
accelerometer, indicate that the microphone should be nominally as effective
in sensing secondary acoustic energy as the accelerometer. The microphone,
in conjunction with a Massa M-114B preamplitier and M-185 amplifier and
power supply, when coupled to a spectrum analyzer and recorder shculd have
basically the same capabilities in fault isolation as the accelerometer.

Where the microphone is to be used to isolate faults within an integrated
circuit, it is desirable that all of the amplifiers vent into z common space
within which the microphone may be located. To achieve repeatability of
acoustic signatures, it is necessary that the relative positions of everything
within the space be held constant. It was found difficult to sufficiently
satisfy this requirement during laboratory tests because of versatilities
built into the laboratory set-ups, which would not occur in an operational
checkout arrangement.
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The microphone may be easily incorporated into a modularized circuit,
within the space between a circuit plate and the protective cover placed
over the circuit plate. Location within a stacked circuit is more difficult,
requiring that the circuitry structure be designed to provide a chambe into
which to mount the miciophorie and into which some number of elements
may be vented.

Temperature variations mny effect Lhc ,¢ensitivity of tho microphone,. As
in the case of the accole:ometer, since charges in shape of the signature
are of greatest importance in defining the anomaly causing a malfunction,
small sensitivity changes should not present a problem in many cases.
Calibration data as a function of temperature allows for sensitivity
compensation if needed. Externally generated noise and vibration within
the selected signature bandwidth may be either damFed by appropriate
packaging and mounting, or may be factored into the interpretation of the
signature.
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SECTION VI

EVALUATION OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITRY INSTRUMENTATION
AND HEAIUNG TECHNIQUES

I. EVALUATION OF INSTRUMENTATION FOR AN
AN:.!Oo CIRCUIT MODULE

The investigations described in Section V of this report have shown that for
analog elements and a simple analog circuit, the secondary acoustic
signature, i.e., the sound and/or vibration emitted by a Fluidic element,
provides a means of detecting and defining an anomaly, once its existence
has been established by the degradation of primary performance. It has
been concluded that primary performance sensors are required to determine
overall performance. This section discusses the extension of that techniqueto a circuit module from the Feedwater Controller, which was chosen as

representative of analog controls.

The primary performance of the chosen module was established, with all
parameters within specified values, as a base line. Three (3) anomalies
were introduced and the' primary and secondary characteristics determined.
The anomalies were; first, changes in supply pressure (P+); second,
changes in circuit load; and third, introduction of contamination into the
.circuit.

a. Description of Circuit to be Tested

The-8nalog circuit chosen for test is part of one module of a Feedwater
Controller for a Naval boiler. The module consists of an integrated circuit
plate attached to a manifold which supplies pressure to each of the circuit
elements. The particular module circuit is shown in Figure 78. A functional
block diagram of the complete Feedwater Controller is shown as Figure 79,
with the circuit of interest enclosed by dashed lines. The other circuit on
the module is substantially identical.

This circuit operates to produce an output signal pressure vhich is proportional
to the difference of the two input signals. In other words, it operates as a
typical summing amplifier, so that We = Ww - Ws . We is output pressure,
Ww and Ws are the input pressure signals. Typical performance is shown in
Figure 80, which presents We vs. Ws for *w a constant, and We vs. Ww
for Ws a constant.

b. Test Setup

Pressure transducers were connected through signal conditioners to an X-Y
recorder for prirmary performance. A B&K Model 4333 accelerometer was used
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to detect changes in the secondary acoustic signature for various anomalies.
Preliminary experiments were performed to determine the optimum position for
the accelerometer. The signal from the accelerometer was analyzed by a
Panoramic ultrasonic analyzer using a band from 15 KHz to 65 KHz. This
signature was then recorded as amplitude vs. frequency on an X-Y recorder.

c. Results Varying Supply Pressure

The supply pressure to the circuit is specified to be 35 psig. A typical
system malfunction is a decrease in supply pressure. Therefore, perfor-
mance with degraded supply pressure is of inteiest. The primary performance
for supply pressures of 35, 30, 25, and 20 pstc is shown in Figure 81. The
nominal null output pressure is shown, about .;,i psig, and the change in
input required to produce that null can be readily seen. For this circuit, the
allowable null shift is on the order of t.2 psi.

The secondary acoustic signature for changes in supply pressure Is shown
in Figure 82, for the condition where the input pressures are equal. This
acoustic signature is distinctive from that productsd by other anomalies
because it changes proportionally along most of the curve. Sensitivity is
sufficient to detect the magnitude of supply pressure variation effecting the
<Ilowable nall shift.

d. Results Varying Load

The normal load for this circuit is a 0.020" %. 0.040" control. port in the next
section of the control. The circuit testing was done with an equivalent load
orifice (0. 0008 in 2 ). Typical malfunctions in service could be a complete

blockage (deadended), a small leak, and a complete disconnection (short
circuit). Tests were performed to simulate these conditions, i.e., blocked
or deadended, increased load to 0.0014 in2 orifice, and complete dis-
connection.

The primary characteristics are shown on Figure 83 tor these loads. The change
frorn. null is readily apparent, The secondary acoustic signatures are shown in
Figurie 84. The change in signature occurred primarily in the vicinity of 40 KHz.
An expanded scale display of this region is shown in Figure 85. From this it
can be seen that changes in load produce a change in secondary acoustic
signature quite different from that caused by supply pressure variation, and that
sufficient sensitivity in detecting this anomaly exists.

e, Results From Varying Levels of Contamination

Contamination is a rather subjective paramster, and no exacting method of
measuring, or for that matter, producting contamination exists. Previous
experience has shown that a typical contaminating situation exists when
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traces of oil are present in the supply air, together vith finely divided
particulate matter. For this series of experiments, therefore, a drop of
oil was intruduced in the air supply, and dust was added to the supply
air. The dust particles are of s size that will pass through a 0.004 in.
x 0.004 in. screen mesh. Three levels of contamination were introduced,
but since no measurement has been devised these are refe.-red to as level
CI, 02, and C3. Level C2 results from running longer with dusty air than
level CI, and level C3 from even longer times.

The primary performance is shown in Figure 86. The change in null is readily
apparent, and an increase in cutput noise may be seen. The data shown is
ar X-Y r-7cording, so the frealiency response of the recorder must be con-
sidered in viewing the results. Also, since it was not significant to the
test, the input ramp rate used to produce the recording was not noted. It
is apparent, however, that the performance was greatly degraded.

The secondary acoustic signature for these levels of contamination are shown
in Figure 87. The frequency band between 53 KHz and 64 YHz exhibits some-
what random changes with contamination which are attributed to varying
build-up of contamination in the nozzles and channels. The changes in the
signature in the region from 38 KHz to 53 KHz are somewhat proportional to
contamination. This is similar to the results from varying load, and while
not due to load restrltions, indicates that changes which degrade output
capability will also show a decreasing amplitude In the secondary acoustic
signature in the frequency range around 40 KHz.

Figure 88 shows a detectable change in the secondary acoustic signature
when the oil was introduced, but prior to the introduction of dust. This is
extremely significant because it provides a potential for detecting in'pending
malfunction, before the contamination has built up to the point of primary
performance degradation.

2. EVALUATION OF INSTRUMENTATION FOR A STACKED PAIR OF
DIGITAl CIRCUIT PLATES

The previous sections of this report have shown that both pressure transducers
and bimorph crystals will monitor primary performarice of digital element3,
and that accelerometers will detect the secondary acoustic signature. The
secondary acoustic signature cdfn determine the type of an anomaly, with the
primary sensors detecting performance milfunctlon. This section discusses
the application of that work to a pair of digital circuit plates from the BEC
"Missile Control. These circuit plates cortain two parallel, independent
amplifying and pulse-shaping networks.

The primary performance of theset networks was es:.ahlihed, with all parameters
within prescribed operating conidition'j, as a bana hlne. Thiee (3) anomalies
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were introduced; one, changes in supply pressure; two, inserting a small wire
to simulate channel contamination; and three, blocking an unused output leg
of a selected element.

a. Description of Circuit to be Tested

The B.E.C. Missile Control from which the selected circuit plates were chosen
is shown in Figure 89. both stacked and exploded views are shown, and the
chosen circuit plates are marked as Plate #2 and Plate #3. The circuits built
into these plates are shown in Figure 90. There are two identical, parallel
circuits each of which accepts a more-or-less sinusoidal input signal. These
inputs are amplified and shaped into pulses for use in other circuits in the
control. Amplifying and pulse shaping is a common function in many digital
systems, and was chosen as typical of digital circuitry because the charac-
teristics required of it, such as high frequency response, positive switching,
-nd acceptance of poor quality signals, are required throughout digital circuitry.

The circuit plates arc round as befits a circuit for a round missile, and are
mounted back-to-back. Transfer tubes provide interconnection between
plates. Typical primary characteristics, shown as input and output wave-
forms, are shown in Figure 91. The input operates at a nominal frequency of
100 Hz.

b. Test Setup

The compactness of the missile control dictates the use of small detectors.
Accordingly, piezoelectric: bimorph crystals were chosen to detect the primary
performance characteristics. They are small encugh so that they were mounted
without disturbing either the control stacking concept or the space require-
ments. Crystals were located as shown in Figure 90 to monitor both inputs
and both outputs. A miniature pressure transducer was mounted near one of
the crystals, monitoring one of the outputs, to serve as a check on the crystal
performance. A B&K Model 4333 accelerometer was used to determine the
secondary acoustic signature. As t, as done for the analog circuit module,
preliminary testing was performed to determine the optimum location for the
accelerometer. The accelerometer was mounted on Plate #3, as shown in
Figure 90.

The outpus from the crystals and the pressure transducer were recorded using
a light beam galvanometer type recorder. The acoustic signature was analyzed
using a Panoramic recorder, and amplitude vs. frequency results recorded using
an X-Y recorder.

c. Results of Varying Supply Pressure

The specified supply pressure to both circuit plates is 1.5 psig. Typical
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primary performance is shown in Figure 91. Degraded supply pressure is a
typical system malfunction, so circuit performance at reduced pressure is of
interest. The primary characteristics for three supply abnormalities are
shown. The three abnormalities are supply for Plate #2 reduced to '1.0 and
0.5 psig, and supply for Plate #3 reduced to 1.0 psig. The operation is
shown in Figures 92, 93, and 94, respectively.

The secondary acoustic signature as monitored by the accelerometer is shown
in Figure 95, for various values of supply pressure to Plate #3. These curves
are for normal supply to Plate #2, and for a steady-state (not sinusoidal)
signal at the inputs. The changes in signature with supply pressure are
clearly evident.

It was hoped that the accelerometer mounted on either plate could detect
anomalies in either plate. However, the investigation to determine the
optimum location for the accelerometer showed that the secondary acoustic
signature from Plate #3 was strong enough to mask the signature from Plate
#2, independent of location of the accelerometer. Thus, supply pressure
causing anomalies in Plate #2 cannot be detected when Plate #3 is supplied
with air.

Figure 96 shows the secondary acoustic signature for Plate #2 when Plate #3
is not supplied with air, and the input is steady-state, not sinusoidal. The
change in signature with supply pressure (to Plate #2) is clearly evident.

Referring again to Figure 95, the (approximately) 8 KHz peak is seen to
decline more rapidly than the (approximately) 12 KHz peak as the Plate #3
supply is decreased. Figure 96 shows the condition when the Plate #3 supply
is reduced to zero. (The calibration of relative amplitude between Figure
95 and Figure 96 is different. )

The use of the secondary acoustic signature for circuit plates which are
mechanically attached, as are these, is therefore somewhat limited. There
are three routes the designer may choose.

1. Mechanically isolate the plates so that acoustic signals
are not transmitted between plates, and use an accele-
rometer on each.

2. Provide a means for deactivating Plate #3 (shut off the supply).

3. Treat the pair of plates as the minimum replaceable sub-group;
i.e., an entity, and determine the overall secondary acoustic
signature degradation.
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Circuit: #5275 and #5276 " ,
Sensor: Accelerometer
Monitor: Ultrasonic Analyzer . . .. . .

P = 1.5 p~ig !
Pin P'in =b.25 psig 1.5 -
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d. Results from Simulated Contamination

Contamination, due to foreign particles, is a likely form of malfunction.
However, the inability to reproduce and quantify real contamination in
the circuit was discovered during the analog circuit investigations. Because
of those difficulties, it was decided to simulate the contamination by the
introduction of some physically real object. It was found that a small wire
introduced into an element vent produced a change in the secondary acoustic
signature withour a concomitant change in the primary performance. The
location of the vent is shown as Vent X on Figure 90. The acoustic signatures
are shown on Figure 97. Again, this signature is obtained with a steady-state
input.

The change is appreciable, and indicates the possibility of detecting impending
failure since no change in functional performance with this level of anomaly
was observed.

e. Results from Blocked Vent

One of the anomalies which may occur in a Fluidic system is blockage of a
vent hole. Typical vents are shown in Figure 90 as D and D'. Blocking
these vents results in unsatisfactory primary performance, as shown in
Figure 98.

The secondary acoustic signature is markedly changed, as shown in Figure
99. The difference between D and D' is probably because the accelerometer
is not equidistant from the vents. ThiL signature is obtained with a steady-
state signal.

3. HEALING OF MALFUNCTIONING CIRCUITRY

The primary investigations of this program have been directed toward detection
and location of Fluidic system malfunctions. Some of the malfunctions which
may occur are caused by an accumulation of contaminants within the channels
and passages. The combination of oil and carbon particles is known to degrade
performance if a sufficient quantity accumulates. It is thought that the oil
provides a wet surface on which the carbon particles accumulate, since neither
oil nor particles alone will accumulate.

It would be very desirable to have a technique for healing circuits in-place,
without having to remove or disturb the system. Since contamination due to
oil Iand particulate matter is a potential problem, some effort was directed
toward a healing technique.
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a. Introduction of Contamination

The introduction cf contamination in meaningful, repeatable, quantitative
amounts proved extremely difficult. This has been discussed in part 1. of
Section VI. It wa- found that a drop of oil introduced into the supply port
of an element or circuit, followed by dust particles added to the air stream,
would produce degradation of primary performance. The oil used for this
was commercially available ESSO Lube 20-20W motor oil. The dust con-
sisted of particles that would pass through a 0.004" x 0.004" mesh. The
change in primary characteristics of an analog circuit with three levels, of
contamination is shown in Figure 86 of part 2. of this section, and the change
in the secondary acoustic signature is shown in Figure 87. Also, the change
due to oil alone is shown in Figure 88,

b. Healing Procedure and Results

Freon TF DRL 714 .s used as a degreasing agent in many industrial process.
It is a-liquid of ordinary temperature, is non-toxic, and nonflammable, and
is known to not attack the materials used in both the Boiler control and the
Missile control. Freon TF DRL 713, therefore, seemed a logical solvent to
use, to remove the contamination of oil and dirt.

Freon was flushed through the circuit, and the circuit allowed to "soak" for
varying periods. it was found that after one hour, primary performance was
returned to acceptable limits. Figure 100 shows the before and after primary
performance for a single analog element. However, the secondary acoustic
signature did not recover to its original character. A large amount of the
contaminate was found to have built up in the porous plugs used in the vents
of the amplifiers. These plugs have large open-area, and very low velocity
so no significant degradation of primary characteristics results from con-
tamination at these plugs. However, the particles did produce some change
in acoustic properties, resulting in an inability to return the acoustic
signature to its base line. In order to achieve the desired build up of
contaminant in the receivers, an excessive and unrealistic amount of
contaminant material was directed into the element, a large part of which
deposited in the amplifier vent plugs. It is not highly probable that this
level of vent contamination would occur under realistic conditions. It is
expected that under realistic conditions, the signature should return to
essentially the base line following solvent flushing.

c. Conclusions of Healing Study,

The use of a solvent such as Freon TF DRL 714 has potential for removing
certain kinds of contamination without disturbing or removing the system.
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SECTION VII

DEMONSTRATION OF FEASIBILITY OF A CHECKOUT PROCEDURE
i-OR AN ANALOG CONTROL SYSTEM

This section describes the demonstration of a checkout procedure for an analog
control system. The primary performance characteristics are used to determine
whether the system is operating satisfactorily. Secondary acoustic signals are
used to establish the anomaly causing primary performance malfunction. A
description of the Fluidic circuitry and the instrumentation arrangement are
included. The test procedure is enumerated, and the results from introducing
various anomalies are shown in tabular form.

I. -EST CIRCUIT

The test circuit consists of the Fluidic Feedwater Controller which was developed
by Bowies Engineering Corporation and successfully tested on a DLG-9 Boiler.
This is the complete control 3ystem from which a portion was taken for the
integrated circuit studies described in Section IV. The feedwater controller,
shown diagrammatically in Figure 101 functions to automatically regulate the
flow of feedwater into the boiler, acting to cause the water flow signal ( *w)
to follow the steam flow signal (Ws) , and to maintain boiler drum level (L)
at the desired set point value (Ls). The output signal is water flow command
(VVwc) which operates a feedwater valve.

The Feedwater Controller is packaged in two modules, each of which contains
one Fluidic circuit plate mounted on a manifold. These two modules, as they
were set up for test, are shown in Figure 102, with the attenuator c,,nd logic
module on the right and the reset module on the left. The Instrumentation
Control Panel, monitoring their performance, is shown in Figure 103. The Fluidic
circuits are shown in T*Igures 104 and 105.

2. INSTRUMENTATION ARRANGEMENT

The Feedwater Controller is basically a reset function, acting to control water
flow as the time integral of the summation of the vurious signals. The most
valid check of performance is to "close the loop" around the controller,
apply known input signals, and examine the output response for operation
within establishec. limits. Two signals to close the loop must be generated,
and two inputs must be set. The feedback signals required are Vw and L.
\ýw may be fed bock directly from WVwc since these signal, ire of the same
pressure range. hn the boiler, L is related to water and steam flow approxi-
mately by the transfer function L = h (Ww - ). This requires a time integral
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F
function which is achieved by converting W•w and Ws to electrical signals,
electronically integrating, and converting back to pneumatics to generate L.

Flush mounteu. miniature pressure transducers of the type fourn ...ultable

in Scction V were used to convert Výw, WVs , and L to electrical signals.
The signal Ww - Ws was integrated using a Burr-Brown model 1507
operational amplifier, drivLng a model 1519 power booster. The power booster
provided the electric signal to a Taylor, model 701T, electro-pneumatic

*i converter.

Accelerometes of the type found suitable in Section V were mounted on the
circuit plates. A separate accelerometer v~as mounted on each plate to
detect the secondary acoustic signature of that circuit. Very little acoustic
coupling exists between the circuits since they were interconnected with
plastic tubing for these tests. The output of the accelerometers was analyzed
by the Panoramic analyzer, and the output recorded on an X-Y recorder In the
same manner as during previous tests.

A block diagram of the checkout setup is snown by Figure 106. The water flow
control loop is shown closed by.coupling the output of the reset module, Wwc
to the water flow signal input, Ww. Pressure transducers used to mcnltor the
three active controller Input signals are indicated. The means of generating
the water level signal is shown, subtracting the output of the VVs transducer
from the WVw transducer, integrating, and converting to a pneumatic water level
signal, L, by use of an E/P converter. The Ls signal Is a fixed set point value
of 9 pslg, hence need not be monitored by a pressure transducer during checkout.

The independent variable during checkout is the stream flow signal, ;V .

With the arrangement shown, the water flow and water level signals respond
to changes in the steam flow signals in a manner similar to that occurring
with the controller coupled to a boiler.

Figure 107 shows a schematic diagram of the electrical checkout circuitry used
during the checKout demonstration. The pressure transducers monitoring Ww,
Ws, and L, are each coupled through a bridge cdrcult to a Simpson Model 1327
wide view 3-1/2" 0-15 microammeter . Through the bias and gain adjustments
provided, the ammeters are calibrated to reaJ 4 to 14 microamps for a 4 to 14 p'-i
pressure range applied to the pressure transducers. Power was supplied for
the transducer circuitry by 4.5 volt batteries as shown, with switch SI
provided to swit h on the power supplies during checkout.

The figure sh )%,4s he electronic circuitry used to generate the water level
signal. The wvater flow - steam flow differencing circuit includes a 2SK and
a IK trimming potentiometer to equalize the gain of the two input signals,
so that for Vw and W5q equal throughout the range, the differential signal
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remains a constant. This constant is set to a value oi zero volt. by tbe
shown biasing arrangement. The integration gain for 'he demonstration
tests was setup for 50 sec-%,. The integrator, output couples to the V/P
converter. Switch S2 nulls the integrator when closed; it must be opened
during chieckout testing.

The two accelerometers, one for each of the circuit modules, are coupled
to an ultrasonic analyzer through a selector switch, S4, as indicated,
allowing for inputting from either one of the two accelerometers. The X

axis of the Moseley X-Y recorder is coupled to the ultrasonic analyzer
as shown, with the sweep generator of the recorder driving the frequency
sweep of the analyzer. The recorder sweep generator was set for 0.5 in/sec,
during the demonstration tests, driving the analyzer through a range of 10 KHz
to 60 KHz. Switch S5b must be closed during checkrout. The circuitry used to
filter the analyzer output, and which coupled the analyzer output to the
recorder Y axis, is defined by the figure. Switch 85 must be closed during
checkout.

Switch $3 must be closed during checkout to couple the : 15 Volt power supply
to the water level integrator circuit and to the op-amp of the ultrasonic
analyzer driving circuit.

Figure 108 shows the arrangement sAected for the demonstration to provide
the required steady-state and dynamic steam flow input signals. A range of
steady-state inputs are necessary for steady-state contrr'l accuracy testing.
Checkout of dynamic response requires the inputting of a transient signal.
The specification for the Fedwater Controller operating a boiler requires
that the water level signal, L, may not vary from its set point by more than
*1.66 psi as the steam flow signal changes over 70% of full range in 45

seconds. The desired dynamic characteristics of the water Rlow controller
which yield the above response when coupled to the boiler, (,lay be trans-
formed into an allowable closed loop response for the controller as coupled
into the checkout arrangement. For a seler t ed input ramp, an upper and
lower limit to the change in L may be established.

The system of Figure 108 permits either manual setting of VVs at any value

within the operating range, for iteady-state tests, or provides a pre-set

initial value of 5 psig for the ramp function, and the automatic generation
of the r&mp on command. Solenoid valves are used to implement the switching
for convenience.

The pressure regulator is set for 35 psig during operation. The steam flow
signal simulator is shown by the figure in the manual state. The manual/
automatic solenoid is in the manual position, coupling the regulator to a
valve which is used to manually regulate the pneumatic Ws signal inputted
to the controller. The blocking solenoid valve is closed to prevent backflow
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through the analog amplifier of the automatic ramp system.

The automatic generation of a ramp signal for dynamic testing is a two-step
procedure. First, the seluctor solenoid valve and the blocking solenoid
are actuated simu~taitieously. being coupled electrically. The "start
ramp" solenoid remaining closed as shown. This provides a supply
pressure and an input to the analog amplifier, with the orifice in the
input line sized to cause e 5 psig outnut from the amplifier. This pre-
set 5 psig signal provides a known steudy-state input to the controller
prior to the introduction of a transient.

The second step, following stabilizing of the system for the 5 psig input,
is the opening of the "start ramp" solenoid valve, which automatically
initiates a pre-established 1k ramp signal. This is accomplished by
opening a second contrul input path to the amplifier which incorporates
an RC lag. The orifices and capacitance tank were sized for the
demonstration to generate a 7 psi ramp (5 to 12 psig) in 45 secnnds.

Upon completion of dynamic testin.i, the steam flow simulator is reset
'o the manual mode by deenergizing all of the solenoid valves.

3. DEFINITION OF A FEEDWATER CONTROLLER CHECKOUT PROCEDURE

The individual element and integrated circuit studies described in
Sections V and VI have shown that satisfactory performance of an analog
circuit must be established by use of primary performance characte.istics.
A method of determining these characteristics was determined, using
flush-mounted miniature pressure tran, -ucers to measure pressures.
Secondary acoustic signatures were shown to be valid for localizing the
malfunction.

In order to implement these techniques in a useful manner, a step-by-step
procedure must be established so that a minimum of system knowledge
will be required of the using personnel. The test set-up for the Feedwater
Controller has been described in the previous sub-section. The procedure
has very few steps. A 35 psig supply is applied to the controller. First,
steady-state performance is checked at three points. Second, the test
ramp is introduced to determine dynamic performance. If these are all
within limits, the system is serviceable. Should any step be outside
limits, the secondary acoustic test is run to establish the cause of
malfunction. A typical step-by-step chart is shown in Figure 109.
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1. Steady-State Performance

A. Set Wsat -Measure L.- L

4 psig ____psig
9 psig ___psig

14 psig ___psig

B. Compare three values of Ls - L from above. Maximum
difference shall not exceed 0.42 psi between any two
values. If maximum difference is within allowable limit,
proceed to dynamic test.

C. If maximum difference exceeds allowable limit, perform
acoustic signature test to isolate malfunction.

2. Dynamic Performance

A. Using dynamic test input, increase 'Ws 70% of range in 45 sec.
Monitor Ls - L. Ls - L shall fall within Ls - 0.5
psi as the upper limit and Ls - 3 psi as the lower
limit.

B. If variation of Ls - L is within allowable limits, system
is operating as specified and is ready for service.

C. If variation is more than allowable limits, perform
acoustic signature test to isolate malfunction.

3. Acoustic Siqnature Test

A. Set 5s at 9 psig.

B. Obtain acoustic signature using test set-up of
Figure 107.

C. Compare acoustic signature with base line signature,
and with reference signatures from known anomalies.
Determine most likely Cause of malfunction.

D. Perform adjustment, healing or removal procedure based
on type of malfunction.

E. When malfunction corrected, repeat steady-state and
dynamic tests to establish healing accomplished.

Figure 109. Checkout Procedure for Feedwater Controller
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4. LABORATORY DEMONSTRATION OF CHECKOUT PROCEDURE FEASIBILITY

In order to verify that the primary performance characteristic testing and
acoustic signature testing could provide a useful method of rapidly
and accurately checking the operation of the Feedwater Controller, a
laboratory demonstration was performed. Various anomalies were
introduced, and both primary and secondary characteristics determined.
Then, the anomalies were "healed" and return to base line conditions
established.

As has been noted before in this report, introducing quantitative contamination
proved impossible within the scope of this program. Also, removal of con-
tamination proved difficult because large quantities were introduced rapidly,
rather than wait for the slow build-up likely to occur in actual service.
For this demonstration, then, contamination was simulated by the use of
a small physical restriction in the receiver of one of the elements. This
proved to be a reliable and repeatable means for inserting and removing
contamination.

The anomalies introduced were as described below. The physical locations
of these anomalies may be seen in Figures 104 and 105.

PsL - 30 The supply pressure to logic module
was set at 30 psig instead of the
specified 35 psig.

PsR = 30 The supply pressure to the reset
(integrating) module was set at
30 psig instead of the specified

-35 psig. Similarly, 33 and 25.
psig were set.

G2R - 1/2 turn The second stage gain adjust valve
in the reset module was advanced
1/2 turn.

* Cap. Leak.= 0.017 A leak equivalent to a 0.017"
diameter hole was inserted in
the line to the capacitor tank
for the reset module.
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W. Leak 0.017 A leak equivalent to a 0.017" diameter hole
was inserted at the Ws output monitor location

of Figure 104.

Le Leak 0.01 A leak equivalent to a 0.01" diameter hole was
inserted in the Le signal line which interconnects
the logic and reset modules.

Ls = 8.0 The level set signal was set at a value of 8.0
psi instead of the nominal 9.0 psi.

Contamin3tion In The simulated contamination was inserted into
the output signal receiver of the (Ww - Ws)
relay amplifier.

The results of the introduction of these anomplies, one at a time, are shown
in Figure 110 (Chart). The magnitude of the anomaly was set in each case
to a value which caused primary performance to be at or near the limit of the
specification. Gross anomalies were not included, as their presence, and
location, is felt to be obvious. In each case, the secondary acoustic
signature exhibited readily observable changes, with the changes for each
different type of anomaly being distinguishingly different, thus defining the

anomaly.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The testing of the Feedwater Controller has shown that a simple closed loop
test procedure Can be used to determine whether primary performance
characteristics are within limits, and that such testing can be accurate
and quick. Also, it has been shown that the use of secondary acoustic
signatures can be used to determine type and location of malfunction,
provided base-Aine data have been established. Experience with systems
using this technique should quickly build up a store of signatures, making
its use evermore valuable.

Both techniques:, primary characteristics and acoustic signature, require
the use of transducers mounted in the circuit at time of manufacture. Further
work must be done to reduce the space, weight, and economic penalty resulting
from the transducers, in view of the continuing effort to reduce the size and
cost of Fluidic control systems.
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SECTION VIII

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The overall objectives of this circuit checkout have been met, and the
feasibility of in-place checkout of Fluidic circuits and systems has been
established. Some of the results were not foreseen at the outset, but no
major obstacles were encountered. Much was learned, and much remains
for further investigation before the techniques shown feasible during this
study can become operational.

Because the work was divided into analog and digital circuits, and because
the conclusions are somewhat different, analog and digital circuits are
.treited separately below. In real life, it is likely that Fluidic systems
will consist of both analog and digital circuits.

It is necessary to point out that the conclusions drawn are based on. the
specific Fluidic elements, circuits, and systems examined during this
program. The elements and circuits examined are thought to be typical of
those which may be used in flight systems, so that generalization of the
results is believed to be warranted. The detailed results will, of course,
vary from element (type) to element, and from specific circuit to circuit.

.1. ANALOG CIRCUIT CONCLUSIONS

The work of this program has shown that the secondary acoustic signature
is a powerful tool for locating and characterizing analog system malfunctions,
once the primary characteristics have shown the system to be malfunctioning.
Primary performance characteristics are believed to be the only practical
means of establishing that an analog circuit is operating within specified
limits.

It was shown that the primary performance characteristics, i.e., output/input
functions, may be easily determined, provided that this has been planned for
from the beginning and proper sensors have been built into the circuit. It is
expected that clever designs can minimize the number of primary variable
sensors which must be built into the circuit or system. It is believed, also,
that such sensors can be built into the circuits and systems without degrading
reliability or performance. permitting checkout without disturbing the system
in any way. This eliminates the problems of reconnection that sometimes
occur when system elements are disconnected for checkout. Proper design of
the primary sensor and its mounting can preclude system malfunction as a
result of sensor failure.
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The primary output/input characteristic can determine that the overall system
is not operating correctly, and in some cases, can pin-point the cause. How-
ever, specific information as to the detailed location and type of malfunction
can greatly reduce the time required for repair. For instance, knowledge that
a low pressure is causing a malfunction suggested readjustment of the supply
while knowledge that a channel has clogged suggests in-place cleaning with
a solvent. Other indications can disclose which of several modules to replace.
This type of information has been shown to be available in the secondary
acoustic signature from analog circuits, if appropriate sensors are built into
the circuitry. As in the case of primary sensors, proper selection of the
secondary sensor and mounting precludes system malfunction as a result of
sensor failure.

In summary, the use of built-in primary and secondary sensors has demonstrated
the feasibility of an analog circuit checkout technique, which can determine
that a system is functioning properly, and pin-point the malfunction if the system
is out of limits.

2. DIGITAL CIRCUIT CONCLUSIONS

This program has shown the feasibility of using primary and secondary charac-
teristics to determine whether a digital circuit is operating within limits,
and if not can pin-point the cause of the malfunction. Because digital circuits
transmit information using only two element states (i.e., 1 and 0), it was
shown that less precise primary sensors are needed. In particular, the use of
piezoelectric crystals could serve as primary sensors. These are easily
mounted, quite inexpensive, and rugged enough for most applications.

Proper design of the sensors and mounting can preclude circuit malfunction in
case of sensor failure, and checkout can be accomplished without disturbing
the system in any way. Primary characteristics can determine that the circuit
is operating within limits, and if it is not, the secondary acoustic signature
can be used to determine the location and type of malfunction.

3. RECOMMENDATIONS

Many things remain to be done to move these techniques from feasibility to
operability. Primary among these is the development of improved sensors.
Both the primary and secondary sensors used in this program are costly.
Development of sensors specifically for the task at hand seems likely to
reduce the cost of the sensors. Circuit-sensor combinations may exist which
will permit determination of both primary and secondary characteristics with
the same sensor. This avenue of exploration should not be overlooked.
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In digital circuits, the possibility of using only secondary acoustic signals
deserves more attention. If it is shown that this can be done, simplification
of sensors and associated instrumentation will result.

Little was done on this program with the problem of bringing out the electrical
connections from the many sensors. Design studies in this area will eventually
be needed, but perhaps deferred until the first application.

There exists the possibility of using Fluidic elements and techniques to bring
both the signals to a more easily accessible point on the system. For instance,
secondary acoustic signatures play a large role in pin-pointing the malfunction.
It may be possible to provide acoustic transmission, much as used in commercial
aircraft for movie sound, to bring the signals to a common location. If such is
proven feasible, the secondary sensor would not need to be permanently mounted
but could be "plugged in" where needed. Study should be directed to this area,
and development undertaken if the study shows feasibility.

Another area that has not been touched on this program but which deserves study
is the use of special input signals. It is possible that introduction of alternating
signals, or pulse-type signals, can provide characteristic secondary signatures
which can be interpreted to determine proper system operation. It may be feasible
to introduce such signals without direct physical connection to the system,
perhaps through the vents of selected elements. If this can be done, and if it
can be combined with use of the acoustic signal transmission, no expensive
built-in sensors would be requh-ed. Such a checkout technique would keep
all the costly sensors and instruments "on the ground".

I
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TM-106
August 3, 1966

PRINCIPAL FLUIDIC DIGITAL ELEMENTS,
PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION

CAUSES AND SYMPTOMS

AF33(615)-5296

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Fundameni'al elemeni characteristics are discussed with respect to causes
and symptoms of performance degradation singly and in system circuits.
Reasons for failures (and their implications) are established to provide a
basis for detection and measurement of satisfactory or unsatisfactory
performance, anomalies, failures, and possible locations and causes of the -e.

NOTE: The basis for this discussion is given by the compatible
family of digital logic circuit elements existing at BEC
since 1964, reprosented by the following present
elements: OR/NOR Gate (#4707), FLIP-FLOP (#4709),
Passive AND Gates and several Binpkry Counter element
types (such circuit #4766). Furthermore, the great
variety of sys .. :m circuits manufactured (utilizing such
elements) and tested in the past years provided the data
for this discussion.

It should be noted that the information given herein is
based on BEC elements and circuits in common sizes
(nozzles of 0. 015 to 0. 025 inches wide, element and
chbnnel depths of 0. 04 inches), utilizing air around
atmospheric conditions, and fabricated in Optiform,
epoxy castings, and injection molded forms. However,
it is most likely that such basic information is
applicable to other Fluidic devices of a similar nature
under similar circumstances and even under somewhat
varied conditions, provided reasonable discretion is
maintained in its interpretation.
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2.0 PRIMARY CHARACTERISTICS

Ouesi-Steady State Characteristics

As given by the enclosed three element catalog sheets, these characteristics
are presentci aa input (control) and output P/2 relationships for a
constatit supply pressure of 1 psig. Control pressures and flows, required
to switch an element into the alternate state and control pressures and flows
below whicn a monostable element returns to its stable state, are indicated
as regions or bands on the input /R- 'Lurves. These relationships are
plotted in one graph permitting the superposition of different element
characteristics for evaluation of compatibility in intarconnections.

These characteristics are given in the form of wide regions or bands
oncompaq sing hitherto tolerated (acceptable) performance deviations
under equal operating conditions, determined by large numbers of tested
elements (see Reference I). These measured regions also indicate that
(within these tolerances) febrication rejects can be completely avoided; as
rubstantiated by the characteristcs-orlyinating measurements performed on
elements fabricated over a period of several months

The given characteristics apply to the element silhouettes, as identified by
their numbers, and also to their immediate successors, identified by the
following numbers:

Original BEC No, Latest BEC No.

OR/NOR 1715 4707

FLIP-FLOP 1425R 4709

Binary Counter 1391 4766

It should be noted that these tests are performed with regard to every
element's logic function, even though only as far as quasi-steady state
is conceined.
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"". .ID Am LI ICATION

BOWLES ENGINEERING CORA &
pure fluid systems

9347 PRAWSN 9116? SaLVes sMIING, MD. 20910 UUPWOEN Il - 6111 w it ... ,.. r*gmI |.,.14ui;.

ý3 NPUT QpNOR No. 1715

This Pure Fluid Amplifier
element supplies the OR and LOGIC SYMBOL SIL T T=
NOR logic functions for use in ACTUAL SIZE

laboratory breadboards . In the 0 N
absence of all control signals 0 N 0 N

the NOR (N) lo eg provide an
output. The OR (0) log providLe C3
an output with either or all AIRPOWER P,-0
control signals present. An SUPPLY
unused output or input should Ca
be vented to atmosphere. J

This element used with CI C2C3 ,I p1ll6

others may be connected to CONTROL P+

demonstrate basic digital INPUTS P 1.5paig MAX

logic functions. However,
if you contemplate circuit
complexities of the order of ST
a full adder or greater, you ST

should contact the ,S
Bowles Engineering Corporation INPUT

and we will consider the P, I plIg

development of an integrated circuit "-
of your required function. Thus, ' OUTPUT

many problems arising in i .3
sychronous circuits, where
timing and signal coincidence
is important, may be u .2

Imindted. •1 /SWITCHING AND

This element is made of -1 RETURNING RANGE

plastic and should not be
heated above iSO°r. The 0
pressure fittings are barb type 0 , 2 4 6
for 1/4 inch tubing. VOL. FLOW (cu. In. / sec.)

Price: $40.00 each
Delivery: Within 30 days

Caution should be exercised to
prevent diet from entering the unit from

the supply or input signal. Purge the
supply line. This unit does not contain
a filter. Do not overpressure.

* Price F.O.n. Silver Spring, Maryland. Subject to change without notice. 211



___DAMLIICATION -

BOWLES ENGINEERING CORP. C/
pure fluid systems

934Y mPAImS STI PLVS IN O IN O, Mo. 20910 JU.UPWON 201 - 4721 idw, lever v9004 7t31sm istsr*4@ le

4 INPUT PUP-FLOP No. 142 SR

This Pure Fluid Amplifier LOGIC SYMBOL SILHOUETTE
element supplies the Flip-Flop OUTPUTS ACTUAL SIZE
logic function for use in 0, 0, 0" 0,
laboratory breadboards. In the
presenoe of a (Co) control
signal the Oo leog provides an AIR p
output. With a control signal POWER FF
at Cl the 01 leg provides an SUPPLY
output. The signal remains C, Co
present even after discontinu- C, CI C6
ation of the input signal. The SET TO 0, SET TO 0. Ca
inputs on either side obey the CONTROL INPUTS P+
"OR" function. An unused
output or input should be vented
to atmosphere.

This element used with STEADY STATE CHARACTERISTICS
others may be connected to
demonstrate basic digital
logic functions. However, if INPUT
you contemplate circuit .4 P. pl
complexities of the order of a OP
full adder or greater, you should OUTPUT
contact the Bowles Engineering ,.,Corporation and we will consider

the development of an integrated u 2
circuit of your required function. WICNGAG

W /SWITCHING RANGE

Thus, many problems arising in a.
sychronous circuits, where
timing and signal coincidence is
important, may be eliminated,

0
0 2i 4OUTThis element is made of plas- VOL. FLOW (cu. In. sec.)

tic and should not be heated Price: $40.00 encl,
above 1500F. The pressure Delivery; Within 30 days
fittings aro barb typo for 1/4
inch tubing. Caution should be exercised to

prevent dirt iom entering the unit from
the supply or input signal. Purge the
supply line. This unit does not contain
a filter. Do not ovorpressure.

* Price F.O.B. Silver Spring, Maryland. Subject to change without notico.
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LUIO AMPLItICATION

BOWL ES ENGINEERING CORP. rs
fluidic systems

347 m iiaAMI STIIII? SILVI| SMINO, M•,.10 SI U111WN 301 -98"5-4731 i ,,l i

AINARY COUNTER No. 1391,

ACTUAL SIZE
This Pure Fluid Amplifier LOGIC SYMBOL

element supplies the Binary OO 01

Counter function for use In 00 01
laboratory breadboards. This
unit is a single input nlip-
Plop and has a changn of out- AIR a. C. ,-
put for every complete input POWER P,

pulse. An unused output or SUPPLY

input should be vented to

Hatmosphem. S/0R s R
SET TO 01 SET TO 0 0

This eleJment used with CONTROL
others may be connected to INPUT
demonstrate basic digital
logic functions. However,
if you contemplato circuit
complexities of the order STEADY STATE CHARACTERISTICS

of a full adder or greater, P. - I pug
you nhould contact the

Bow'uJs Engineering Corporation INPUT
and we will consider the ,. 4-OUTPU
development of an integrated

circuit of your riquired-
function. Thus, many .3

problems arising in syn- U SWITCHING

chronous circuits, whore RAGE

timing and signal coin-a: .2-

cidenco is important, may be

eliminated. I

This oloment is made of
plastic and ihould not be - --2 4 -

heated above l5o~r. The VOL. FLOW (Cu. in/.c.)

pressuro fittings are barb type VOL $40.00 each

for 1/4 inchtubing. Delivery: Within 30 days

Caution should be exercised to
prevent dirt from entering the unit from
the supply or input signal. Purge the
supply line. This unit does not contain
a filter. Do not ovorpressure.

• Price r.0.a. Silver Spling, Maryland. Subject to change without noticu.
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Dvnamic/Transient Characteristics

Such characteristios are few and far between and their interpretation
is rather questionable, mainly for two reasons:

1. All necessary operating conditions are not usudily
detarnitnable; neither are all the conditions known
under which characteristics were obtained. Transient
characteristics are grossly affected by such "peripheral"
conditions.

2. A large number of different and relativeiy complex
measurements are needed to entiroly specify a
performance such that anomalies or deviations are
definitely recognizable and interpretable.

However, some gross relationships can serve in a majority of cases for
establishment of acceptable performance. Single elements and circuits
in many instancesi lend themselves to a number of basic tests, as indicated
in the following:

a. Waveform, pulse, and frequency response tests.

b. Switching/returning time or signal transition time tests.

c. Spurious noise tests.

d. S-,ind generation tests.

e. Transmission line tests.

f. Stability tests.

g. Feedback connection tests.

h. Jitter tests.

i. Cross-talk Isolation tests.

Etc.
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Characteristics as determined by the first thrte tests given above can
be considered primary ones and are described below:

a. Waveform, pulse, and frequency response.

Any of the active elements (such as the OR/NOR, the FLIP-FLOP,
and the Binary Counter) should accept single or repetitive waveforms,

where each wave comprises only one monotonic rise and one fall, of
vartous frequency contents, without excessive reflections and noise

being generated at its input, which could in turn cause feedback
sufficient to affect its own or other connected elements' correct operation.
This applies over the frequency and aiplitude range considered. Further-
more, such an element should respond such as to generatu at its output a
more or less square waveform of an also monotonical rise und fail
character. This is relatively easy to detect by closely positioned input
and output signal sensors when testing with a slow and clean rise and fall
input signal: for example with rise and fall times of several tens of
milliseconds or more.

Similarly, square wavec (pulses) may be fed into an element of gradually
increasing repetition rates or gradually decreasing widths, and sufficient
amplitudes (see steady state characteristics). All elements should respond
correctly and reliably, provided the input pulse width is more than 2.L
milliseconds (whether a pulse or an inversion of one is used), and the
corresponding gaps before and after the pulse (or inversion) are at least

5 ms each.

Certain elements may respond to repetition rates higher than the implied
maximum of 200 pps due to resonance effecls. However, the criterion of a
digital element's response is its performance with single pulses and pulse
patterns, rather than with repetitive waveforms of oscillatory character.
Therefore, repetitive waveform tests should be viewed with considerable
care to avoid misleading interpretations. Such high frequency tests are of
very little value, if any, for the determination of elements' digital speed
capabilities, unless test conditions accurately reproduce all actual operating
conditions and signals. Generally, the single short pulse test (as given
above) of low duty cycle should be performed. A more valid test is one
with such short pulse pairs and possibly triplets, but it requires special
signal generating equipment.

The element response or speed (analogous to "analog element frequency
response") is given in shortest accepted pulse width (or inversion). Its
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actual frequency response may have to be considerably higher, but may
be meaningless, as far as digital signal handling is concerned.

A further criterion haz to be applied; a logic function has to be performed
as a function of two or more input signals (with the exception of the
inverter and the Binary Counter). As can well be visualized, two or more
input signals arriving in time. such that coincidence or partial coincidence
results, may logically be required to provide output signals as a function
of the coincidence time. This time may well be shorter than the minimum
accepted pulse width. Alternately, a time gap between two pulses arriving
at different inputs may be shorter than the minimum accepted pulse width.
In both cases elements will not respond correctly, in spite of input pulse
widths larger than minimum accepted. Such fundamentals should be kept
in mind. Other secondary effects, such as noise, jitter, interconnection
line response, etc., generally degrade capabilities even further, as
discussed in later sections.

b. Switching/returning time or signal transition time.

The relatively coarse determination of switching and returning
delay (rise and fall or vice versa) and element signal transition delay
establishes a primary element characteristic; i.e. , whether or not an
element is switching as required. Such tests can be performed simply by
roughly measuring the time between an onset of an output change and the
onset of the corresponding logically required Anput change. This corresponds
to the signal tran8ition delay when reasonably square waves are utilized at
the input (i. e., waves, as generated by other correctly operating digital
elements). Often it is sufficient for a coarse check to listen to an element
output and input signal, although a rough-instrumented test will provide more
reliable results. In the former case, correct function is assumed, when
little or no delay (and noise) in the two signals can be audibly detected.
In the latter case, measurements should indicate (across an element) signal
transmission delays of less than a few milliseconds, with possibly detectable
rise and fall times of less than 1-1/2 milliseconds.

c. Spurious noise.

Element (and circuit) inputs, outputs, and vents will immediately
provide quality information, if checked with regard to noise level and kind in
the various logic states. A coarse check can be made by the trained ear.
However, a properly instrumented test will provide better results.
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All elements should be quiet, except for a low amplitude audible hissing.
No distinct tones should be detectable in any state. Instruments, such as
the hot wire anemometer should indicate similarly a steady amplitude
modulated with neither discernable discrete high or low frequency signals,
and with a minimum signal-to-noise ratio of 5:1 in any logical and steady state
when correctly Interconnected with a compatible element (does not apply to
vents).

ii ii ~Interconnection C haracteris tic s

Steady state interconnection characteristics are simply determinable.
Pressure drop or resistance at utilized signal flows is the only characteristic
needed to establish the steady-state interconnection quality. This pressure
drop must never be higher than the available pressure margin between an
element output signal channel and the interconnected next element (or
elements, if fanned out) at signal flow levels. Under nominal operating
conditions this amounts to no more than approximately 0. 1 to 0.2 psid at
approximately 2 cubic inches per second without fan-out in an interconnection,
and correspondingly less if a fan-out exists or if higher signal flows are
present due to several elements feeding one interconnection. Exact margins
are determined from the particular element steady-state characteristics.

Transient and dynamic interconnection characteristics present special and
complex problems and are separately classified as follows:

a. Frequency response of constant shape and size
sections. Frequency response of other sections.

b. Transition sections.

c. Partial channel flow effects.

d. Effects of bends, corners, and edges.

e. Impedance match/mismatch and termination effects.

f. Fan-in/fan-out section effects.

g. Pure resistance effects.

h. Length effects (pure delay).
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It is beyond the scope of this discussion to delve into closer details
of the dynamic response of interconnections. However, several mcjor
effects, which are relatively easily measurable e-id which can prcf'Ide
valid data as to the performance, should be mentironed:

Delay effects in an interconnection can b3 measured by convegtional
methods. It is possible to estimate whethir or not an interconnectiny line
is suitabls for the required task. If full channel flow is maintained and
little waveform distortion occurs,signal propagation velocity should be close
to the speed of sound over short low resistance channel lengths. Any longer
delays measured are to be questioned. They may indicate separation of
flow (signal) and can thus provide information on the state of the channel.
For example, flow separdtion may occur due to dirt particles lodged in channel,

Waveform dearadation can similarly be measured between different
locations. This can be caused for a variety of reasons: reflections, flow
separation, obstructions of load nozzles, cross-sectional changes, sharp
bends and edges, etc.

Reflections can also be generally easily detected bý tests with
shortest pulses and measurement of the reflected p.llse. Flow or pressure
standing wave ratio can thus be established, which is directly a measure of
the impedance mismatch. For example, one could determine the amplitudes
of the incident and reflected waves at a suitable point along the line. Undei
the assumption that all signals (flow and pressure) in one direction are
unidirectional, the flow or pressure standing wave ratio (FSWR or PSWR)
equals to - - where _ or
are maximum forward signal amnk'litudes, and , or 2Mi. equal
to these maximum amplitudes minus the respective reflected signal amplitudes.
Thus, can be determined, and with it the signal power effectively
transmiited in the forward direction: i.e.

Ptransmitted = Pgenerated 2
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3.0 SECONDARY CHARACTERISTICS

Secondar-y characteristics encompass effects of signal jitter, noie,
oscillations (sound generation), cross-talk, back-pressure (load'
sensitivity, etc.

Signal Jitter is one of the major sources of problems in circuitry.
In general, it could be defined as the variation (in time) of an output signal
with respect to a nominal reference time; usually the input signal. Two
sources of jitter can be distinguished:

1. Noise or unclear waveforms on input signal(s), power
supply, vents, etc.

2. Random or quasi-random fluid flow effects, such as
turbulence, dirt particles, humidity changes,
temperature changes, etc.

Jitter can mean fast changing variations or slow ones, such as possibly
caused by power supply pressure or temperature variations.

Although, as it is generally known, noise does nor propagate (and is no'.
amplified) through digital elements, noise is transformed into jitter (in time)
at each element. This is particularly true in Fluidic circuits where signul
rise and fall times are generally of the order of magnitude of the shortesL

pulse widths utilized, Effectively, noise on an input signal or any of the oth~r
above mentioned sources affect the switching and returning points, such that
these transitions occur at different times, for example with respect to the
nominal input signal rise.

A reasonable guiding value f )r maximum nermissible jitter per element due to
all causes is extremely difiuult to specify, due to its dependence on the
signal-to-noise ratio. However, an element could be assumed to operate
satisfactorily if it does not contribute more than 0.25 milliseconds of total
jitter (under the assumption of a peak-to-peak signal-to-noise ratio of 5 or
better).

Jitter values can be calculated from the following relationships:

S
N - S

SIN

tj t_ r

N 0.8S
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ttR4 F
0. 8 S/N

N = Peak-to-peak noise amplitude
S = Peak-to-peak signal amplitude
S/N = Pak-to-peak signal-to-noise ratio
tR, F = ti•cnal rise or fall time rEspectively, as given

Ltween 10% and 90% of signal amplitudes
tj jitter or total dispersion in time.

Jitter is additive through elements, such that each eiement contributes a
certain amount of jitter tj due to the signal-to-noise ratio at its input (and the
other causes equivalent to noise components) to the input signal jitter.
One might say that this is after all a statistical effect, which it is. The
jitter dispersion probability distribution will crowd around median values,
and probabilities will decrease with larger deviations. However, digital
systems do not tolerate any misses or errors, and therefore total dispersion

:must be considered at all times. Similarly, peak-to-peak noise values
must be used.

As already given in earlier sections, peak-to-reak signal-to-noise ratio
of 5;1 or better must be maintained. Any elements generating oscillations
(edgetones for example), particularly during switching or changes of state,
must be evaluated with respect to such noise.

Cross-talk and back-pressure or load sensitivity are closely tied together.
Input signals must not affect each other and output loading and output states
must not aftect input signal sources. Existing digit3l elements wore
designed to be thus unaffected and should perform in this way corrnctly.
Furthermore, any load ft'om zero to infinite resistance should be accepted
without adverse effects.
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4.0 ACCEPTABLE OPERATING CONDITIONS AND ALLOWABLE DEVIATIONS

Previously given characteristics and operating conditions represent nominal
situations. Acceptable deviations in conditions will cause acceptable
deviations in characteristics. Fundamentally, one has to differentiate
between deviations in operating condition- for one element or a part circuit
only (A) and those affecting the complete system equally and uniformly (B).
The following tabulations are thus differentiated and marked.

(A) (B)

Supply pressure (air): I psJq, + 25% +200%, - 40%

Vent pressure (embient): 14.7 psia, + 1% + 30% (est.)

Output loads: +Oto +- resistance

Temperature: (see material specs.)

Humidity: Less than 100% relative

5.0 SATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE AND ACCEPTABLE DEVIATIONS

These data are given in Sections 2 and 3 in this memorandum. Also see
Reference I.

6.0 ANOMALIES

Anomalies In power supply pressure distributi n can produce a variety of
res,.ts from excessive noise generation to complete failure. Two kinds of
such anomalies are considered common enough and, at the same time, not
always immediately apparent to warrant mention here: Power supply noise,
pulsing, and/or surges, resulting in noisy signals and thus excessive signal
jitter and oven In extreme cases in spurious signals being generated in circuits,
can be troublesome, and it would be advantageous if pressure-to--nolse ratio
could bh? kept above 10 (at nozzles). Uneven power supply distribution via
supply mvrfliolds, duo to high fl,)w velocities in manifolds and feeder lines,
will causo failures of circuits if deviations exceed acceptable values given earlier.

Anomalios in ventinq ,n circuits will occur if vents are obstructed by packaging
and if common vent manifolds of insufficient volume are utilized. Results can
not be characterized due to the enormous variety possible.
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Anomalies in physical configuration are similarly not characterizable
due to the great variety of effects possible, which can be caused by many
different deviations.

L 7.0 SPECIAL SYMPTOMS

Primary symptoms such as operational conditions or performance characteristics
and ones directly related to these are generally quite obvious (as given earlier)
and need not be mentioned here again.

Secondary symptoms may be useful to detect, particularly when inteor&ted
circuits are involved.

Noise, tones, switching sounds, and state of element (sound intensity) can
be detected audibly and with microphones or anemometers suitably placed
near vents. Similarly, indirect performance sensing can. be performed via
unused terminals of digital elements (inputs and outputs), which should
normally be vented.

Unconventional methods might include electrostatic sensing of states,
vibrational pick-ups, x-ray examination of construction (including moving
object for focusing), ultrasonic examination, infra-red examination, radio-
active tracer methods, etc.

Looking at a single digital element in an integrated circuit, where access
to input and output channels is not feasible, vents provide the only direct
means for sensing of element behavior. The following symptoms and probable
prime causes could be thus detected:

Symctoms Prime Causes

Excessive noise in some or Leaking, damage to shape, supply
any state from elsewhere leaking or feeding in

incorrectly - Potential Failure -

Extremely silent with no change No supply and/or no control input

on attempted switching

Whistle in any state Probable edgetones, damage to
power nozzle
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Symptoms Prime Causes

Whistle in some state Too high supply pressure, damage to
shape

Crackling in some or any state S/N too low at Input, leak, damage

to shape, vent partially obscured.
- Potential Failure -

No change of sound or. Absence of input signals, asymmetry
attempted switching of shape, leak, obscured control

nozzle, biased power nozzle.

Erratic switching on attempted Low frequency response, biased,
regular repetitive excitation leaking - Potential Failure -

There are a number of other symptoms, but very few uniquely distinguishable
causes. Thus it may become impossible to tell anything beyond tho probable
location (which element) of a failure in a circuit.
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DATA ON
3126 ANALOG AMPLIFIER

1. OPERATING CONDITIONS

a. Ps 3 to 35 psig
b. Inputs (downstream) 5% to 25% Ps
c. Load Load area >_Control nozzle area

2. SATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE

The following data is based on a single side output (higher output leg),
loaded with same area as that of amplifier control nozzles. Character-
istics are different where load differs from above, as when bleeding
from output to obtain a lower amplifier gain.

a. Pressure Gain - at 22% of Ps 2.3 to 2.5
output level, Bias = 1 0% Ps

b. Max pressure recovery at 37% to 40% Ps
saturation

c. Operating Range - 3% linearity 10-13% Ps to 32-34% Ps

d. Null Output - both inputs 22% to 25% Ps
equal to 10% Ps

e. Signal to Noise Ratio > 100
at frequency below 10 cps

3. ALLOWABLE DEGRADATION FROM ADJUSTED PERFORMANCE

The followving data is based on requirements of the Boiler Controller,
Combustion Control Logic, comprised of 3126 Amplifiers.

a. Pressure Gain + 2% Gain change allowable

b. Pressure Recovery 5% of maximum reduction allowable

c. Operating Range 10% of range reduction allowable

d. Output Null ± 1% of operating range deviation

e. Signal to Noise Ratio No less than 100
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LOAD AREA

SPB IN 2 (x 10-)

S8.28

S• • 8.20]

10 510~ 8200.5 1.0 1.5

ELEMENT: 3126-362-C-F
PB AS INDICATED

2

0.5 1.0 1.5 PSI
POI

PSIG 0
1 2 3

2 P- PSIG

23

PC- PSIG

Figure 1. Element Input/Output Pressure Characteristics
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1,0 INTRODUCTION

An effective and inexpensive technique for determining the level of

performance of FLuidic elements and circuits is desirable. In

applications, such as boiler control systems, where units are

operating continuously and break down is serious; a test which could

indicate the impending failure of an element would be invaluable In

other applications, such as missile control systems, which are one-shot

occuxrenes, the fc lure of one element often means failure of one phase

of the mission or in some instances, of the entire mission. In such cases,

it is mandatory to he able to quickly test the system operation just prior

to launch, Such tests should indicate if any units are not performing

properly and should detect the malfunctioning element so that it can be

replaced as quickly as possible.

Since the perforrrance of Fluidic elements is dependent upon pressure,

any acceptable failure detection system must give an indication of the

pressures at certain critical points. This can be accomplished either by

measuring the pressure directly with pressure transducers or by measuring

another varidble such as temperature which can be related to pressure.

In many cases, the first approach cannot be utilized due to space

limitations. The expense of several permanently installed pressure

transducers is also prohibitive in some instances. Thus it becomes

necessary to accomplish pressure measurement by indirect means.

Thermistors offer much promise in this direction, but as will be seen

in subsequent discussion, considerable analysis and development must

be accomplished before a failure detection system based on temperature

mepsiirements alone becomes practical. Thermistors are inexpensive,

space-saving, and relatively maintenance free. For these reasons they

are ideal sensors for permanent installation in Fluidic circuits. They can
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be installed and then used when necessary without elaborate preparation.

Proper interpretation of the temperature readings indicates the pressure

variation and thus the level at which the unit is performing. The degree

of difficulty in properly interpreting the data increases as the number of

variables such as stagnation temperature, ambient temperature, supply

pressure, etc. increases. By consideration of the allowable variation in

these variables, much useful information can be determined from the

thermistor readouts.

Other than the difficulty associated with interpretation, the only other

disadvantage of using thermistors Is the time delay nece.sary to heat

the thermal mass of the thermistor. This will be a problem only in dynamic

applications where the change in pressure and/or temperature is rapid.
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2.0 THEORY

Consider a converging nozzle fed by ti constant area duct which is

attached to a reservoir. Flow will be considered steady-state and

one-dimensional. This appearf: schematically as:

Stagnation
Conditions

V 0

A0
ToT 1 * • T

Ambient conditions, T. a

Thermistors may be located in the res•ervoir, in the line, at the nozzle

exit, and in the ambient surroundings. Thermistors located in the

reservoir and in the surroundings will give the temperatures directly.

Those situated in the line and at the nozzle exit will not indicate T1

and T2 , but rather temperatures which are proportional to Tj and T 2.

This is due to the fact that the air is in motion at these locations.

The actual indicated temperature will also be dependent upon the

thermistor mounting. In many applications, the aross-sectional area

of the line is so much larger than the nozzle throat area that the line

conditions may be considered as stagnation conditions due to the

low velocity.
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Assume a perfect gas, air with. 4  1.4.

t',ORT(1

Assume isentropic flow.

T 2/7
( ) (2)

To /0

2/7T2

TO P

T ( l(4)

Events of interest are those which will result in a change in the various

temperatures, in particular the temperature at the nozzle exit, T2

Variations in T2 will be picked up by the thermistor and, it is hoped,

will give an indication of any impending malfunction or perhaps determine

the cause of an existing malfunction.

"The following events will result in a chavge in T2

(1) Change in To

(2) Change in P'o

(3) Change in A2

(4) Change in Ta
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Consider now each of these possibilities separately.

Case (1) TO change

-o2/7
T2 -- To (

It is assumed here and in all subsequent calculations that the nozzle

flow is continuous and subsonic. This will result in the exit pressure

being equal to the ambient pressure for a nozzle exhausting into the

* ambient surroundings. The variation of T2 with changes in stagnation

* temperature for various values of stagnation pressure is shown in Figure

1. It is assumed that the ambient pressure is 14.7 psia.

Case (2) o change

T2 =TO (o )

This variation is shown in Figure 2.

Case (3) A2 change

This is of interest because nozzle contamination will result in a decrease

in A2 . The relationship will be derived in terms of the pertinent variables.

Continuity equation.

1V 1 IAi P 2 V2 A2 (A)
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Steady flo-'v energy equations:

2
V1  = 2 Cp (To-To ) (6)

V2  = 2 C (To- T2 ) (7)p

From continuity = J E A 2

/01 A 1 V2

Substitt.ing into equation (6)

(-2A 2 2( Ar ) V2  = 2C (To- T)

i or v 2  20 C (T -T•)
2 02 A2 08

Equating the expressions for the exit velocity

(TC-T 2 ) -T (T 0 T-2 2 A2 0T - 1

which yields

T0 TT " 2 A2  (9)
0 10

The density may be eliminated by use of the equation of state

RT
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giving

T T 2- L - T 22 1 A 2

T0  T1  ~ 2 T I A2

The pressure may be eliminated by use of the isentropic flow assumption

1 T 7/2

giving
T -T TA )2

o T2 = iT) A 2  (12)
T -TT A
o 2 2

which is the desired equation relating temperature changes to area changes.

It is necessary to know the stagnation temperature in order to apply this

equation. This can be determined by locating a thermistor in the reservoir.

Some typical relationships are shown in Figures 3, 4, and S.

Case (4) Ta change

The manner in which changes in the ambient temperature affects the

thermistor readings (other than causing changes in stagnation temperature)

will depend upon the type of mounting and on the material of which the

circuit is fabricated. Co:rider that the thermistoi is mounted in the

channel wall and is flush with the surface.
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Schematically, w ha'ao

) Channel

Thet mistor

Circult Plate

aT

2 is now the isentropic; free-stream temperaturre. The Lhermistor does

not measure this temperature but Instead measures a temperature, T3

T3 is also not the stagnation temperature because It is not deceleratsd
isentropically due to boundary layer effects and other irreversible

effects. Tj is also influenced by the ambient temperature T. since the

circuit plate material is a heat conductor. The accurate analyticai

determination of T3 in terms of the other temperatures is a difficult

task.

The problem would be simplified considerably if the wall were considered

adiabatic, i.e., eithe" an insulated wall or Ta m T3 . Then the temp-

erature actually measured by th', thermistor would be eaual to the

adiabatic wall temporaturo, Taw

T3 - Taw

This is a well-defined tamporature and is exprcssed as

Taw T2 + Rf (TO ') 13)
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where

Rf recovery factor

This recovery factor has been determined experimentally for many cases

end analytically for several specific conditions. This is discussed in

some length in Heat Transfer by Giedt, p.199. Typical values are from

0.80 to 0.95. Rf may be expressed as

T3 - T

Rf - 3 2 (14)
o 

2

In general, the circuit plate is not insulated and Ta 9 T3 . Therefore,

the wali Is not adiabatic and T3 becomes a function of Ta as well.

"T3- T3 (Ta , T2 ,T) (15)

The recovev'y factor can be experimentally determined for non-adiabatic

cases, but it too must then b] .onsidered a function of the ambient

temperature. Unfortunately, an analytical expression for Rf is not

available. Typical experimental data is given in Table 1, and compared

to -ctual measurements in Figure 6. This is not intended to show a valid

technique for determining Rf In general, but only that for given ambieiit

conditions a constant value of Rf is valid over the range of temperature

varietiol .



TABLE 1.

T = 74.3°F To = 75F

(calculated theoretically
1 3 2 for isentropic flow)

0
0 psig 74.3 0 F 75.0°F --

5 74.3 73.5 350p

10 74.3 71.5 40

15 74.3 70.5 -230

20 74.3 70.0 -42c

25 74.3 69.0 -580

30 74.3 68.5 -72°

Based on this data, a recovery factor of 0.95 to 0.96 is determined.

Figure 6 shows these results.
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3.0 APPUCATIONS

Applications of the preceding theory to two specific problems is con-

sidered: (I) a boiler control system and (2) a missile control system.

Typical values are chosen for the pressures and temperatures in order

to obtain some indication of the order of magnitude of the changes which

may be expected.

3.1 Boiler Control System

Both analog and digital elements are present in the boiler control

system under consideration. Since the pressure required is

significantly different for each, they will be discussed separately.

3.1.1 Analog Element

In the unit tested the nominal supply pressure is 10 psig. The

element will function properly for variations of t 3%, i.e.,

t 0.3 psi. If the variation of supply pressure exceeds 3%

the element malfunctions. We are interested then in

determining variations in supply pressure of less than 3%

which will give an indicatioa of impending failure. The

ambient temperature can possibly vary from 35°F to 135°F

and the supply temperature should vary over approximately the

same range.

The maximum acceptable variation in supply piessure gives a maximum

variation of only + 0. 1°F for the thermistor mounted in the

wall of the nozzle (T 3 ). This is equiva)2nt to a voltacg

output of - 0.21 mv by the thermistor. The sensitiwvty of

the thermistor offers no problem here, but tho malrntude of

the temperature change makes a proper tUiturprcetaitot of change



in supply pressure difficulL if not impossible. The reason for

this is the much larger variation in T3 which is to be expected

from changes in the ambient and supply temperatures. For

example, a change of 10 degrees in the supply temperatures

would cause a change of several degrees in T3 (the actual

change would dapend on the pressure ratios). This change would

overwhelm the small change due to supply pressure variation.

It thus appears at this time that this is not the optimum approach.

Further investigation of the use of more than one thermistor in a

bridge network offers the possibility of eliminating some of this

difficulty. If other means of detecting j o variations are too

expensive or consume too much space, this approach may yet

be fruitful. In other applications where the acceptable variation

in supply is greater and/or the variation in nmbient temperature

is not so large, the above difficulties may be lessened considerabiy.

3.1.2 Digital Element

The nominal supply pressure is 1.0 pslg with a minimum of 0.5 psig

and a maximum of 1.25 psig. This is a rather large percentage

variation, but a small variation in terms of psi.

Difficulties similar to those for the analog element are encountered.

The variation in T3 due to changes in supply pressure are much

smaller than the variation which can he expected from ambient

changes. The discussion for the analog elemeut is thus also

appropriate for the digital unit.
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3.2 Missile Control System

The missile control system under cons ideration would operate from

a supply manifold at 1.5 psig with a ± 5% variation. This would

lead to small changes in T3 similar to those discussed for the

boiler control system. These changes would be undetectable when

compared to temperaturc changes due to supply temperature

variation.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS

Thermistors are proposed as a means for detecting the impending failure

of a Fluidic element. In most cases, this failure is brought on by changes

in certain pressures throughout the system. Thermistors measure
temperatures which are functions of pressures, among other variables.
If the temperature change due to pre.3sure is comparable to or greater

than the change due to variations in other parameters such as ambient

temperature, then the thermistor is a useful detector. Unfortunately,

for the cases considered in this report, namely, a boiler control system

and a missile control system, this is not the case. Variations in

temperature are due mainly to other temperature changes rather than

supply pressure variations. The use of thermistors does not appear

at this time to be a good method for determining the impending failure

of these systems due to supply pressure changes.

It is believed, however, that further investigation of bridge networks

utilizing thermistors can compensate for some of these difficulties.

This investigathon is recommended if other approaches prove to have their

problems aP1?-.

In applications where the allowable variation in supply pressure i.s

greater and for the variation in ambient temperature is less, thermistors

should be considered as possible sensors for use in failure detection,

( 2'54I
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Bowles Engineering Corporation has engaged in a program to investigate
sensors and instrumentation techniques which may be used to check out
the state of performance of Fluidic Systems. The comparative evaluation
of a group of candidate sensors includes consideration of the compatibility
of the sensors with typical circuit packaging concepts, and consideration
of the effects of environment on the sensors. The results of a study into
these two areas of concern are summarized by this Technical Memorandum.

The candidate sensing techniques are as follows:

o Microphone

o Accelerometer

o Anemcmeter

0 Miniaturized Pressure Transducers

o Thermistors

o Crys ta Is

o Infra Red Thermometer

'ihe two types of packaging concepts considered for instrumentation will be
described. Each sensor will be defined and the parameter sensed will be
stated. Means of mounting each sensor to Fluidic circuitry will be presented.
The compatibility of the candidate sensors with the two circuit packaging
concepts will be discussed.

The sensitivity of each of the sensors to changes in the following ambient
condition will be considered:

o Temperature

o Pressure

o Humidity

o Vibration

o Acoustic Energy

o Electromagnetic Energy

Preceding Page Blank
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Conclusions will be presented as to the applicaibility of eact" of the sensors
to, instrumentation of integrated, packaged curzuitry. Conclasions drawn
from the study will be summarized.
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2.0 PACKAGINYG CON,,EPTS

The two most common concepts of packaging two-rdmensional Fluidic circuitry

are the modular concept and the stacked circuit concept. These two concepts
are described in the following.

2.1 Modular Packj__nBc ConcePt

The modular concopt of packaging circuitry, with one or two circuit plates
enclosed within a module, Is highly desirable for a wide range of Fluidic
control applications. Each module commonly houses one or more functional

groupings of elements. The modules may be rack-mounted and appropriately
interconnected. Adjustment and checking of each module may be accom-
plished independently, either prior to installation or when installed in a
rack-mounted assembly. Individual faulty modules may he removed and
repaired or replaced.

The module consists essentially of a circuit plate attached to one or both
sides of a manifold, with the manifold supplying operating fluid to the
circuit elements, providing element interconnection chanelling, and
housing circuitry adjustment means. A protective cover is Litted over
each of the circuit plates. Vented elements exhaust into the area between
the circuit plate and the cover, through a porous filter In the cover to
atmosphere. Figure 1 presents a simplified drawing of a typical circuit
module.

There exists a significbnt space between the circuit plate and the cover.
This space proiides an ideal region for the location of sensors, particularly
those sensors which offer the possibility of individually indicating the
state of a functional grouping of elements.

2.2 Stacked Packagina Qoncept

An alternate approach to packagirni fs the stacking of multiple layers of
two-dimensional circuitry, forming a morA or less (monolithic) structure.
The stringent dimensional and weight limitations of certain applications,
as in a misqtle control system, requi.e the high circuitry density afforded
by this packaging approach.

Figure 2 shows a simplified sketch depicting the stacked packaging
concept. Circuit plates, supply and vent plates, and channel inter-
connection plates are stmcked in multiple layers with connections
between platos made by moans of internal transfer holes, A large number
of functional circuit groupings tre enclosed within the structure.
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Instrumentation of this type of a package is more difficult than in the
case of a modularized approach. Available space for the mounting of
instrumentation is limited. Vent areas are small. In most cases, the
elements of a functional grouping, or subcircuit, do not vent into a
common vent chamber.

It is expected that the mounting of sensors and the isolation and checkout
of individual subcircu..ts will be more difficult in the case of stacked
circuit packaging.
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3.0 COMPATIBILITY OF SENSORS WITH CIRCUIT PACKAGE AND ENVIRONMENT

In the Xolljwing, the compati.bility of each of the considered sensors with
the two packaging concepts and with environmental conditions will be
individualfly inve stigated.

3.1 Microphone

The microphone under consideration is a Massa M-213 sound pressure
microphone, Massa Division Cohu Electronics, Inc., Hingham, Mass.
The size of this miniature piezoelectric type microphone is nominally
1/4" diameter x 5/8" length. I' may be used in monitoring the acoustic
disturbances generated by a functioning flueric circuit.

3,1.1 Mounting Means and Package Compatibility

It is hoped that this sensor may be used to evaluate the operational
state of a grouping of Fluidic elements and consequently, may be
located at a position somewhat removed from the vented side of an
integrated circuit plate. When instrumenting a modularized circuitry
package, the microphone may be mounted to the module cover as
shown by Figure 3. The microphone, as shown, is bonded to a
mounting ilange by means of a resilient potting material, such as
an RTV silicone rubber compound, to minimize transmission of high
frequency vibrations from the module cover to the microphone. This
mrunting means ailows for easy coupling and decoupling of the cable
assembly to the microphone external to the module cover. An
alternate attachment point of the microphone, using the same mounting
approach, is in the sides of the module cover. This would provide
improved accessibility of the coupling point where modules are
rack-mounted in close proximity.

The Massa microphone is not as well suited to a stacked circuit
arrangement as to the modularized package airangement. The
considered objective of a microphone is ton detect, by means of
acoustic disturbances, causes of malfunction within some group
of elements. It is considered ,hat this can most satisfactorily be
accomplished where a group of elements vent into a common vent
region, with acoustic disturbances passing also through the v,'nts
of each e&.ement into the vent region. By placing a microphone in
th,. region, as with the above described modular concept, the
single microphone may detect acoustic disturbances from each of a
group of o'ements. In the case of stacKed circuitry, constrictions
impos-!. , eLement orientation and venting means by space
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limitations, frequently leads to an arrangement where groups of
elements do not vent into a common chamber into which a micro-
phone may be mounted. In such cases, the microphone does not
appear highly compatible with the stacked packaging concept.
Where space considerations do permit the inclusion of a common a
and accessible vent region, it is probable that a suitable means
of incorporating the microphone ma, be estaolished.

3.1.2 Environmental Effects

The permissible operating temperature range of the microphone Is
-400 F to 1600 F, the upper limit being set by the cements used

in the construction of the unit. However, high transient tempera- I
tures of short duration will not damage the units. The active
element is ADP (ammonium dihydrogen phosphate), a piezo-
electric crystal. The upper limit of this crystal is approximately
2006F.

Temperature variation causes some changes in the piezoelectric
constants of the crystals as well as in the mounting adhesives.
If highly accurate measurements are required, a calibration curve
may possibly be needed for each microphone.

Environmentl pressure changes have no effect on the operation of
the microphone.

The Massa microphone is sealed so that humidity is not a problem
in operation. The crystal itself has no lower humidity limit, but
it does pick up moisture from the ambient at humidities above 93
percent. This is, of course, prevented by the sealing of the
ins trument.

Operation in the presence of a magnetic field does not affect the
performance of the microphone.

Vibration of the instrument may cause problems appearing as noise
in the output. The extent of the noise depends upon the amplitude
and frequency of the impressed vibration.

3.2 Accelerometer

The accelerometer under investigation is a B & K (Bruel and Kjaer)
Instruments, Inc., Model 4333. The nominal size of the piezo-electric
type accejerometer is 0.63 inches x 0.63 inches, and its nominal weight
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is 12.7grams. It has a frequency range of 2 to 14,000 KC (hId'
and an acceleration range of 0.r01 to 2,r000 "g " with appr(priate
instrumentation. This accelerometer may be used to determine the
vibrations of an operating Fluidic circuit. These vibrations may be
excited Ly acoustis signals.

3.z.i Mounting Means and Package Compatibility

The accelerometer is mounted directly on the surface of the circuit
plate for the modular type of packaging. Mounting may be
accomplished by a threaded stud supplied by the manufacturer.
Correct measurement of high frequency vibrations is dependent
on the stiffness of the mounting. A typical arrangement is shown
in Figure 4, with the accelerometer located within the circuit cover.
In some ca-as, the clearance between the circuit plate and the
module cover may not be sufficient to accommodate the accelerometer.
In such instances, the accelerometer may extend through a clearance
hole in the cover plate. A flexible vibration-damping sealant should
then be used to seal the gap around the accelerometer, to prevent the
entrance of external contaminants into the element vent region under
the cover plate.

The accelerometer may be mounted in a similar manner to stacked
circuitry, as shown by Figure 5. To provide access to a circuit
plate within a stack, it may be necessary to allow the accoloromator
to extend through a number of adjacent circuit plates, orienting
circuitry in the adjacent plates to permit this. Smaller acc•kLerometarm
than the B & K unit are available, the size of which are much moro
suitable to stacked circuitry than the B & K accaleromoeter. Unh
typical example is the Endevco Corporation Model 2222 microminiature
accelerometer. The size of this unit is 0,25" hex, x 0.20" thick, It
may be attached by means of an appropriate rigid adhesiva, This
accelerometer, while it was not evaluated during tho program, appearn
to offer a good potential for use with compactly stackaQ.A circuitry,

3.2.2 Environmental Effects

the operating temperature range of the B & K acedueromotur iN

substantial, -320• F to 5000 1', and is sufficient for tiny Ounttiv plated
applications, Slight sensitivity uhanges occiur with tutmporature
variations and must be taken into account, Indkvidunt .mlihrntian

curves ire supplied for each unit, enabling the correct sonsitivity
to be fouwid from theme charts.
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The acoustic sensitivity of the element is 0.2 p V per pbar. This
may be significant if the vibration being monitored is of small
magnitude. The nominal voltage sensitivity including a calibrated
connecting cable if 16 mV per "g". In some Fluidic application,
it may be that the acoustic noise is significant when compared to
the signal level. In such instances, some degree of acoustic
isolation may be necessary.

Other possible areas of concern are electrostatic and magnetic
fields. The magnetic sensitivity is 1 pV per gauss. In the
applications under consideration, this is not expected to be a
problem.

The unit is totally sealed so that humidity is of no concern. The
ambie:nt static pressure level has no effect, however, a varying
pressure (such as a sound wave) could show up on the output as
noise.

3.3 Constant Temperature Anemometer

The hot wire probe is a Disa miniature probe element 55A52. The wire
material is platinum-plated tungsten approximately 0.45 mm. long and
0.005 mm. in diameter. The total length of the probe unit is 10.8 mm.
and its overall diameter is 0.9 mm. Flow can be monitored in a selected
region of a Fluidic element with a probe of this size.

3.3.1 Mounting Means and Package Compatibility

These miniature hot wire anemometer probes have the advantage of
being smaller than most other sensors. This enables one to mount
the element with less difficulty in the most suitable location. A
major disadvantage of the probe is its fragility, thus requiring a
mounting by which the probe can be easily replaced if damaged.
An arrangement such as shown in Figure 6 offers this possibility.
A suitable cement can be used for mounting the probe in the plug.

This type of mounting is especially suited for the modular package
since the plug can be placed directly into the desired flow region.
The leads may be taken out at any convenient. location. :Figure 7
depicts a typical arrangement.

The proper mounting of the probe in the stacked package is more
difficult. The channel in which the measurements are needed must
be accessible either directly or indirectly as shown in Figure 8,
which depicts three possible mountings. In some cases, direct
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FIGURE 7. HOT WIRE MOUNTING FOR MODULAR CIRCUIT
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FIGURE 8. HOT -WIRE MOUNTING FOR STACKED CIRCUIT
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bonding of the probe into a hole in a circuit plate may be necessary
as where mouiting the probe nominally parallel to the circuit plate.
If circuits arc designed with the incorporation of probes in mind, it
should be possible to place the channels in such a way so as to be
accessible.

3.3.2 Environmental Effects

A constant termperature anemometer system maintains the resistance
of the hot wire at a constant value by holding the wire temperature
at a constant level. Thus, environmental temperature changes could
cause changes in the wire temperature and consequently changes in
the anemometer output signal.

Ambient temperature changes do not in general effect calibration of
the anemometer unless the temperature differential is sufficient for
heat to be conducted through the probe element to the wire itself.

Changes in the s tream temperature exert considerable effect on the
hot wire output; less current is required to maintain the wire at a
constant temperature for a given stream velocity as the stream
temperature increases.

Ambient pressure changes do not influence the system. However,
variations in the stream pressure do effect the anemometer output
signal. For example, an increase in the static pressure of the
stream increases the cooling capacity of the fluid. Therefore, for
a given stream velocity the fluid exerts a larger cooling effect on
the hot wire, requiring a larger current to maintain constant wire
temperature.

Changes in the ambient humidity have no effect on the calibration.
Increases in the humidity of the stream gas result in an increased
cooling effect. The result is then similar to the pressure increase
described above, i.e., an increase in current.

If the effects of temperature, pressure, and humidity changes an
anemometer calibration are greater than allowable, it is expected
that these effects can be minimized through use of multiple
anemometers and appropriate nulling electronic circuitry. Calibration
shifts are of concern in the case of analog circuitry, where the accurate
detection of signal levels is necessary. In the case of digital
circuitry, however, calibration shifts are not so critical. In this
instance, the detection of digital changes in flow and time relation-
ships between flow pulses are of more concern than accurate
representation of flow levels.
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The hot wire is a very sensitive element and consequently any,.
vibrational disturbances with sufficient amplitude to give the wire
an additional imposed velocity relative to the stream are picked up
and read out as though these are fluctuations in the stream velocity.
It is anticipated, however, that if this should be encourntered, the
fluctuation amplitudes would be small compared to the signal changes
of interest.

Acoustic noises and magnetic disturbances should not be a problem
with the anemometer.

As with any hot wire, contamination or build-up of foreign material
on the wire will, in time, change the calibration with the probe
incorporated into a plug, as per Figure 6, removal for cleaning is
facilitated.

3.4 Miniaturized Pressure Transducer

The transducer under consideration is a Scientific Advances, Inc., Model
SA-SD M-6J-. It is a bi-directional differential pressure transducer which
uses a movable diaphragm and a strain gauge bridge as the active elements.
The sJztý of the sensor is 0.25 inches diameter and 0.25 inches thick. The
sensor is well suited to flush-mounting into element channels for use in
monitoring operating pressure signals.

3.4.1 Mount~ng Means and Package Compatibility

The pressure transducer may be readily flush-mounted into circuit
channels as shown by Figure 9. A 1/2 inch diameter hole is bored
from the rear of the circuit plate with a flat-bottomed end mill, to a
depth where it just breaks t&=ugh the bottom of the channel. The
pressure transducer is inserted into the hole until it bottoms. A
fillet of bonding material is then placed around the transducer at
the rear surface of the circuit plate. This fixes the transducer in
place and provides the required seal. A bonding material which may
be dissolved by a solvent, as may Duco cement, permits the transducer
to be removed if necessary.

The size of the sensor and the means of installation are compatible with
both the modular and the stacked circuit packaging concepts. In the

latter case, it may be necessary to arrange the circuitry in a plate
adjacent to the plate being instrumented so that the rear of the transducer
may be extended into the adjacent plate. Where using atmospheric
pressure as a reference (measuring signals in psig), the rear of the trans-
ducer must be exposed to atmospheric pressure.
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3.4.2 Environmental Effects

Temperature variations affect the sensitivity and zero point of the
transducer. Precise information regarding each individual element
is supplied with the transducers by the manufacturer. Models are
available with and without temperature compensation. Typical
effects for the uncompensated model are a zero shift of 0.2 per
cent of full scale per OF and a sensitivity variation of 0.2 per
cent of full scale per OF. The -compensated model is significantly
better with variations of 0.05 to 0.01 per cent of full scale per OF.

Operating temperature ranges vary depending upon the specified
requirements. Typical ranges are from -40o F to 150 0 F and from
-100OF to 3000F. The model selected will depend upon the pressure
level changes of interest and the environmental temperature changes
encountered in specific applications.

Ambient pressure variations will not influence the reading unless of
course ambient is being used as the reference pressure, Operating
pressure ranges vary with requirements. Elements tested had ranges
of *2 psi and *15 psi.

Humidity is not a problem for most applications, although the perfor-
mance may be somewhat impaired if operated in a high humidity for
an extended period of time.

Vibrations, acoustic disturbances, and magnetic fields have little or

I no effect on the performance of this sensor.

135 Thermistors

A variety of bead-type thermistor probes from Fenwal Electronics are
considered. These beads are small in size being typically 0.04 inches
in diameter with smaller or larger sizes readily available. These
thermistors may be used to monitor either the stream temperature or the
resulting temperature of the circuit plate. This temperature gives an
indication of the state in which the Fluidic circuit is operating. The
mass of the thermistor must be heated up to this temperature to give a
proper reading which necessarily requires a certain amount of time.
This time delay presents a disadvantage for dynamic analysis of Fluidic
circuits.
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3.5.1 Mounting Means and Package Compatibility

The small overall size of the thermistor enables it to be more easily
mounted than some of the other sensors. It may be cemented rI the

inside or outside of the circuit plate, or if size permits, in the stream
itself. When located ira the stream itselt, however, the size of Lhe

thermistor bead may be significant in comparision to the cross-
sectional area of the channel. Thus, the bead may change the
operating charecteristics of the Fluid~c element.

Bead thermistors are easily mounted in the modular package. Figure
10 shows typical thermistor mountings for the modular concept. Where
mounted within the circuit plate, a hole slightly larger than the
thermistor is drilled from the rear of the circuit plate to a depth where
it nearly breaks through into the channel. Then the thermistor is potted
within the hole, locating it against the bottom of the hole. It is
important thr: the potting around the thermistor be continuous (no
air bubbles) to prevent any t,'ermal isolation from the channel bottom.

3.5.2 Environmental Effects

The thermistor output depends on the resistance of the element. This
resistance is solely a function of the temperature. of the thermistor.
Therefore, pressure, humidity, vibrations, acoustic disturbances, and
magnetic fields will have no effect on the calibration or performance
of the thermistor. Of course, it will pick up any environmental

temperature changes which may be transmitted to the bead itself.

3,6 LjSL:•L.2'.•e c tr j ys tanls

The piezoelectric crystals are PZT Bimorph ceramic matr,,.l manufactured
by the Piezoelectric Division of Clevite Corooration. These elements

consist of two layers of piezoelecLric materil with a layer of metal
sandwiched between thertr, Th;," constructior, allows smaller f.'ces to be
adequately handled. They are used in Fluidic circuits as pressure trans-
ducers. The main advantage of these crystals is their extremely low cost
compared to commercial pressure transducers. The thickness of the plate
is 0.024 inches with the shape variable according to the application.

C.6, I Mounting Means and Package Compatibility

A technique for flush-mountinj the crystal to the botto... of a circuit
channel is shown by rigure 11. An elongated slot, the width beintj
that of the crystal is milled into the circuit plate from the rear surface.
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"The depth of this flat-bottomed milled slot is such as to just break
'through the channel bottom. The crystal, with leads attached, is
placed on the bottom of this channel and bonded into place with a
bead ot cement, such as Duco, around the four outer edges of the
orystal,

'The mears of installing the crystal is applicable to both the modular
and stacked circuit packaging concepts. In the latter case, it may
bo r,eceuscry to denign into tha stacked structuie meadun to auuplu the
space behind the crystal to ambient pressure.

3.6.2 Environmental Eiocats

Tha ceramic material of the Bimorph crystal has a high Curie point,
well abovo 5000 F, so the operating range is more than sufficient
for the contemplated applications. The characteristics of the piezo-
electric crystals are temperature depondent, however. Precise
oahibr.tion curves are not available for the Bimorph-type of
construction since the variation in properties due to temperature
uhanges depends extensively on the shape of the element and its
mount.ng characteristics. Given a specifin size, shape, and type
of mounting for a particular crystal; calibration curves can be
determined. This calibration may vary somewhat from element to
element due to variations in the mounting,

Pressure variation have no effect on the properties of the crystal
itself. In most Fluidic applications, it is expected that the crystal
will be used to Indicate gauge pressures, In which case, ambient
fluctuatioiis will not effect the calibration. For determination of
aboolute pressures, a change in ambiert ',ressure causes a shift
of the zero point.

A humidity Level of 90 to 95 percent does not harm the unprotectod
crystal&. If extended service is expected at a higher humidity,
then the crystals should be sealed, This does not affect their
utility but does add to their cost.

3.7 ILotLart hfter

A Barnes Engineering Company portable infrared thermometer, Model
PRT-4, was Inw.stigated as a means of evaluating the applicability
of I.R. sensing te-h.Uqu:-:, to Fluidic system chockout. The potential
afforded by I.R. techniques is in Lhie determination of the thermal map
of a functioning circut, with deviations from the reference map indicating
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the presence of an anomalolin condition. While the I.R. thermometer
model u.ad during the program provided an approach to investigating
the technique, it is not itself considerod oPplivable to in-place flight
line checkout procedures which are under consideration in the pregent
program, duo to its size and the nond to scan to obtain a thermal map.
It waa conatdrared that If highly satistactory results wore realizvid
from the evaluation of I.R, techniques, morc applicable I.R. at-naing
means could be found or perhaps developed,

3.7,1 Mounting Mcans and Package Compatibility

The size of the I.R. thermometer head is 5-1/2 inches diameter
x 5 inchem long . The target distance in one (1) foot to infin-ty,
These characteristics are considered to prohibit suitable mounting
to luidic circuitry and are not compatible with either the module
or stackod circuit packaging concepta,

3.7.2 , .nvironmenta) Effects

Variations in ambient temperature which affect changes in temperature
of the surface of a rluidic circuit plate being monitored are detected
by the I.R. thermometer, The significance of thin iN appreciably
minimized where concurned primarily with temperature profiles, as
with a thermal map, rather than absolute temperatures values.
Greatest accuracy in the use of I.R, mlipping techniques may, of
course, be realized where reference maps are made for the actual
ambient temperature condition.

Other changes in onvironmont, such as pressure, humidity,
vlbratione, acoustic disturbances and magnetic field have no
effect on the operation of the thermometer,
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS

The mounting of sensors (oxoluding the I.R. thermometer) on mont modular
packages offers no difficulty since space is yenerally avalaoble. It It more
diffioult to properly mount sensors in or on stacked or laminated circuity duo
to the density oi the elements and the lack of available space . rur these
applications, it will be necessary in moat cases to design the circuit with
the sensing requirements in mind.

In most cames the performance of a senor in influenced to some degree by
the environment to which it is subjected. It to necessary to carefully exnmine
the effects of environmental conditions before selecting a particular oennor
for use in a Fluidic system checkout application,

The microphone under consideration is compatible with the modular package,
but it appears to be unsuitable for the stacked circuitA. l~nvironmuntal
effects can be satisfactorily accounted for in the contemplnted applications,
with particular convideration directod to environmental acouutitc noise.

The piezoelectric accelerometer in easily mounted on tha modular package.
Itause with a stacked circuit iN dependent on the acoausibility of the demired
mounting location. It in considered that adequate correutiono can be made
for environmental effects with particular attention directod to environmental
acoustic noise and high frequency vibration of the M'luidic circuit xtructure,

Miniaturi constant temperature anemometers are readily mounted on modular
circuits, and in many cases, can be placed in stacked circuits, althouyh more
difficulty In expected. In either case, the mounting must be suitable for eay
replacement of the probe element. Variation in stream c.onditionn ouch am
temparature, pressure, and humtdity, where sufficient to be aignificant, may
require the use of calibration curves or multiplit o"nmometer Lnitollationg and
appropriate electronic circuitry to null. out thoot v..focta .

The pressure transducer under consideration can be suitably mounted on either
the modular or the stacked package. Temperature variation it the only environ-
mental effect which in troublesome, and thin can be largely overcome by the
ume of a temperature compensated transducer which is available.

Thermistors can be mounted on either type of package with loom difficulty than
most sensors due to their small ovorall size. Tempe-ature change) in the only
environmental change which in of concern in the use of those elements, and
may require the use of multiple thermistor installation and nulling electronic
circuitry.
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Piezoelectric crystals are satlifactory for use either with modular or with
str~cked packages, Environmental effects coan be adequately accounted for
in most instances, It in considered probable that for digital circuitry, to
which the crystal i best suited, any calibration changeu caused by
unvironmental vmriations will be acceptable,

The Infrared thermometer offers no mounting probiemnv since it aenses fromn
a distance. With the exception of its somewhat limited temperature range,
environmental kjhanuee are of no consequence. Preliminory tests indicate
that this device is not suitable for the contemplated applications due to its
size and insensitivity.

The infrared thermometer investigated during this program is not compatible
with either packaging concept, It was selected as a practical means of
evaluating the 1.R, sensing concept, appreciating the need to find or develop
a• more suitable I.R. sensor if the technique proved highly satisfactory,
Lnvironmental temperature change is the only environmental condition of
conoern, this effect being minimized by the fact that temparature profiles
rather than absolute temperatures are of most concern,
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Supplement to DD Form 1473

13. Abatract ,

Bowles Engineering Corporation has demonstrated the feasibility
of hoackout techniques for Fluidic circuitry. S,.nuors, nit4"umentation techniques,
and checkout procedures havn been dafined which has been shown, by laboratory
testni, to be succeuuful in establishing levels of functional performance, end in
isolating causen of circuitry malfunctions. Tho program was gponsorod by the
Air r'orce Aaro Propulmion Laborotory.

It has beon established that the must accurate means of
ontabLtshing level of functional performance, to determine if the performance
of a system is satisfactory or is outside of allowable limits, is through the
use of primary sensors, such as certain pressure transducers and piezoelectric
crystals. Primary sensors dotr.t functional signals directly,

Acoustic nensing techniques, a socondary nensing p',ocedure,
has been applied, with a high level of succens, to the isolation ol anomalies
causing malfunction, An accelerometer has been mounted to a circuit plate to
sense the secondary isuoustic energy genoreted by a group of operating oeements
on the cir,.iuit plate. This sensed acouatic signo i has been convorted into an
empiitudt; vs, frequency acoustic signature, through the use of sonic and
ultrauonic spoctrum analyzers. It has boon domonstrated that different
anomalies coune distinguishingly different changen in the acoustic signature,
thus permitting detection and definition of the anomalies causing malfunctions.
The results realized in the isolating of malfunction causes through the us.e of
secondary acoustic techniques is considered to be highly significant.

The present report presents the resultv of tho checkout techn1cluos
program, during which te appliuability of a group of candidate sensors wore
evaluatod for use in the checkout of both analog and digital circuitry.

(This document iW subject to dpooinl oxport oontrol, -wd eaoih trnn&,mittal
to fo,'vilin governments or ft•oin nationnls naky be mUIndo only with prior approvaJ, of
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